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More than ten years ago, I was a junior research fellow in the 
Sichuan Academy of Social Sciences in Chengdu, China. No Chinese of 
my age will forget the impact on them of events in China after 1976. 
These were, perhaps, not as dramatic or as violent as the events of the . 
.Jate 1940s when Chinese communists were conquering political po.wer 
in China. Yet, their influence on political and economic change in 
China in the years following was as far-reaching. The end of the 
Cultural Revolution (or cultural despotism), de-Maoification, the 
beginning of openness to the outside world - these dazzling changes 
first confused people and then gave them hope. They brought vitality 
and fresh air into the intellectual world of China, where many years of 
communist cultural despotic rule had left nothing but communist lies 
and decayed or rigid ideological dogmas. It was a period of challenge, a 
period of questioning, a period full of critical spirit. It is no 
exaggeration to say that the most brilliant contemporary Chinese 
intellectuals laid the political and theoretical foundations of their later 
development during that period. 
In the course of their ensuing critical re-examination of almost all 
past arguments through ~any political, economic, historical and 
philosophical debates, intellectuals in communist China turned to 
topics and arguments not heard before or suppressed in the period of 
fierce communist ideological control. Questions about humanism, 
alienation and the Asiatic mode of production were among the most 
attractive. It was in this atmosphere that I decided to embark on 
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research into the question of Marx's concept of the Asiatic mode of 
production (the AMP). The decision proved nearly disastrous for me 
academically. The post-Mao ideological campaign against ''bourgeois 
liberalism" soon followed and almost ended my academic life. 
Fortunately, the support I received from the Australian National 
University and Professor Eugene Kamenka, who is now my 
supervisor, made it possible to go on thinking and working. In 1986, I 
left China, with regret, to continue my study on the question of the 
AMP at the ANU. Over the past four years, I have suffered the many 
difficulties inevitable for a student educated in a communist culture. 
Without Professor Kamenka's great help, without his critical 
examination of every aspect of my thesis, from spelling to details of 
argument, without his pressure and encouragement, the present thesis 
would have been impossible. I have not found a prominent academic 
more devoted to his students than Professor Kamenka. My thanks, 
therefore, are first and foremost to him. 
I am also most grateful to my parents whose personalities and 
intellectual background brought them unjust treatment under the 
' 
communist system but who never lost their faith in humanity and in 
truth. To them I owe my basic attitude towards life and truth. My deep 
thanks are due also to my father-in-law, Professor Xu Fu, formerly 
Head of the Department of History of Sichuan Normal University. His 
wide knowl_edge of Western history made it possible for him to view 
Chinese history from different aspects and always follow his own 
argument, however different from the official position. My 
conversations with him supplied the initial idea of my present work. I 
dedicate this work to my parents and Professor Xu as an expression of 
my deep love and appreciation. 
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lP' !E. IE IF A. C IE 
In the history of Chinese Marxism, a noticeable intellectual 
phenomenon has been the prolonged Chinese discussion of a Marxist 
concept- that of the Asiatic mode of production (hereafter the AMP). 
The voices in this discussion, as Timothy Brook has written,1 have 
largely gone unheard in the West. Therefore, it is the primary purpose 
of this thesis to present in detail the background, the reasoning and the 
conclusions of Chinese discussions on the question of the AMP. 
Since the 1920s, the Chinese have had three important 
discussions on this question. All these corresponded to frustrations or 
even crises in the Chinese communist movement. The first was in the 
late 1920s, when the Chinese communists were threatened with 
disaster by the break of the united front with the Kuomintang (KMT). 
The second. occurred in the 1950s; when the world communist 
movement was in a deep crisis as a result of de-Stalinization in the 
Soviet Union. The third, which continues in post-Mao China, is a 
direct product of China's de-Maoification. This thesis is thus also 
concerned with the question of the connection between the academic 
debate on the AMP and the political development of Chinese 
communism. 
This thesis is not a study of Marx's own conception of the Asiatic 
mode of production or of its place in his general theory or theories of 
1 Timothy Brook, The Asiatic Mode of Production in China, M. E. Sharpe, New 
York, 1989, p. 1. 
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history and society. That has been done well by Western scholars -
initially, from within communism, by L. I. Madjar, Eugene Varga and 
Karl August Wittfogel in the latter's Wirtschaft und Gesellschaft 
Chinas and essays and then, from an anti-communist position, in his 
Oriental Despotism, and by later scholars such as Lawrence Krader in 
his The Asiatic Mode of Production (1975), Umberto Melotti in his 
Marx and the Third World (English edition 1977), Marian Sawer in her 
Marxism and the Question of the Asiatic Mode of Production (1977), 
Anne Bailey and Josep Llobera in their The Asiatic Mode of 
Production: Science and Politics (1981) and most recently Brendan 
O'Leary in his The Asiatic Mode of Production (1989). Their 
explorations have brought out both inconsistency and variation in 
Marx's views, as well as the importance of drafts, notes and neglected 
manuscripts not published, or not widely available, until well into the 
20th century. The unilinear view of world historical development 
prescribed as a sketch in the Manifesto of the Communist Party has 
been amplified, from Marx's own words, into a more complex picture 
in which the AMP produces a different line of historical development, 
or lack of historical development, and in which there are also 
significantly different lines of development for the Graeco-Roman 
world, the Germanic and the Slavonic. They become completely 
unified for Marx only through the world expansion of capitalism - an 
expansion he confidently predicted for much of his life. 
The recognition of the much greater complexity of Marx's thought 
is largely a product of Western academic scholarship of the last fifty 
years. It has brought with it increasing recognition of the ambiguities, 
inconsistencies and fundamental problems in the classical 
formulations of Marxian and Marxist social theory and of the 
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m aterialist interpretation of history. These too have been explored 
very fully indeed in W estern academic scholarship, and in W estern 
Marxism in recent years. The Chinese have become increasingly aware 
of these but they have not, and perhaps still do not, significantly 
contribute to the debate. Here, we shall concentrate on Chinese 
perceptions, not on Marx or on Marxist thought as a wider social and 
historical theory.
In China, renew ed discussions of the AMP were of obvious 
significance to a would-be Chinese Marxist thinker. Yet, each initial 
burst of interest tended to be followed by a remarkable reduction of 
enthusiasm . Generally speaking, the concept never obtained the 
position it held or holds among intellectuals in other comm unist 
countries and among Marxist intellectuals in the West. In this thesis, I 
thus raise the question of what, apart from political pressure by the 
com m unist authorities, caused the relative indifference of Chinese 
intellectuals to this concept.
Intellectually speaking, there is no doubt that the Marxist theory 
of history brought about revolutionary changes in historical studies in 
modern China. After the attacks by radical iconoclasts in the late Qing 
and the early Republic, the Confucian trad ition  in the Chinese 
academic world lost its dominant position. The collapse of the political 
order in China led to the collapse of the official ideology and left 
behind a sort of "paradigm  vacuum". Belief in such ideas as scientism, 
social evolutionism , anarchism  and radical revolutionary change 
quickly filled the gap between the Confucian tradition and Marxism. 
However, the acceptance of historical m aterialism  became possible 
only after certain modifications, even certain compromises with the 
"idealist" tendency in the traditional thought of historical studies,
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which em phasized hum an will and the importance of politics and 
m orality in historical developm ent. Above all, the acceptance was 
possible only after Marx's ideas on non-Western societies, reflected in 
his theory of the AMP, were incorporated into historical materialism, 
even if only in a very modified form.
From the late 1920s to the late 1980s, during different periods of 
debate, the Chinese treatm ent of Marxist theory of history in general 
and of the question of the AMP in particular were varied and had 
different political implications. During all these discussions, however, 
the concept of the AMP constituted a challenge from within Marxist 
theoretical framework to the official line on the question of revolution 
and m odernization. However, criticisms based on the theory of the 
AMP have never formed a strong political and theoretical opposition 
to Chinese communism. The reason for this, I argue, is that on the one 
hand the political implications of the concept failed to justify the 
nationalist demand for radical social change and denied any possibility 
of a socialist revolution in China, while on the other hand, from the 
Chinese side, there was a failure to understand that Marx's idea of the 
AMP embodies a more complex consideration of Marx on the question 
of historical developm ent of hum an society and of the communist 
m ovem ent. Finally, the Aziatchiki's challenge is a challenge from 
within the Marxist system and does constitute a Marxist threat to the 
official ideology of Chinese com m unism . H ow ever, as the new 
generation of Chinese intellectuals tends increasingly to depart from 
Marxism, the question of the AMP will probably lose its charm.
CHAPTER II
THE INTRODUCTION OE MARXISM INTO CHINA
More than a hundred  years ago, C hina's first m odernization 
effort, the Self-Strengthening M ovement, was launched, not by a 
newly emergent social class as in the West, but by a group of senior 
officials of the late Qing Dynasty. This movement drew the attention of 
Chinese intellectuals to Xi Xue [western learning]. From that time until 
the communist conquest of political power in m ainland China, after 
which Marxism was adopted as the guide-line for China's "socialist 
construction", the intellectual history of modern China was shaped by 
the unrem itting efforts of Chinese thinkers (initially stim ulated by 
Western intervention) to seek a "scientific" ism to direct the course of 
China's social, political and economic change. Their effort seems to 
have resulted in the trium ph of a foreign ism — M arx ism  — over 
trad itional Chinese cu ltu re .1 A lthough the com m unist victory in
1 No concept has caused more controversy than that of culture. In speaking of 
"traditional Chinese culture", we have in mind the broad and significantly 
internalized range of traditional Chinese social, political and economic ideas and 
their institutionalization, i.e., the social, political and economic systems of 
traditional Chinese society and the way in which they shaped the outlook of 
generations of scholars and administrators, cf. Ernest Gellner, Plough , Sword and 
Book; the S tru c tu re  o f H um an H is to ry , Collins Harvill, London, 1988, p. 14: 
"Culture can loosely be defined as systems of concepts or ideas which guide 
thought and conduct."
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China was won mainly through political and military successes,2 the 
ideology supposed to guide the Party to victory also played an 
im portant role. It gave a system atic account of m odern China's 
problem s and of the inability of "reactionary" governm ents — from 
the Qing court to the KMT — to cope w ith these problem s. It 
proclaim ed the need for a comm unist alternative that would both 
modernize China and bring social justice.
But the process of applying Marxism to Chinese reality also caused 
m any theoretical and practical problem s both for China and for 
Marxism, a Europe-centred doctrine that had not seriously examined 
either Chinese history or Chinese conditions. That omission has been 
reflected in the m any theoretical controversies among intellectuals 
since the early 1920s. Chinese attempts to cope with it form the subject 
of this thesis. In the following pages, I shall turn first, therefore, to the 
in troduction  of Marxism as a European doctrine am ong radical 
Chinese intellectuals at the turn of this century. To understand that, it 
is necessary to go a little further back to the introduction of Western 
learning in the middle of last century.
2 Mao Zedong had admitted that "without armed struggle neither the proletariat, 
nor the people, nor the Communist Party would have any standing at all in China 
and it would be impossible for the revolution to triumph". See Mao Zedong, 
"Introducing The Communist", in Quotations from Chairman Mao Tze-tung 
[Zedong], Foreign Languages Press, Peking, 1966, p. 62.
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1. Modernization and Xi Xue
Traditionally, in spite of their numerous cultural borrowings, the 
Chinese were inclined to despise all foreign cultures.3 They believed 
that they could use their own traditions and ways to change and 
civilize barbarians, but not that barbarian ways could change or 
im prove C hina .4 Only after a series of m ilitary defeats by Western 
powers from the Opium War onw ard did the Chinese realize, as an 
im portant senior official of the late Qing Dynasty, Li Hongzhang 
w arned, that China was facing strong enemies and a drastically 
chang ing  s itu a tio n .5 The m aterial superiority  of the W est was 
acknowledged. Advanced technologies, especially military ones, were 
in troduced . But this adop tion  of functionally  useful W estern 
knowledge was seen initially as not touching China's superiority in 
essential qualitative m atters, i.e. its traditional and superior culture 
and values. On the contrary, the in troduction  of the advanced 
technologies of the W estern "barbarians" was aimed at m aking it
3 The pattern of the Chinese acceptance of Buddhism, the first foreign culture in 
Chinese intellectual history, in fact foreshadowed their dealings with all 
foreign thought thereafter. Buddhism was not really accepted until it was 
integrated with Chinese traditional cultures, i.e. Confucianism and Taoism.
4 See, for instance, Mencius' idea in his dialogue with King Wen of Ten, in The Four 
Books of the Chinese C lassics, — The Works of M encius, book 1, Hong Kong, 1898, 
p. 387. This view always faced problems and foreign influence was greater than 
allowed for. The penetration of Buddhism and Buddhist culture from India was 
only the most obvious example. But the myth was strong.
5 See Li Hongzhang's "Fuzhou haifang shiyi shu" [A Second Memorial on Coast 
Defence Affairsl. Cited by Xiao Gongqin, Rujia wenhua de kunjing [The Dilem m a  
of Confucian C ulture], Sichuan People's Publishing House, Chengdu, 1986, p. 133.
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possible for the Chinese to subdue them and so to defend China's 
traditional culture. This idea, first raised by a famous intellectual Wei 
Yuan, was later adopted as a principle guiding the "open door" policy 
of the Qing court.6 The response to the impact of Western knowledge 
during this period is exemplified by the reform -m inded late Qing 
governor, Zhang Zhidong 's phrase "use Chinese learning as the 
substance and W estern learning for application".7 In the next few 
decades this phrase came to encapsulate the basic attitude of the 
Chinese towards their traditional culture and that of the West.
The Sino-Japanese War of 1894-1895 shook the Chinese even 
further. The Chinese imperial navy, after many years' m odernization 
and though equipped with W estern m odern arms, was destroyed by 
the Japanese navy. This disastrous defeat made many people feel that 
the problem of China was not only a problem of technology but of the 
character of C hina's political institutions, of its despotic form of 
governm ent. Com paratively, the West now seemed not only more 
advanced in science and technology, but in its political systems.8 As a
6 See Wei Yuan "Chouhai pian" [The Chapter on Maritime Defence!. Cited by 
Kuang-sheng Liao, Antiforeignism and Modernization in China, 1860-1980, 
Chinese University Press, Hong Kong, 1984, p. 22.
7 Cited from Zhang Zhidong's, "Quan xue pian" [An Exhortation to Learning] by D. 
W. Y. Kwok, in Scientism in Chinese Thought 1900 - 1950, Yale University Press, 
New Haven, 1965, p. 4.
8 Cited from Gao Fengxiang, Fanyi taixi youyong shuji yi [A Discussion On the 
Translation of the Useful Works of the West], by Ma Zhuyi, Zhongguo fanyi 
jianshi [A Short History of Translation in China], Chinese Translation Company, 
Beijing, 1984, p. 249.
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result, strong dem ands for institutional changes arose among most 
politically aware Chinese. They included both intellectuals outside the 
Qing court and senior governm ent officials inside the Court. Several 
changes were introduced by the Qing court after 1900, including 
political, m ilitary and educational reforms. Saving the nation from 
collapse and reform ing the traditional Chinese social and political 
system thus became the main themes in the sym phony of China's 
m odernization. Chinese intellectuals began seeking weapons from the 
ideological arsenal of their enem y, correctly believed to have 
enlightened the once uncivilized "barbarians". The materially strong 
West now began to give inspiration to the intellectual trends in China.
By the end of the last century and the beginning of this, Chinese 
turned  to books which had enlightened or were enlightening the 
m inds of W estern people. M ontesquieu's The Spirit of the Laws, A dam  
S m ith 's The Inquiry into the Nature and Cause of the Wealth of 
Nations, John Stuart Mill's On Liberty and A System of Logic, T .H . 
Huxley's Evolution and Ethics and Other Essays, and Herbert Spencer's 
Sociology, as well as Edward Jenks' The History of Politics, etc., had 
been tran sla ted  in to  Chinese. A lthough these w orks contain 
indications of the degree of W estern knowledge of China and some 
views on Chinese society, the Chinese, as we shall see in this chapter, 
seem ed not to have paid any attention to this aspect of W estern 
thought until the 1930s. In Yan Fu's translation of Adam Smith's The 
Wealth of Nations, for exam ple, Sm ith 's view  that China was a
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stationary civilization was correctly translated and clearly indicated.9 
But this view of Smith did not attract Chinese attention until in 1936 
when it was mentioned and restated by Tao Xisheng, one of the leading 
theorists of the KMT. With the wide distribution of the above western 
books among intellectuals and governm ent officials, the ideas and 
concepts of the various disciplines in W estern thought, created by 
W estern scholars over several hundred years of development, were 
quickly, som etim es inaccurately, adopted  by the Chinese. New 
concepts, such as "social evolution", "natural rights" and "liberty, 
equality and fraternity", became fashionable and inundated Chinese 
new spapers and pam phlets of that time. To m any Chinese, they 
became not only the innovations of W estern scholarship but the 
fundam ental principles of hum an society. They were thus no longer 
foreign words. This W estern intellectual tide with its strong liberal 
tendency to some extent prepared the cultural and ideological ground 
for the coming of Marxism.10
It is im portant to point out that the translation and publication of 
these books were encouraged by the Qing court as part of its
9 See Chinese edition of Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations, vol.l, trans. by Yan Fu, first published in 1902 by the Translation Bureau, 
Nanyang Public College, cited from Shangwu Book Shop, Beijing, 1981, p. 64.
10 Detailed descriptions can be found in Li Yu-ning's The Introduction of Socialism 
into China, Columbia University Press, New York, 1971, Andrew Nathan's 
Chinese Democracy, Alfred A. Knopf, New York, 1985. Martin Bernal, Chinese 
Socialism to 1907, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, N.Y., 1976 and especially in 
Hsiao Kung-chuan (ed.), Zhongguo jindai sixiang renwu lun — shehui zhuyi [On 
Modern Chinese Ideas and Thinkers — Socialism], Shi Bao Cultural Publication 
Ltd., Taibei, 1981.
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m odernization program . Most of these books were translated by 
Chinese senior government officials with overseas experience, and by 
foreign m issionaries who took an active part in prom oting the late 
Q ing 's reform  m ovem ent, notably  the W elsh Baptist Tim othy 
R ichard.11 Among various forms of Western thought introduced into 
China, mainly as references for the Qing court's consideration of its 
own modernization plan, Marxism was paid the least initial attention.
The first known reference to Karl Marx, in Chinese characters, 
was in the missionary magazine Review of The Times.12 In an article,
11 Timothy Richard (1845-1919), known as Li-ti-mo-tai in China, came to China in 
1870 and returned to England in 1915. During his stay in China, he was involved in 
the Reform Movement. From 1891 onward he became the leader of Guang Xue Hui 
[Society for the Diffusion of Christian and General Knowledge Among the 
Chinese!, an organization formed by foreign missionaries. After the Sino-Japanese 
War, he submitted a long memorandum entitled "New Policy" to the Qing court, 
advocating political and economic reforms. For the influence of these missionaries 
on Chinese reformers, see Martin Bernal, Chinese Socialism to 1907, op. cit., 
especially pp. 52, 90, and Chi-yun Chen, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao's Missionary 
Education: A Case Study of Missionary Influence on the Reformers, Harvard 
Papers on China, XVI, Cambridge, Mass., 1962.
12 Review of The Times (Chinese name, Wanguo Gongbao) was first (1875-1882) 
called The Globe Magazine and was revived in 1889 under the new English title, 
The Review of the Times. It was edited and published in Shanghai by a group of 
foreign missionaries in China. The journal, published for the purpose of 
enlightening the Chinese, was especially aimed at Chinese intellectuals. See Shi 
Lidong, Wanguo gongbao de xihua yundong ["Review of the Times" and the 
Westernization Movement], in two vols. place of publication not given, no date. 
See also Wang Shuhuai, Wairen yu wuxu bianfa [Foreigners and the One Hundred 
Days Reform], The Institute of Modem History, Academia Sinica, Taibei, 1965.
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"Datong xue",13 published in 1899, Richard and his Chinese secretary 
Cai Erkang sum m arized some chapters of Benjamin K idd's S o c ia l  
E v o lu t io n  (New York, 1898). In the Chinese, Marx was described as an 
Englishm an, "fam ous for being the leader of w orkers of all 
p ro fessions" ,14 a very free and inaccurate rendering of K idd's brief 
reference (p. 2) to Marx as a comm anding figure in one particular 
school of social revolutionists. The Chinese version explained briefly 
that M arx's theory stated that if the power of capitalists was not 
controlled, it would extend across national boundaries to all of the five 
continents, and there was a real danger that the wealth of the world 
would fall into the hands of these capitalists.15
Richard and Cai Erkang wrote:
13 The traditional Chinese concept of "Datong" can be interpreted as "Great 
Harmony" or "Great Community". It reflected the ancient Chinese ideal of the 
future of the world as well as of China. This translation of modern socialism into 
the traditional Chinese concept "Datong" was a notable feature of the initial 
introduction of Marxism. This was, perhaps, the first effort to seek similarities 
between Marxism and traditional Chinese ideals, an effort continued by many 
Chinese intellectuals of later generations, from Liang Qichao and Sun Yatsen even 
to Mao Zedong.
14 The Chinese word here is "bai gong", meaning workers of one hundred professions. 
The word originally denoted craftsmen of all professions in ancient Chinese 
society. This might be the first misinterpretation of the Marxist term 
"proletariat".
15 Li-ti-mo-tai ITimothy Richard] and Cai Erkang, "Datong xue" [The theory of 
Great Community], in Review of the Times, no. 121, February 1899. The Chinese 
translation of "capitalists" was "fu ren" [rich men] and "jiugu bashi zhi ren" 
(meaning those who sell stocks for business), different from the Marxist concept.
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If one looks at modem trends of scholarship there is a new school called "An 
m i n " , l i k e  that set out by Germany's Marx who studied capital, like that 
set out by America's [Henry] George who wanted to save the poor, like that 
maintained by [Edward] Bellamy who wanted to produce equality between 
the rich and the poor and like that of the English Fabians, whose able 
writings state that although there is legal equality and everyone can 
equally run for political office (no such right in a monarchy), there is still an 
extreme distance between the rich and poor.
Kidd was not a Marxist. His brief reference to Marx and socialist 
ideas did not attract significant attention from the Chinese intellectual 
com m unity except for one of Richard's Chinese secretaries, Liang 
Qichao, who several years later mentioned Marx's name again in his
16 "Anmin xin xue" — literally, new theory of safeguarding the people or reassuring 
the public — is probably the first Chinese translation of "socialism". The word 
"anmin", as in "anmin gaoshi" (a notice to assure the public), would have 
suggested initially to Chinese that this new theory was like a government policy 
to stabilize society and to assure the people.
17 Review of the Times, no. 123, April 1899. I have drawn on, but also departed from, 
the translation by Martin Bernal in his Chinese Socialism to 1907, crp. cit., p. 37. 
The original text of Kidd reads: "If we look around and endeavour to regard 
sympathetically, and yet as far as possible without bias, the remarkable social 
phenomena of our time in Germany, France, America, and England, we shall find 
in the utterances of the people who speak in the name of the masses of the people 
a meaning which cannot be mistaken. Whatever may be said of that class of 
literature represented in Germany by Karl Marx's Kapital, in America by Mr. 
Henry George's Progress and Poverty, and Mr. Bellamy's Looking Backward, and 
in England by the Fabian Essays ... Whatever else may be the effect of a close 
study of this literature, it must leave the impression on the mind of an 
unprejudiced observer, that in our present-day societies, where we base on the 
fabric of political equality the most obvious social and material inequality, the 
lower classes of our population have no sanction from their reason for maintaining 
existing conditions". (Kidd, pp. 69-70)
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own work on K idd.18 One reason may be the lack of imm ediate 
connection between Marx's thought and China's urgent problems — 
those of strengthening China by enriching the country and building 
up military power. Initially, however, it was Kidd, rather than Marx, 
who provided Chinese reformers with some basic ideas for dealing 
with contemporary social problems, who showed them the dark side of 
the cap ita list system , and w ho w arned  them  of the serious 
consequences of the capitalist way of modernization.
W hatever (clearly non-M arxist) message Chinese intellectuals 
received from Richard's article, it remained true that the first Chinese 
mention of Marxism came from a foreign missionary and his secretary.
2. Reform or Revolution, Liang Qichao and the 
Revolutionists
C hina's effort at rapid m odernization in the late Qing period 
reached its culm ination during the "One H undred  Days Reform" 
(1898) but was soon suppressed by the conservative Empress Dowager. 
The failure to reform  China within the existing social and political 
institu tions d isappoin ted  m any Chinese intellectuals and quickly 
radicalized them. Advocacy of an imm ediate revolution rather than 
reform became more and more popular. As part of their denial of the 
legitim acy of "foreign", M anchurian rule, more radical W estern 
political and sociological critiques of existing society, notably Marxism,
18 Liang, "Jinhualun gemingzhe Jiede jiqi xueshuo" [The Theory of Kidd, A 
Revolutionary Evolutionist], in CWEIDS - CE, vol. 5, p. 78.
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became the focus of interest among Chinese intellectuals, especially 
among overseas students and political refugees in Japan.
From 1900, various political groups of Chinese intellectuals, 
including the constitutionalists, led by the leading figures of the One 
H undred Days Reform — Kang Youwei and Liang Qichao — and the 
revolutionaries, led by Dr. Sun Yatsen, began introducing Marxism as 
one of several theoretical guides for future revolution or reform. The 
sources they used were mainly secondary ones written by Japanese and 
Western socialists, some of which were not Marxist.
Indeed, Marxism at that time came into China mainly through 
Japan where it was strongly influenced by the Marxism of the Second 
International and the Christian socialists. By 1904, as Bernal wrote, 
Japanese socialists were either "Marxists of the school of Bebel and 
Kautsky", who "accepted Marxist interpretation of history and belief in 
economic determinism" , or C hristian socialists w ho "believed that 
socialism was basically moral, not scientific".19 Before the coming of 
the Bolshevik ideology, this moderate, deterministic Marxism seemed 
to be the only source of Marxism available to the Chinese.
C om pared  w ith  the ea rlie s t stage, these  in te llec tu a ls ' 
understanding of Marxism was greater, but it was quickly given a 
Chinese twist. Thus they claimed, for example, that Marxism was then
19 See M. Bernal, op. cit., p. 89. Ma Junwu, for example, also said that socialism was 
the result of human ethical or moral progress. In Ju Wu (Ma Junwu), "Shehui zhuyi 
yu jinhualun bijiao" [A Comparative Study of Socialism and Evolutionism], in 
Yishu huibian [A  Collection of T ransla tions], vol. 12, no. 11, February 15, 1893, in 
MIC, pp.78-81, emphasis mine — Hong.
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the most influential school of thought in Germany, a nation whose 
way of modernization the Chinese had admired, and that Marx saw the 
problems of m odern society as lying in the fact that a weak majority 
was suppressed by a strong minority, perhaps a simple Chinese version 
of Marx's theory of the class struggle .20 They believed, more accurately, 
that m odern socialism was a theory for "poor labouring people". 
Through Marx, they realized that the "political and social revolutions 
[in Europe] were caused by economic problems", and that "socialist 
econom ists are advocating  the change of p rivate  into public 
ownership", a basically correct description of the social, political and 
economic roots of socialism .21 They accepted the notion that history 
has passed through "three stages of development" after "barbarism": 
"domestic slavery", serfdom and the present-day "system of free wage 
labour". They believed that economic developm ent w ould finally 
abolish both the capitalist class and the working class and the whole 
society would be "a land of equality with public ownership of capital
20 Liang, "The Theory of Kidd, A Revolutionary Evolutionist", op. cit., p. 85.
21 Liang, "Ershi shiji zhi juling — tuolasi" [Trust — A Twentieth Century Giant], in 
CWEIDS — CW, vol. 5, pp. 34-37.
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and business",22 and this trend would "inevitably sweep all over the 
world in the twentieth century".23 The revolutionaries even tried to 
connect Marxism with China's future revolution by saying that they 
were introducing Marxism to Chinese readers in the hope that his 
ideas would be popularized and be "helpful to our social revolution."24
There is little  doubt that Chinese know ledge of Marxism 
im proved significantly after 1900. But there are already some 
interesting features or departures from Marx that characterize this 
period of Chinese understanding of Marxism.
First there is a continued effort to find similarities between Marx's 
ideas and traditional Chinese culture. Liang Qichao, who adopted this 
stand in relation to much Western and Chinese thought, admitted that 
socialism was a specific product of the last 100 years and that the 
essence of it was the public ownership of land and capital. But he 
claimed that the well-field system in ancient China was based on the 
same principle as m odern W estern socialism.25 Liang even compared 
Marxism with Mohism, saying that Marx's argum ent that capital came
22 Ma Junwu, op. cit., MIC, p. 75.
23 Liang, "Ganshe yu kaifang" [Interference and Laissez-faire], in CWEIDS — CW, 
vol. 2, p. 84.
24 Zhu Zixin, "Deyizhi shehui gemingjia liezhuan" [Short Biographies of German 
Social Revolutionaries], in ZZXCW, vol. 1, p. 10.
25 Liang, "Zhongguo zhi shehui zhuyi" [Chinese Socialism], in CWEIDS — CW, 
vol. 2. p. 102.
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from plundering was "based on the same principle as the Mohism of 
two thousand years ago ... Mozi was a great Marx".26
On the other hand, the dissimilarities between the East and West, 
especially in historical development and social structure, also drew the 
attention of Chinese thinkers. After giving a detailed description of 
hum an evolution from "barbarism", through "domestic slavery" and 
"serfdom" to m odern capitalism, Ma Junwu, for example, said that 
these w ere the stages of W estern evolution. In China, however, 
dom estic slaves, serfs and hired labourers, who predom inated in 
different historical stages in Western history, had always co-existed in 
all periods of Chinese history and class differentiation between them 
was not clear-cut.27 Liang Qichao wrote that in Europe the aristocratic 
m inority were the landlords and the majority of ordinary people had 
no place to stand, while in China aristocrats have been destroyed since 
the Qin Dynasty (221 B.C.). In the absence of primogeniture and with 
light taxation, the class differentiations of feudal Europe were not 
paralleled in Chinese history.28
Further, pragm atic treatm ent and m isunderstanding of Marx's 
ideas continued to characterize and distinguish the initial Chinese 
understanding of Marxism. To minimize the violent nature of Marx's 
theory of class struggle, Zhu Zixin, for example, argued that Marx
26 Liang, "Mozi xuean" [A Review of MohismJ, in CWEIDS — CW, vol. 11, p. 14.
27 Ma Junwu, MIC, p.77.
28 Liang Qichao, "Shehui geming guo wei jinri zhongguo suo biyao hu?" [Does Social 
Revolution really Need in China Today?], in Xinmin congbao [Renovation of the 
People], no. 86, pp. 11-14.
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"definitely hated" [class] war and wanted to use it only because it was 
necessary to eliminate inequality .29 When discussing Marx's economic 
ideas, Zhu claimed that Marx believed that capitalists were plunders,30 
a concept which reflected the early Chinese intellectuals' inclination to 
be draw n to Marx's moral denunciation of the capitalist social system 
rather than his complex economic analysis of capitalist production. 
This sim plification m ight have m ade it easier for the Chinese to 
understand the social m eaning of Marxist economic ideas, but the 
words have more in common with Proudhon's: "Property is theft" 
than with Marx's more subtle conception of "exploitation".
Finally, during the period we are discussing, neither Liang Qichao 
nor the revolutionaries seemed to be aware of any of Marx's references 
to China and India or to the Asiatic mode of production. They were 
seeking to understand Marxism as a general theory of hum an history. 
They were not interested in, or acquainted with, what Marx himself or 
his early colleagues and followers had to say about China.
Despite their common interest in Marx and his general theory of 
social revolution, Chinese constitutionalists and the revolutionaries 
had serious differences on the applicability of Marx's social theory to 
the Chinese situation.
29 Zhu Zixin, "Short Biographies of German Social Revolutionaries", ZZXCW, vol. 
1, pp. 14-15.
30 Zhu Zixin, ibid., p. 16.
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For Liang, although socialism was a unavoidable stage of human 
history and China would have to adopt it sooner or later,31 the China 
of his time had not yet reached the stage where a socialist revolution 
and adoption of its guiding ideology — Marxism — were yet feasible.32
Second, the m anagem ent of a socialist public ownership of land 
and capital w ould inevitably involve many problems that even the 
most advanced countries in the West were not able to solve. How 
could a backward country like China, with its poor educational level 
and lack of political experience, be able to handle them ?33
Third, L iang's analysis has more in common w ith classical 
Marxism than with later Marxists like Lenin and Mao Zedong on the 
classes and of the prerequisites of socialist revolution .34 In an essay on 
the socialist m ovem ent, he first distinguished the broad sense of 
"w orking class" from its narrow  sense and said that the latter
31 Liang, "Fu Zhang Dongsun shu lun shehui zhuyi yundong" [A Reply to Zhang 
Dongsun and On Socialist Movementl, in CWEIDS, — CE, vol. 13, pp. 1,5.
32 Liang wrote in an article that during his visit to America he had been visited by 
socialists four times. “Their reason for coming so often is to persuade me that if 
China is to reform she should follow socialism. I stated that regrettably one needs 
several stages in progress and cannot reach it in one step“. See Liang, “Xin dalu 
you ji" [Travel Notes on New World Journeyl, in CWEIDS — CW., vol. 5, p. 41.
33 Liang, "Zada mu bao" [Miscellaneous Answers to a Certain Paper], in Renovation 
of the People, vol. 4, no. 14, pp. 23-24.
34 Levenson has pointed out that Liang “felt that, by any Marxist criteria, China 
was far from being in a revolutionary situation". See Joseph R. Levenson, Liang 
Ch'i-ch'ao and the Mind of Modern China, Thames and Hudson, London, 1953, p. 
210.
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specifically denoted those wage labourers w orking in m odern 
industria l organizations, i.e. the m odern proletariat. Liang then 
asserted that the realization of socialism must depend on the labouring 
class in its narrow  sense, rather than on conservative peasants and 
urban vagrants. Due to foreign im perialist exploitation, however, 
m odern industry in China was very small and backward and only a 
tiny m inority of the population could find jobs in modern factories. 
W ithout m odern industry , w ithout a w ell-organized, conscious 
"proletariat", there could be no true social revolution .35
Finally, because of its undeveloped industry, China's position in 
the face of exploitation and subjugation by foreign pow ers was 
economically weak. The most urgent task for the survival of China as a 
nation was therefore to encourage its modern industry so that it could, 
on that basis, engage in a life-and-death competition with international 
imperialism. Since China lacked the material foundation for socialist 
modernization, native capitalism, which had already been proved to be 
the best way for national growth in the West, was the only possible and 
practical alternative for China's m odernization. It w ould be totally 
w rong to carry on a socialist revolution to prevent this native 
capitalism from growing strong. For Liang, "encouragement of capital 
is the forem ost consideration; protection of labour is the second 
c o n s id e ra tio n . " 36 Otherwise, the whole Chinese nation w ould be 
enslaved by foreign capitalists.
35 Liang, "A Reply to Zhang Dongsun and On Socialist Movement", op. cit., pp. 6-7.
36 Liang, "Miscellaneous Answers to a Certain Paper", op. cit., pp.16 17, 28.
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But for the revolutionaries, social revolution was not only 
necessary but also should be carried out simultaneously with political 
and national (or racial) revolution. Their basic assumptions were: First, 
a social revolution was caused by the imperfections of socio-economic 
organization. M odern socialism was a m ovem ent to "reform" this 
im perfect system. In China, although class differentiation and the 
inequality of social wealth were not as serious as in the West, private 
ow nership had already appeared. Social revolution was therefore 
necessary to "prevent" the disadvantages of this system from arising.
Second, since the social and economic gulf had not been so 
serious and since traditionally the policy of oppressing the rich and 
protecting the poor had been respected in China, it would not be so 
difficult to carry out a social revolution in China to equalize land and 
wealth — less difficult, at least, — than in the West.
Third, to achieve this social revolution, China could not avoid a 
political revolution. W ithout a political revolution, people w ould 
have no power to make a social revolution.
Fourth, because of the racial discrim ination of the M anchurian 
government, the Qing court was unable to change the despotic political 
system and enlarge the political participation of the Flan people. 
Therefore, a racial revolution37 against a "foreign" ruler, a political 
revolution to establish a democratic system and a social revolution to
37 After the 1911 Revolution the elevation of national unity (welding together the 
five main nationalities) quickly replaced anti-Manchu slogans; but for younger 
revolutionaries and the common people of the Han Chinese before 1911, racialism 
against "foreign" rulers was very popular.
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"prevent" social and economic inequality  m ust be carried out 
sim ultaneously .38
The argum ents provided by both sides show that Liang Qichao's 
opposition to a Marxist social revolution in China was closer to 
M arxism  in its p re-L enin ist form , stressing  stages of social 
developm ent and displaying a strong tendency tow ards economic 
determ inism . The revolu tionaries ' advocacy of a vague "social 
revolution" on the other hand, was by no means in line with Marx's 
historical materialism. It was at most a social policy.
There are two other points worth notice.
First, despite their strong resistance against a Marxist social 
revolution in China, constitutionalists such as Liang Qichao should 
not be treated as anti-Marxist. Indeed, Liang "showed his sympathy for 
this zsm" .39 What he was against, as Zhu Hongyuan has said, was the 
idea of practising socialism imm ediately w ith a radical but rough 
p lan .40 Therefore, he argued that Marxism was truly a good medicine 
to cure the social ills of Europe, but "useless" in a country like China .41
38 Zhu Zixin, "Lun shehui geming dang yu zhengzhi geming bing xing" [On Social 
Revolution Should Be Carried out Simultaneously with Political Revolution], in 
ZZXCW, vol. 1, pp. 54-64.
39 See Zhang Pongyuan, Liang Qichao yu minguo zhengzhi [Liang Qichao and the 
Politics of the Republic of China], Shihuo Press Ltd. Taibei, 1978, pp. 193, 195.
40 Zhu Hongyuan, Revolutionary Theory of Tung-meng Hui: the "Min Pao" as a Case 
Study, Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 1985, p. 199.
41 Liang, "Ou you zhong zhi yiban guancha ji gan xiang" [A General Observation and 
Reflection on My European Tour], in CWEIDS — CW, vol. 5, p. 32.
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N either should it be an ideology for the Chinese to undertake and 
implement in the foreseeable future.42 This attitude towards Marxism 
was also evident in Liang's later criticism of the Bolshevik revolution. 
In 1925, Liang said in a letter that "we would forgive them (the Russian 
Bolsheviks) and  to lerate  them  had they really been promoting 
communism". However, "the present situation in Soviet Russia only 
shows the great victory of 'Com m unists' and the serious failure of 
communism ... Marxism in Russia has been thrown into a cesspool for 
a long time."43
On the other hand, Liang's championing of capitalism, as Hao 
C hang pu ts it, "does not m ean a unqualified  acceptance of 
capitalism ".44 On the contrary, Liang seemed to be quite aware of the 
weakness of the capitalist system. According to him, the capitalist 
system was "in a unnatural state, irrationally organized ... Although it 
is well developed today, it will inevitably meet its doom" 45 He even 
predicted that "the social problem of the great disparity between the
42 Liang, "Miscellaneous Answers to a Certain Paper", op. cit., pp. 23-24.
43 Liang, "Fu Liu Mianji shu lun dui e wenti"[A Reply to Mr. Liu Mianji and on the 
Problems of Russia], in CWEIDS--CE, vol. 15, p. 65, emphasis mine — Hong.
44 Hao Chang, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao and Intellectual Transition in China, 1890 - 1907, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1971, p. 270.
45 Liang: "Liang Rengong zai zhongguo gongxue zhi yanshuo" [ A Speech at the 
Chinese Public School], Dongfang Zazhi [Oriental Magazine1, no. 6, vol. 17, 
March 1920, collected in Ww si cjianhou dong xi wenhua wenti lunzhan ivenxuan 
[Selected Essays on the Controversy over the Question of Eastern and Western 
Cultures During the Period of the May 4th Movement], ed. and published by 
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, Beijing, 1985, p. 377.
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rich and the poor (in the West) will never be solved until it causes a 
great war between classes/ ' 46 Therefore, Liang concluded that it was 
quite clear that capitalism should not be set as the final goal for China. 
It was but a period of transition during which socialist measures 
should  be taken to p reven t the unfavourable developm ent of 
capitalism .47
In fact, on the question whether China was able to have a socialist 
revolution, it was Liang's knowledge of Marxism that led him to reject 
any possibility of a Marxist social revolution in China. The Marxism he 
understood was that which shaped the Second International's position 
on the question of social change in non-eastern societies.
Second, despite their enthusiasm  for Marxism and their belief 
that in China it was possible and necessary to have a "social 
revolution", the intellectual source of the revolutionaries' conception 
of social revolution seemed to have little connection with Marxism. 
The policy of land nationalization, "pingjun d iquan" [equal land 
rightsl, for example, came directly from Henry George and his single-
46 Liang, "A General Observation and Reflections on My European Tour" op. cit.r p. 7.
47 Liang, "A Reply to Zhang Dongsun and On Socialist Movement", op. cit., pp. 8-9. 
As Hao Chang stresses, the economic system Liang envisaged was one in which 
small private enterprises predominated but were effectively regulated by the 
"socialist measures" of the government not only to prevent the internal social 
conflict and oppression which usually attended a capitalist system but more 
important to facilitate the pooling of economic resources in the country so as to 
compete successfully on the international scene. See Hao Chang, op. cit., p. 271.
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tax p roposals .48 In short, the revolutionaries were inspired by the 
revolutionary spirit of Marx's theory of social change rather than by its 
theoretical analysis. This is clearly shown in Sun Yatsen's words
Where there are inequalities of wealth, Marx's methods can of course be 
applied; a class war can be launched to destroy inequalities. But in China, 
where industry is not yet developed, class war and the dictatorship of the 
proletariat are unnecessary. As a result, today, we can learn the essence of 
Marx's ideas, but we can not make use of his methods 4^
A fter th e ir in itia l b u rs t of in te res t in M arxism , the 
revolutionaries soon lost their enthusiasm. This was evident when a 
leading m ember of the revolutionaries, Song Jiaoren, discussed the 
possibility of adopting various radical social theories to China. Song 
argued, as had Liang Qichao, that because of China's imperfect political 
system and poor level of production, the introduction of any kind of 
communism would inevitably lead to greater disorder in the political 
system and further decline in production, for China had not reached 
the stage where political m anagem ent was not necessary and where 
material production had achieved abundance .50
48 See Feng Ziyou, "Minsheng zhuyi yu zhongguo zhengzhi geming zhi qiantu" [The 
Principle of People's Livelihood and the Future of Chinese Political Revolution], 
in Min Bao [People's Journal], no. 4, May 1, 1906, pp. 97-122. Hu Hanmin, "Min Bao 
zhi liu da zhuyi" [The Six Fundamental Principles of the People's JournalJ, in 
People's Journal, no. 3, April 5, 1906, pp. 11-14.
49 Sun Yatsen, "Minsheng zhuyi" [On the Principle of the People's Livelihood], cited 
by Maurice William, Sun Yatsen versus Communism, William and Wilkins 
Company, Baltimore, U.S.A., 1932, p. 171, emphasis mine — Hong.
50 Song Jiaoren, "Shehui zhuyi shangque" [Discussions On Socialism], in MIC, pp. 
301-302.
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Despite their sharp conflict over policy towards the Qing court,-- 
sh o u ld  it be deposed  or no t — the c o n stitu tio n a lis ts  and 
revolutionaries in nature had much in common in their strategies for 
C hina's m odernization. Both had got from the classical Second 
International Marxism not a specific analysis of Chinese history and 
politics, but rather a sense that China could and must become part of a 
w ider w orld. But the constitutionalists and the m ajority of the 
revolu tionaries realized the im portan t differences in historical 
developm ent and socio-economic structure between China and the 
West. In spite of their interest in Marx's general theory of social 
change, both felt it difficult to apply Marxism to Chinese revolution or 
reform . Socio-economic classes and class antagonism , m odern 
industries, the proletariat, all these were prerequisites for a Marxist 
social revolution; yet they could not be found by Chinese intellectuals 
in their own society. Marxism in its classical form thus was finally 
abandoned by all not because of its internal theoretical imperfections 
but because of its incompatibility with Chinese situations.
3. Chinese Anarcho-Communism
In the first two decades of the 20th century, as Robert Scalapino 
and George Yu have pointed out, no doctrines among the various 
schools of socialism had a greater influence upon young Chinese 
radicals than those of Proudhon, Bakunin, and above all Kropotkin.51
51 Robert A. Scalapino and George T. Yu, Modern China and Its Revolutionary 
Process: Recurrent Challenges to the Traditional Order, 1850-1920, University of 
California Press, Berkeley, 1986, p. 506.
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On the one hand, the successful overthrow of the Tsarist government 
in Russia suddenly focused attention on another backward country, 
w hose s itu a tio n  had  been sim ilar to C h ina 's . Russia now  
overshadow ed those W estern countries which for decades had been 
the model for Chinese modernization. On the other hand, the Qing 
court's  new  reform  after 1905 had narrow ed  the m arket for 
revolu tionary  ideas and intensified the internal conflicts among 
Chinese revolutionaries. The radical wing became discontented with 
the m oderate policy of Sun Yatsen.52 Chinese anarchist organizations 
w ere set up in Tokyo and Paris in 1907, two years after the 
establishm ent of Tong Meng Hui [the Revolutionary Alliance]. A 
remarkable num ber of Chinese overseas students in Japan and France 
were attracted. A contemporary Chinese historian has observed that 
"from 1907 articles introducing socialism in Min Bao became scarce, 
while articles introducing anarchism increased".53 Finally, the shift of 
interest was also influenced by a then w orld-w ide trend toward 
anarcho-communism and anarcho-syndicalism.54
52 See Huang Fu-ch'ing, Chinese Students in Japan in the Late Ch'ing Period, 
Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica, Taipei, 1975, pp. 242-244.
53 Rong Mengyuan, "Xinhai geming qian zhongguo shukan shang dui Makesi zhuyi 
de jie shao" [The Introduction of Marxism In Chinese Publications Before the 1911 
Revolution], in Xin Jian She [New Constructions], no. 3, 1953, p. 7.
54 Martin Bernal, "The Triumph of Anarchism over Marxism, 19061907", in Mary 
Wright (ed.), China in Revolution: First phase, 1900-1913, op. cit., footnote 164, 
pp. 137,141. For a fuller discussion and references, see L. J. Hong, "Studies in the 
Introduction and Adaptation of Marxism in China 1880-1921, in The Australian 
Journal of Politics and History, vol. 36, no. 1, 1990, pp. 1-22, especially in pp. 7-9.
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There is little evidence that Chinese anarchists had any access to 
Marx's ideas on oriental societies. On the contrary, they had a strong 
tendency tow ards cosm opolitanism  and paid no attention to the 
concrete condition  of Chinese society. To them , the anarchist 
revolution depended not on the historical and m aterial prerequisites 
of a social revolu tion , bu t on the will and determ ination  of 
revolutionaries, their political action and moral appeal.
Nevertheless, the Chinese anarchists, while following broader 
trends, also based their justification for an anarcho-com munism  on 
Chinese tradition. According to them, Chinese politics in previous 
millenia had been based on Confucianism and Taoism, both claimed to 
oppose governm ent interference w ith peop le 's lives .55 Scholars 
governed China and in the last thousand years the source of all 
scholarship had been Confucianism and Taoism .56 The former stressed 
ethical education and opposed legalism; the latter advocated the 
natu ra l way. A fter the collapse of Chinese feudalism  and its 
hierarchical system, centralized governments used the political ideas of 
Confucianism  and Taoism to im plem ent a fairly loose [fang ren] 
control over society .57 The transition from this "fang ren" government
55 Gong Quan, " Shehui zhuyi jiangxihui diyici kaihui jishi" [A Record on the First 
Lecture of Socialism], in AIC, p. 20.
56 He Zhen and Shen Shu, "Lun zhongzhu geming yu wuzhengfu geming zhi deshi" 
[On the Advantages and Disadvantages of Racial Revolution and Anarchist 
Revolution], in AIC, p. 132.
57 ibid., p. 144.
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to anarcho-com m unism  therefore should be easier in China than 
anywhere else.58
4. Cultural Iconoclasm and the New Culture Movement
From 1915, a group of intellectuals around the journal Xin Qing 
Nian, which had a French name La Jeunesse, s ta rted  a cultural 
revolution, known as the New Culture Movement, aiming to reform 
not only the political order but also Chinese traditional culture. From 
the publication of its first issue in 1915 to the outbreak of the May 
Fourth M ovement in 1919, Xin Qing Nian played an unm atched role 
in Chinese intellectual history.
The most impressive feature of the New Culture Movement was 
its connection of Western culture with progress and traditional culture 
w ith  backw ardness. This not only destroyed  faith  in Chinese 
traditional culture and its ability to deal with the m odern world, but 
also overlooked the differences of social and historical conditions 
which generate the culture and values of a particular nation. This, in 
fact, foreshadow ed the way for the final reception of the Marxist 
interpretation of hum an history as a universally valid theory by the 
Chinese.
Ideologically, the most im portant contribution of the Xin Qing 
Nian group, as George Taylor has said, was their belief that "to live in 
the m odern world m eant to accept it whole-heartedly and without any
58 Gong Quan, op. cit.r AIC, p. 20. He Zhen and Shen Shu, ibid., in AIC, p. 145.
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mental reservation" .59 Therefore, the first and foremost task of China's 
m odernization was to replace totally traditional Chinese culture, 
represented by Confucianism, with W estern culture, represented by 
democracy and science.60
Closely linked to this strongly iconoclastic a ttitude tow ards 
traditional culture and values is another distinctive feature of these 
rad icals, their rejection of "nationalism " 61 and acceptance of 
"cosmopolitanism". In an editorial published in its first issue, Xin Qing 
Nian called on young people, among other things, to be cosmopolitan, 
not isolationist.62 Thus, as Meisner has said, they could bring to China 
the universally valid fruits of m odern W estern civilization while 
nationalism w ould imply a defence of old Chinese values against the 
modern, Western forces of progress.63
59 See George E. Taylor, "Communism and Chinese History", in Donald W. 
Treadgold, Soviet and Chinese Communism, Similarities and Differences, 
University of Washington Press, London, 1967, p. 32.
60 Chen Duxiu, "Xin Qing Nian zuian zhi dabian shu" [A Defence of the Offence by 
Xin Qing Nian], in CDXSE, vol. 1, p. 317.
61 It must be pointed out here that the Xin Qing Nian generation's radical anti­
nationalism was in fact based on their strong patriotism. They believed that to 
save China as a nation the only way out was to adopt Western advanced 
civilization and totally eliminate the backward national characteristics of 
China. This obviously created a tension between their anti-nationalism and their 
patriotism.
62 Chen Duxiu, "Jinggao qingnian" [A Call to Youth], in CDXSE, vol. 1, p. 76.
63 See Maurice Meisner, Li Ta-chao and the Origins of Chinese Marxism, Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, 1967, p. 35.
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In scholarship , apart from its advocacy of "baihua wen" 
[vernacular], an im portan t con tribu tion  by the N ew  C ulture 
Movement was its questioning of the authenticity of allegedly ancient 
Chinese historical records. The historians in the N ew  C ulture 
M ovem ent claim ed that all these records w ere m anufactured or 
distorted by later Chinese scholars and thus could not be relied upon. 
This challenge to the authenticity of ancient history had significant 
influence on m odern Chinese historiography and the spread in China 
of Marxist historical theory and method. An im portant obstacle to the 
Chinese acceptance of Marxism, we have seen, was the belief that the 
social, political and economic developm ent of Chinese history was 
fundam entally different from that of the West. It was upon this latter 
history that Marx built his theory of social evolution. The denial of the 
authenticity of ancient Chinese historical records was to deliver a 
serious blow to the belief in the uniqueness, antiquity and continuity 
of Chinese culture and history. This cleared the way for a Marxist 
reconstruction of Chinese history.
5. Pre-Leninist Marxism and Its Dilemma in China
The outbreak of popular protests against the betrayal of Chinese 
interests by the W estern powers on the question of the former German 
concessions in Shandong in May 1919 was not only a mass patriotic 
movement. It was also a turning point in the history of Chinese 
Marxism.
The general disillusionm ent in Western culture helped by post­
w ar devasta tion  and dem oralization in the W est, the popular
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indignation of the Chinese against the "foreign bullies" and the 
influence of Soviet Russia after 1920, all provide explanations for the 
dramatic shift in Chinese intellectual development.
However, behind all these historical events lay strong nationalist 
sentiment and a traditional way of thinking. Western culture did not 
really change this part of the Chinese intellectuals' inner w orld.64 
N a tio n a lis t sen tim en t rem ained  an im m anen t factor in the 
in tellectual developm ent of m odern China. This was especially 
evident during and after the May Fourth Movement when an old 
question confronted Chinese intellectuals: could China survive and 
how? In the various answers, one can always feel a strong nationalistic 
strain. By a nationalistic strain, we mean not only a strong desire for 
national revival which determ ined the starting point of theoretical 
enquiry, but also the influence of traditional culture and traditional 
ways of think.
Li D azhao's w ritings published between the end of the First 
W orld War and the eve of the founding of the Chinese Communist 
Party displayed the strong influence of traditional philosophy.
In an article published in the first issue of the Morning Bell, for 
example, Li expressed his basic view of the universe:
64 Some have thought that even the extremely iconoclastic intellectuals of the New 
Culture Movement and their questioning of the traditional culture could be traced 
back to Chinese intellectual traditions rather than to Western critical inquiry 
into academic problems. See Wang Fansen, Gushibian yundong de xingqi [The Rise 
of the M ovem en t of A n n a lis tic  School of H is to ry], Yungchen Cultural Ltd Co., 
Taibei, 1987.
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From a relative point of view, the universe is in evolution. Therefore, the 
endless circulation of life and death, prosperity and decline, yin and yang, 
evil and peace, youth and old age, etc. are but the inevitable processes of 
evolution.66
Here, Li stands closer to traditional Taoism rather than to Marxist 
theory.
Li's eagerness for social change seemed to come more from his 
idealist belief in men's will and consciousness. In the article published 
in the Morning Bell, Li said that the birth of a new civilization 
depended on one or two great philosophers whose ideas could arouse 
people and prom ote social change. He even believed that the 
rev o lu tio n s in m odern  E urope had  been caused  by m en 's 
consciousness, by the theories of Luther, M ontesquieu, Rousseau, 
Voltaire, etc. The revival of the Chinese nation, accordingly, must also 
depend on the consciousness of young people.66 Until 1918, one year 
after the Bolshevik revolution, Li still held that history was the record 
of universal psychology. Both the French and the Russian revolutions 
were the "reflections of the changing psychologies of mankind".67
In Li D azhao's com parative study of the French and Russian 
revolutions, one can also find the influence of Spengler's The Decline 
of the West. Li wrote that every nation developed through cycles of
65 Li Dazhao, "Qing chun" [Youth], in LDZCW, vol. 1, p. 195.
66 Li Dazhao, Li Dazhao, "Chen Zhong zhi shiming" [The Mission of the Morning 
Bell], in LDZCW, vol. 1, p. 177.
67 Li Dazhao, "Fa Er geming zhi bijiao guan" [A Comparative Study of the French 
and Russian Revolutions], LDZCW, vol. 1, p. 575.
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prosperity and decline. European countries like Britain and France had 
already reached full m aturity and had exhausted the possibility of 
further growth. Russia, on the other hand, because of its three hundred 
years' suffering under the Mongol yoke which abruptly  ended its 
growing civilization and brought Russia back to the primitive barbaric 
stage, "the progress of her civilization was slower than that of the 
European countries". However, "precisely because her civilization 
lagged behind, it still retains the vitality essential for development" .68
The d istinction betw een W estern and Russian civilizations 
indicated an im portant shift in many Chinese intellectuals' beliefs: the 
"old", "m aterialistic" and "nationalist" W est seemed to them  no 
longer a model w orth following. W estern culture and values, they 
believed, were bound to be replaced by a culture with a new, higher 
level of developm ent, which had dem onstrated itself in the Russian 
revolution. The elevation of Russia, a once backward country, not only 
laid the foundation for radical Chinese intellectuals to accept Leninism 
as their ideology guide, but also gave some new perspectives to 
Chinese culture:
First, since this new culture integrated Eastern and W estern 
civilizations, Chinese culture, which was an im portant part of the 
former, could make an essential contribution. "Through the m edium  
of Russia", as M eisner puts it, "China could preserve her national 
identity and at the same time join the universal forces of progress" .69
68 Li Dazhao, ib id ., p. 574.
69 Meisner, op. c it.„  p. 64.
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Second, although this new culture might progress slowly in the 
beginning, this backwardness could only retain the vitality essential for 
later developm ent. Advanced civilizations, once they reached their 
maturity, would lose strength and were doomed to decline. Therefore, 
according to Li's understanding of evolution ,70 a backward country like 
China could surpass the once advanced western civilizations.
Finally, since the new  cu ltu re  was characterized  by its 
internationalism and aimed at changing the whole world, the ideology 
which could guide this new culture to success, Marxism, was also an 
universal truth.
These ideas of Li Dazhao's, of course, are not Marxist, by the 
standard used then or now.
After the May Fourth M ovement, a dem and for a "thorough 
solution" of the nation 's problems became prevalent among radical 
intellectuals. Li Dazhao, for example, wrote in an article that the root of 
China's backw ardness lay in the stagnant, pessimistic and fatalistic 
nature of its civilization. The revival of the Chinese nation, the future 
of Chinese civilization, according to Li, depended on a whole-hearted 
adap tation  of W estern civilization, characterized by dynam ism , 
optim ism  and creative progressivem .71 The social problems of China 
could not be solved unless the majority of the population adopted
70 Li called this evolution a dialectical evolution. The term "dialectic" here is not 
used technically, but vaguely to indicate a combination of traditional Taoist 
philosophy and Spengler7 s organic cycle of growth and decay.
71 Li Dazhao, "Dong xi fang wenming genben zhi yidian" [The Fundamental 
Difference between Eastern and Western Civilizations], LDZCW, vol. 1, P. 562.
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these ideas and isms.72 Chen Duxiu, similarly, argued that a thorough 
solution of C hina's political problems depended on the "thorough 
consciousness of the Chinese people, especially the conscious young 
p e o p le " .73 It is clear that the way these pre-com m unist radical 
in tellectuals p rov ided  for the "thorough so lu tion" of Chinese 
problems was not a Marxist way of changing the social and economic 
structure of the Chinese society but an idealist way of changing the 
m ind of the Chinese people. To use Professor Lin Yusheng's words, 
they sought a "cultural-intellectual" approach to China's problems.74
In 1919 and 1920, then, Chinese radicals felt encouraged by the 
Bolshevik victory in Russia and disillusioned by the Western model of 
m odernization. A new burst of interest in Marx's theory of historical 
materialism  was the result. Apart from some excerpts from Marx's 
Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, f r om 
The Manifesto of the Communist Party, Wage Labour and Capital, The 
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte and Capital, and Engels' The 
Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State, and his Socialism: 
Scientific and Utopian,75 many books written by later German, Russian 
and Japanese M arxists (such as Karl Kautsky, Bukharin, Kawakami
72 Li Dazhao, "Zai lun wenti yu zhuyi" [More On Problems and Ismsl, LDZCW, vol. 
2, p. 32.
73 Chen Duxiu, "Wu ren zhuihou zhi juewu" [Our Final Consciousness!, CDXSE, vol. 
1, p.107.
74 Lin Yusheng, The Crisis of the Chinese Consciousness: Radical Antitraditionalism 
in the May Fourth Era, University of Wisconsin Press, Madison, 1979.
75 The whole of Anti-Diihring was not translated into Chinese until 1930.
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Hajime), were translated into Chinese. A shift of in terest to a 
m aterialist interpretation of history became popular among Chinese 
radical intellectuals. Li Dazhao, for example, now wrote:
In their study of social phenomena, the historical materialists assert that 
the economic phenomenon is the most important. Among all material 
conditions of history, the economic phenomenon is the most powerful to bring 
about changes. Thus it is the most important material condition in history. 
Without the change [of economic conditions], other [social] phenomena can 
not change.... For this reason, many people maintain that the materialist 
conception of history is better seen as an economic conception of history 76
M arx's theory of the class struggle and its role in history were 
presented thus:
The classes denoted by Marx are classes whose economic interests stand in 
opposition. The class differentiation is between the propertied class on the 
one side, which possesses the means of production like land and capital, and 
on the other side, the "wuchan jieji"[the class without property] which does 
not own any means of production like land or capital; on the one side stand 
the oppressors and plunderers, on the other, the oppressed and the 
plundered. These two classes exist in all periods of history [sic] and [their 
struggle is] manifested in various ways7?
76 Li Dazhao, "Wo de Makesi zhuyi guan" [My Views of Marxism], LDZCW, vol. 2, 
pp. 51-52.
77 ibid., p. 62. While Li Dazhao's account runs reasonably close to the Communist 
Manifesto's simplified version of Marxist thought, it already sets the tone for a 
continuing Chinese Marxist conflation of industrial proletarian and toiler. Liang 
Qichao, we have seen, distinguished the two senses and said China had only 
toilers (who were jobless rather than propertyless); Marxists continued to ignore 
this point. See Liang, "Wuchan jieji yu wuye jieji" [The Proletarians and the 
Jobless Class], CWEIDS-CE, no. 42, pp. 1-2.
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Repeatedly Li stressed that Marxism studied societies in a vertical 
[zong] as well as a horizontal [heng] way. Vertically, Marx treated 
societies as part of a historical development. Horizontally, the society 
as a whole was based on an economic s tru c tu re .78 Economic 
development was the precondition of historical development.79
The m ost significant developm ent of Chinese Marxism during 
this period was an attem pt to apply historical materialism to the study 
of Chinese history and society. Li Dazhao, for instance, tried to find an 
economic reason for the specifically Chinese social and historical 
development. The total collapse of Confucianism in m odern China, Li 
claim ed, was the resu lt of the collapse of its socio-economic 
foundation, China's traditional agricultural economy, being destroyed 
by W estern m odern industry .80 Li also tried to deduce the economic 
activities of Chinese prim itive society from a "materialist" study of
78 Li Dazhao, "Makesi de lishi zhexue yu likaier de lishi zhexue" [Marx and H. 
Rickert's Philosophy of History], LDZCW, vol. 2, pp. 346-347.
79 Li Dazhao, "Weiwu shiguan zai xiandai shehuixue shang de jiazhi" [The Value 
of Historical Materialism in Modern Sociology], LDZCW, vol. 2, p. 367.Li 
Dazhao, "Marx and H. Rickert's Philosophy of History", LDZCW, vol. 2, pp. 
346-347.
80 Li Dazhao, "Yiu jingji shang jieshi zhongguo jindai sixiang biandong de yuanyin" 
[An Economic Explanation of the Ideological Change in Modem China], LDZCW, 
vol. 2, pp. 179.
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ancient Chinese pictographic characters and the linkages between 
objects and activities to be found in them.81
Among the KMT intellectuals, Dai Jitao published "An Economic 
Interpretation of the Reasons for China's Disorder" (1919), trying to 
connect the social disorder after the 1911 Revolution with the people's 
"shenghuo wenti" [problems of life]. Dai believed that these problems 
of life were caused by the import of foreign machines which damaged 
the trad itio n a l com bination  of fam ily-based ag ricu ltu re  and 
m anufactu re.82 Hu Hanmin published, as articles, "A Critique of the 
Critiques of Historical M aterialism"83 and "A Materialist Study of the 
History of Chinese Philosophy" (1919-1920).84 All these articles tried to 
find a m aterialist explanation of the social, political and cultural 
changes in Chinese society.
81 Li Dazhao, "Yuanren shehui yu wenzhi shuqi shang zhi weiwu de fanying" [The 
Materialist Reflection of Primitive Society in (Ancient Chinese) Characters and 
Books], LDZCW, vol. 2, pp. 249263.
82 Dai Jitao, "Cong jingji shang guancha zhongguo de luanyuan" [An Economic 
Interpretation of the Reasons for China's Disorder]", in Jian She (The 
Constructions), vol. 1, no. 3,1919, pp. 1-10. Like Lenin's theory of imperialism, Dai 
held that China's social problems were caused by external factors — for Dai, the 
import of foreign machines.
83 Hu Hanmin, "Weiwu shiguan piping zhi piping" [A Critique of the Critiques of 
Historical Materialism], Jian She, vol. 1, no. 5, 1919, pp. 1-45.
84 Hu Hanmin, "Zhongguo zhexueshi zhi weiwu de yanjiu" [A Materialist Study of 
the History of Chinese Philosophy]", Jian She, vol. 1. no. 3. 1919. DD. 1-31. no. 4, 
1920, pp. 33-69.
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The most controversial one may be Hu Hanm in's "A Materialist 
Study of the History of Chinese Philosophy", in which Hu interpreted 
social and ideological change in the Chinese Spring and Autum n 
Period as a result of the disintegration of the ancient well-field system. 
This might be am ongst the earliest attem pts to reconsider Chinese 
ancient history in the light of materialist conception of history. The 
article, however, was criticized by Hu Shi, who denied the actual 
existence of the well-field system .85 Controversy thus focused not on 
whether historical materialism could be used for the study of Chinese 
history, but on how to use the ancient Chinese historical records.86
During this period, we also find among Chinese pre-communist 
intellectuals some im portant departures from historical materialism. 
Li Dazhao, for example, was certainly aware of M arx's idea that no 
social order ever disappeared before all the productive forces for which 
there was room  in it had been developed. He even gave his own 
example by saying that "it is absolutely impossible and ineffectual to 
break the shell of an egg before it has m atured" .87 But he seemed quite 
unhappy about this "fatalistic" colour of historical m aterialism  and 
said that one of the weak points of historical m aterialism  was its 
"determ inist tendency". Li — here perhaps influenced by Lenin and 
the C om intern — took the Second International as an example:
85 See Jian She, vol. 2, no. 1, pp. 1-28, vol. 2, no. 2, pp. 29-38, vol. 2, no. 5, pp. 39-76.
86 Hu Shi, for example, believed that historical materialism could be applied to 
the study of Chinese history without postulating the well-field system. See Hu 
Shi's letter to Liao Zhongkai, in Jian She, vol. 2, no. 1, p. 152.
87 Li Dazhao, "My Views of Marxism", op. c it., p . 60.
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because of their belief in this fatalistic theory, he said, the Marxist 
socialist parties [in Europe] had proposed nothing, taken no action and 
only waited for the natural maturation of the productive forces. As a 
result, the modern socialist parties in various European countries were 
facing serious crisis.88
In a controversy with Hu Shi, known as the Controversy on Isms 
and Problems which occurred immediately following the publication 
of "My Views of Marxism", Li admitted that the fundamental question 
was the solution of economic problems. But he also claimed (with 
Lenin):
If we only believe in the historical materialist theory that economic change 
is inevitable and do not pay any attention to class conflicts, if we take no 
action to unite workers for practical struggle, this economic change can never 
come true.8^
Generally speaking, Marxist historiography in China during the 
period we are discussing remained at a "philosophical level". The 
strong cosmopolitanism among Chinese radical intellectuals made 
them believe in the universal validity of Marxism; they had not yet 
systematically and carefully tested its compatibility with Chinese 
historical facts, neither had they been aware of the difference between 
Marx's general theory of history and his specific explanation of the 
oriental societies. Li Dazhao should have followed up Marx's reference 
to the AMP because he quoted Marx as saying that the Asiatic, the 
ancient, the feudal and the modern bourgeois modes of production
88 ibid., p. 64.
89 Li Dazhao, “More on Problems and Isms", op. cit., pp. 37-38.
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were stages of the evolution of economic structure .90 But — like many 
others all over the world — he seemed not to have paid any particular 
attention to the special significance of the term "AMP". Dissatisfaction 
w ith historical m aterialism  was not for its incom patibility with 
Chinese history but for its internal "structural imperfections". Chinese 
Marxists w anted to modify the "fatalist colour" of Marx's economic 
determ inism  with idealist free will and M arx's theory of the class 
struggle with Kropotkin's theory of mutual aid. They wanted to do this 
so as to create more room  for the Chinese to launch a socialist 
revolution in China where, by any criterion of classical Marxism, there 
were no conditions for such a revolution. Historical materialism in its 
classical form m ight provide a new philosophy to help Chinese 
Marxists to understand the world, but it certainly did not give them an 
ideological weapon for changing their world. It was Leninism which 
made Chinese desire for a revolutionary change come true.
90 Li Dazhao, "My Views of Marxism", op. cit., p. 63. Li's translation is from 
Japanese and therefore his Chinese reads slightly different from the English 
version.
CHAPTER 2
POLITICS AMO THEORY? THE COMIMTERM, THE 
CPC AMO THE QUESTIOM OE THE AMP
1. Leninism and the Nature of Chinese Society
It was Lenin's theory of imperialism and his theory of a vanguard 
party that provided a theoretical foundation for the nationalist anti­
colonial struggle in the 20th century and for communist intellectual 
lead e rsh ip  in a rebe llious n o n -in d u s tria liz ed  so c ie ty .1 The 
establishment of the Communist Party of China (the CPC) and the rise 
of the Chinese communist movement in the early 1920s in fact marked 
the victory of Leninism over classical Marxism. Marxism in its pre- 
Leninist form, as Benjamin Schwartz has said, had seemed irrelevant 
to the Chinese situation.2 It is no exaggeration to say that Chinese 
comm unists have never really accepted Marxism in its pre-Leninist 
form. The Com m unist victory in China was achieved only after the 
radical intellectuals abandoned classical Marxism. Samuel Huntington 
has pointed out that Marxism, as a theory of social revolution, was
1 See Sanjay Seth, Marxism and the Question of Nationalism in a Colonial Context: 
The Case of British India, unpublished PhD thesis, Australian National 
University, 1989, pp. 50-62. Also Samuel Huntington, Political Order In Changing 
Society, Yale University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1968, pp. 334-343.
2 Benjamin Schwartz, Chinese Communism and the Rise of Mao, Harvard  
University Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1951, p. 7.
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proved wrong by events; Leninism, as a theory of political action, was 
proved right. M arxism cannot plausibly explain the com m unist 
conquest of power in such industrially backward countries as Russia or 
China, Leninism can. The decisive factor is the nature of political 
organization and not the stage of social development.3
According to Lenin, following the Russian revolution a new 
bourgeois democratic movement had grown and spread to the whole 
of Asia .4 It not only destroyed the feudal system in Asia, which no 
power on earth could restore,5 but also represented a new stage of the 
bourgeois revolution. The bourgeoisie in the W est had decayed ,6 
w orkers in advanced industrial countries had been corrupted by 
liberalism .7 But in Asia, the bourgeoisie there "is as yet siding with the 
people against reaction" .8 There was still a bourgeoisie "capable of 
cham pioning sincere, m ilitant, consistent dem ocracy, a w orthy 
comrade of France's great men of Enlightenment and great leaders of
3 S. Huntington, Political Order In Changing Society, Yale University Press, 
Cambridge, Mass. 1968, p. 337.
4 Lenin, "Historical Destiny of the Doctrine of Karl Marx", LCW, vol. 18, p.584, 
"Backward Europe and Advanced Asia", LCW, vol. 19, pp. 99-100, "The Awaking 
of Asia", LCW, vol. 19, p. 85.
5 Lenin, "The Historical Destiny of the Doctrine of Karl Marx", LCW, vol. 18, p.
584. Emphasis mine— Hong.
6 Lenin, "Democracy and Narodism in China", LCW, v. 18, p. 165.
7 Lenin, "The Historical Destiny of the Doctrine of Karl Marx", LCW, vol. 18, p.
585.
8 Lenin, "Backward Europe and Advanced Asia", LCW, vol. 19, p. 100.
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the close of the eighteenth century" .9 This new development of the 
b ou rgeo is dem ocratic  rev o lu tio n  in Asia w ou ld  have its 
"repercussions" in Europe .10 Thus, Lenin claimed, "the awakening of 
Asia and the beginning of the struggle for power by the advanced 
proletariat of Europe are a symbol of the new phase in world history 
that began early this century" .* 11
On the other hand, this interpretation of bourgeois democratic 
movem ents in Asia led Lenin to conclude that communists in Asia 
were "confronted with a task which has not previously confronted the 
com m unists of the w orld": "to wage a struggle against medieval 
survivals and not against capitalism " .12 The sym pathy for the Asian 
bourgeoisie was especially evident from Lenin's praise of Sun Yatsen, 
whom  Lenin believed to have "combined the ideology of m ilitant 
democracy" with "socialist dreams" and to be "sincerely sympathizing 
with socialism in Europe" .13
Lenin believed both that the com m unists in the East were 
confronting a different task and that these Eastern com m unist 
comrades themselves were not qualified communists in the Western
9 Lenin, "Democracy and Narodism in China", LCW, v. 18, p. 165.
10 Lenin, "The Historical Destiny of the Doctrine of Karl Marx", LCW, vol. 18, p. 
584.
11 Lenin, "The Awakening of Asia", LCW, vol. 19, p. 86.
12 Lenin, "Address to the Second All-Russia Congress of Communist Organization of 
the Peoples of the East", LCW, vol. 30, p. 161, emphasis mine — Hong.
13 Lenin, "Democracy and Narodism in China", LCW, v. 18, pp. 165,167.
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sense, at least in a classical Marxist sense. He knew that in the East 
"there is practically no industrial pro letariat" .14 Therefore, these 
Eastern communists should not be understood as the vanguard of the 
proletariat, but one could assume "the role of leadership even there". 
Com m unist leadership w ould enable com m unists in the East to 
inspire in the masses an urge for independent "political thinking" and 
independent "political action", even where "a proletariat is practically 
non-existent" .15
L enin 's com m unist policy tow ard  Eastern countries was 
challenged by other Asian communists, such as M. N. Roy. After a 
debate with the latter, Lenin admitted that the communists in the East 
should and w ould support bourgeois-liberation m ovem ents "only 
when they are genuinely revolutionary. If these conditions did not 
exist, they m ust combat the reformist bourgeoisie". However, Lenin 
still m aintained that since the overwhelming mass of the population 
in the backw ard countries consist of peasants who "represent the 
bourgeois-capitalist relationship", it would be "utopian" to believe that 
proletarian parties in these backward countries, "if indeed they can 
emerge in them ", could pursue communist tactics and a communist 
policy, w ithout establishing "definite relations w ith the peasant 
movement and without giving it effective support" .16
14 Lenin, "Report of the Commission on the National and Colonial Questions", LCW, 
vol. 31, p. 243.
15 i b i d . .
16 ibid., pp. 241-242. On the debate, and Roy's position, see the much more detailed 
discussion in Sanjay Seth, op. cit., pp. 68-90, and the literature there cited.
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Lenin's elevation of the role of the national bourgeoisie and his 
depreciation of communists in Asia was first of all closely related to 
some pragmatic purposes: with the Russian communists expansion of 
influence in Asia and with his seeking alliances in the East. On the 
other hand, it also reflected Lenin's unilinear understanding of Marx's 
theory of history.
The differences between Marx's idea of history in general and that 
of Lenin are not as great as people have imagined, at least compared 
w ith their differences on the political strategy of the comm unist 
movement. On the basic principles of historical materialism , Lenin 
adhered fairly closely to the Marxist position. The only im portant 
difference between Lenin and Marx in historical study is on the nature 
of pre-colonial Eastern societies. For Marx, the hydraulic East (or the 
"hydraulic" part of it) was a distinctive society with its own laws of 
stagnation, which differed fundamentally from that of the West and of 
truly feudal societies like Japan. Lenin, however, was inclined to see 
the East as a part of universal history and governed by the general 
principles of historical materialism , with, of course, certain limited 
exceptions.
In a controversy with Russian Narodniki, Lenin, like Plekhanov, 
had given a negative answer to the question as to whether or not it was 
possible for Russia to transform itself directly into a socialist state on 
the basis of the rural community. After the Revolution, in his lecture 
delivered at the Sverdlov University in 1919, published in 1929 under 
the title The State, Lenin told his audience that they should acquaint 
them selves w ith Engels' book The Origin of the Family, Private 
Property and the State, because, Lenin claimed, it was "one of the
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fundam ental works of m odern socialism, every sentence of which can 
be accepted with confidence, in the assurance that it has not been said 
at random  but is based on immense historical and political material". 
Lenin believed that "the developm ent of all hum an societies for 
thousands of years, in all countries without exception, reveals a 
general conformity to law, a regularity and consistency; so that at first 
we had a society w ithout classes — the original patriarchal, primitive 
society, in which there were no aristocrats; then we had a society based 
on slavery — a slave-owning society". Lenin m aintained that both 
Europe and "the vast majority of peoples of the other parts of the 
world" had passed through this stage. He went on to say that "the 
history of m ankind knows scores and hundreds of countries that have 
passed or are still passing through slavery, feudalism and capitalism.17 
This universal view of world history affected Lenin's understanding of 
the Chinese and other oriental societies. For him, Chinese revolution 
and other Asian revolutions w ould not be inevitable outcomes of 
A sia's historical developm ent, but outcom es of world h is to ric a l 
developm ent.
It is true, as Wittfogel puts it, that "Lenin paved the way for the 
feudal interpretation of China and other Eastern countries".18 In 1912, 
Lenin criticized Sun Yatsen's idea that capitalism could be prevented in 
China and that a social revolution there would be made easier by the 
coun try 's  backw ardness. This was, for Lenin, an "altogether
17 Lenin, The State, in LCW, vol. 3, pp. 202, 204, 206, emphasis mine — Hong.
18 K. A. Wittfogel, "The Marxist View of China" (part 2), in China Quarterly, no. 
12,1962, p. 154.
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reactionary" idea, because, according to Lenin, the "objective 
conditions of China, a backward, agricultural, semi-feudal country 
num bering nearly 500 million people, place on the order of the day 
only one specific, historically distinctive form of this oppression and 
exploitation, namely, feudalism".19 Thus, Lenin, like Marx, denied any 
possibility of a socialist revolution based on the internal development 
of Chinese history.
Bailey and Llobera have observed that Lenin did not draw a sharp 
distinction between patriarchy, the AMP and feudalism.20 From time 
to time, Lenin also used some of Marx's (or Hegel's?) ideas about China 
embodied in the concept of the AMP. He categorized China as "typical 
of the lands that had been standing still for centuries".21 He saw the 
m ajority of Eastern peoples as "com pletely outside the orbit of 
historical progress".22 But Lenin did not believe in the existence of a 
unique w orld outside the general development of history. China, in 
his eyes, was standing still in the "feudal/m edieval" stage; the East was 
not outside the "orbit" of the world history but outside that of the 
history of capitalism — at least so far.
19 Lenin, "Democracy and Narodism in China", LCW, vol. 18, pp. 165,166-167.
20 Anne M. Bailey and Josep R. Llobera (ed.), The A sia tic  M ode o f P roduction: 
Science and Politics, Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1981, p. 50.
21 Lenin, "The Awakening of Asia", LCW, vol. 19, p. 8.
22 Lenin, "Address to the Second All-Russia Congress of Communist Organizations of 
the Peoples of the East", LCW, vol. 30, p. 160.
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Lenin did say more about the term "AMP" in his Report to the 
Unity Congress of the RSDLP (1906), but it meant no more for him 
than  the nationalization  of land .23 The 1959 edition of Lenin's 
Conspectus of the Correspondence of K. Marx and F. Engels, 1844-1883, 
does show Lenin noting, "the 'key' to Oriental systems is the absence of 
private property in land. All land = the property of the head of state ... 
The Asiatic villages, self-enclosed and self-sufficient (natural economy) 
form the basis of Asiatic systems + public works of the central 
eco n o m y ".24 But there is no evidence to show that Lenin followed 
Marx any further along this line. Lenin's own discussion of the nature 
of the Chinese and other Eastern societies, on the contrary, shows that 
he did not prepare a special place for these societies in Marx's theory of 
social evolution but treated them rather as in one stage of a general 
fram ew ork of historical developm ent. Thus in his address to the 
Second All-Russia Congress of Com m unist O rganizations of the 
Peoples of the East, Lenin distinguished the "majority of the Eastern 
peoples" from the "workers who have passed through the school of 
capitalist factories", bu t he held that the form er were "typical 
representatives of the working and exploited peasant masses who are 
victim s of medieval oppression" .25 In his report to the Second
23 See Lenin, "A Letter to the St Petersburg Workers", in Anne M. Bailey and Josep R. 
Llobera (ed.), op. cit., pp. 71-73.
24 Cited from Marian Sawer, Marxism and the Question of the Asiatic Mode of 
Production, Martinus Nijhoff, Hague, 1977, p. 92.
25 Lenin, "Address to the Second All-Russia Congress of Communist Organizations of 
the Peoples of the East", LCW, vol. 30, p. 161. Emphasis mine — Hong.
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Congress of the Comintern, Lenin said that the oppressed masses in 
the East were not only exploited by "merchant capital" but also by the 
"feudalists" and by a state based on "feudalism" .26
Thus the question of the AMP was solved by elim inating the 
AMP as a special social formation in Asian history. But the rich ideas 
and the perceptions of the differences in hum an history embodied in 
the theory of the AMP were also eliminated. The AMP was no longer a 
special social structure derived from a unique historical background, 
but just one stage, or a variation of one stage, in a universal historical 
developm ent.
Despite its theoretical inconsistency w ith classical Marxism, 
Lenin's revision of M arx's interpretation of the nature of oriental 
society m ade Marxism relevant to social change in non-industrial, 
non -E uropean  nations. T hat's  w hy L en in 's  con tribu tion  or 
modification to Marxist theory met serious challenges from Marxists in 
the West, but was welcomed by communists in the East. No one in 
China was ever interested in Lenin's views on Chinese history. After 
all, if a revolution depended on the outside revolutionary forces, on 
organizations and politics rather than the stage of social development, 
history did not really matter.
To som e extent, Leninism  provided a theoretical w eapon, 
different from classical Marxism, for the Chinese to change their 
present world, but not a new philosophy to understand their past.
26 Lenin, "Report of the Commission on the National and Colonial Questions", LCW, 
vol. 31, p. 243.
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2. Communist Disaster in China and the Policy Debate 
within the Comintern
The critical moment for Chinese Marxist historiography came in 
the late 1920s. After Lenin's death, especially after the defeat of the 
Chinese comm unist movement in 1927, the conflicts among various 
factions within the Communist Party of Soviet Union (the CPSU) and 
the Com intern sharpened, with two leading groups confronting each 
other over the re-orientation of the communist strategy in China.
Stalin, on the one side, insisted that China was a semi-feudal, 
semi-colonial society, som ething between feudalism and capitalism. 
Revolution there should be directed against feudal survivals and 
imperialism. In the name of the Comintern, he claimed:
If in a number of provinces 70 per cent of the peasants' earnings go to the 
landlords and the gentry, if the landlords, armed and unarmed, are not only 
the economic but also the administrative and judicial power, if medieval 
purchase and sale of women and children is still practised in a number of 
provinces — then it cannot but be admitted that feudal survivals are the 
principal form of oppression in the Chinese provinces.^
Stalin listed six basic factors which he believed had determined 
the character of the Chinese revolution. They included: 1. the semi­
colonial status of China and the financial and economic domination of 
im perialism ; 2. the oppression of feudal survivals, aggravated by
27 Stalin, "The Revolution in China and the Tasks of the Comintern: speech 
delivered at the Tenth Sitting, Eighth Plenum of ECCI", May 24, 1927", in Works 
of j .  V. Stalin , v. 9, Foreign Languages Publishing House, Moscow, 1954, p. 291.
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m ilitary and bureaucratic oppression; 3. the growing revolutionary 
struggle of the vast masses of the workers and peasants against feudal 
and  bu reaucra tic  oppression , against m ilitarism , and against 
imperialism; 4. the political weakness of the national bourgeoisie, its 
dependence on im perialism , its fear of a sw eeping revolutionary 
movement; 5. the growing revolutionary activity of the proletariat, its 
m ounting prestige among the vast masses of the working people; 6. the 
existence of a pro letarian  dictatorship in the neighbourhood of 
China.28
Therefore he concluded that the line of the Comintern on the 
question of Chinese revolution should be based on the following 
propositions;
Feudal survivals and the bureaucratic-militarist superstructure which rests 
upon them and which receives every support from the imperialists of all 
countries, are the basic fact of Chinese life today ... China at the present 
moment is passing through an agrarian revolution directed both against the 
feudal survivals and against imperialism ... The agrarian revolution 
constitutes the basis and content of the bourgeois-democratic revolution in 
China.2^
Thus, in terms of the judgem ent of the nature of Chinese society, 
Stalin did not deviate substantially from Lenin's unilinear conception 
of historical development.
28 Stalin, "Questions of the Chinese Revolution; theses for propagandists, approved 
by the CC, CPSU", in ibid., pp. 224-225.
29 Stalin, "The Revolution in China and the Tasks of the Comintern: speech 
delivered at the Tenth Sitting, Eighth Plenum of ECCI" May, 24 1927" in ibid., p. 
314.
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Another group was led by Trotsky who challenged Stalin's view 
that "feudal survivals dominate in Chinese economic life" by arguing 
that "survivals in general cannot dom inate" the economic life of a 
society.30 He wrote that:
The social relations of serfdom and semi-serfdom are undeniably very strong. 
They stem in part from the days of feudalism; and in part they constitute a 
new formation, that is, the regeneration of the past on the basis of the 
retarded development of the productive forces, the surplus agrarian 
population, the activities of merchants' and usurers' capital, etc....
However,
The extraordinarily rapid growth of home industry on the basis of the all- 
embracing role of mercantile and bank capital; the complete dependence of 
the most important agrarian districts on the market; the enormous and ever­
growing role of foreign trade; the all-sided subordination of the Chinese 
village to the city — all these bespeak the unconditional predominance, the 
direct domination of capitalist relations in China.
He then concluded that the C om intern's, or Stalin's, line on 
Chinese revolution was totally wrong because it was "directed against 
permitting the proletariat to conquer the leading role" .31
The struggle between Stalin and Trotsky reflected not so much a 
theoretical divergence as political and personal struggles .32 Despite
30 Trotsky, The Third International After Lenin, Pathfinder Press, Inc., 1970, pp. 207.
31 Trotsky, ibid., p. 207, pp. 207-210.
32 It is true, as Schwartz says, that "the disastrous situation in China demanded a 
new positive program precisely at a time when the struggle for leadership in 
Moscow was at a most critical stage. The new line on China ... was thus a response 
to various urgencies: the need to show something positive to salvage the situation,
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their sharp conflict on the nature of m odern Chinese society, both 
Stalin and Trotsky held the same unilinear view of historical 
development. China, and the East in general, were seen by them as 
either a feudal/sem i-feudal or a capitalist society in the Western sense, 
and were put at a certain stage of a universal development, usually 
lower than that of the West and Russia. Neither Stalin nor Trotsky 
ever thought that the failure of the Comintern's strategy in China was 
due to their wrong understanding of Chinese history.
A real rebellion against this unilinear understanding of world 
history and the history of China came from the group of Russian 
Marxist intellectuals proposing a different analysis — the so-called the 
Aziatchiki. From 1925 on, some Soviet Marxist scholars, probably 
influenced by Max W eber's sociology,33 tried to explain the nature of 
Chinese society from an "unorthodox" point of view.
the need to demonstrate that Stalin had been correct in the past, and the need to 
prove that Trotsky had been incorrect. Both the strategic and theoretical 
elements of the new line can be understood, I think, only as a response to these 
needs." See Schwartz, op. cit., p. 87.
33 See Sawer, ibid., p. 18. It is also interesting to ask to what extent these 
Aziatchiki were influenced by the Russian Narodniki's denial of the universal 
validity of the Marxist theory of social evolution and by their emphasis on the 
peculiar features of Russian society.
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3. The Political Line of the Soviet Aziatchiki
Marx's term the AMP did not attract particular interest from the 
in te rnational com m unist m ovem ent un til the late 1920s. The 
disastrous defeat of the Chinese communist m ovem ent provided a 
chance for the Soviet Aziatchiki to pick up this previously ignored 
term and attem pt to develop an alternative Marxist explanation of the 
communist revolution in non-W estern societies. It is no exaggeration 
to say that the Soviet Aziatchiki in troduced  a new  Marx whose 
thought the Chinese felt quite unfamiliar with. He was not the Marx 
they had been talking of for decades. However, the Aziatchiki's study of 
Marx's theory of the AMP came into China rather late (after 1929). 
Before the concept of the AMP had any significant impact on Chinese 
academic study of Marxist theory of history, it had played an important 
political role in the re-orientation of the CPC's strategy.34
W ith the appointm ent of the new Com intern representative in 
China, Besso Lominadze, the theoretical discussion of the AMP was 
briefly integrated with the actual political struggle. The result of this 
integration was the production of the first and only Party resolution 
based on Marx's ideas of the AMP — a fact that the Party soon tried to 
hide and a policy it came to reverse.35
34 In this section, especially in the discussion of Lominadze, I benefit from Richard 
C. Thornton, The Comintern and the Chinese Communists, 1928-1931, University 
of Washington Press, Seattle, 1969, pp. 4-6, and Sawer, Marxism and the Question 
of the Asiatic Mode of Production, pp. 83-86.
35 The document on the AMP can not be found in any "open" published collection of 
the Party's documents. It was included in a collection distributed only among 
senior cadres. Even the CPCHM, which was published during China's most
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M atters commenced thus: after the breakdow n of the KMT- 
com m unist united front, the Com intern's policy tow ards the KMT 
proved no longer practicable. Lominadze, as the new  Com intern 
representative in China, adopted a radical line and advocated an 
imm ediate socialist revolution against the newly established national 
governm ent of the KMT. At the Fifteenth Congress of the CPSU in 
December 1927, he defended his new policy not by deriving it from the 
official position of the Comintern, but in terms of the theory of the 
AMP. Lominadze claimed that China, unlike W estern countries, was 
characterized by the AMP rather than by feudalism. The absence of 
feudalism m eant the absence also of those conditions which could give 
rise to a native bourgeoisie as a viable political class. In so far as a 
Chinese bourgeoisie existed, it was the child of W estern imperialism 
and incapable of sustaining the reform of Chinese society. Accordingly, 
the Chinese revo lu tion  should  not be a bourgeois-dem ocratic  
revolution, but a direct w orker-peasant socialist revolution which 
would by-pass the bourgeois-democratic stage and move directly into 
the socialist phase.36
W hether this policy of Lominadze was applicable to the Chinese 
situation or not is another question, but apparently, the theoretical 
basis of Lom inadze's policy was neither in accordance with Marx's 
theory of social stages, nor with theories innovated by Lenin, Stalin or
"liberal" period (1980) and which is the most complete collection of the Party's 
early documents, does not include this resolution.
36 See R. C. Thornton, op. t i t . , p. 5, M. Sawer, op. t i t . , p. 85.
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T rotsky, though  in term s of im m ediate  socialist revolu tion , 
Lominadze seemed closer to Trotsky.
Two m onths later, Lom inadze's challenge received an official 
response from  Stalin 's C om intern. At a m eeting of the N inth 
Executive Committee, Lominadze's policy towards China was related 
to Trotsky's position and criticized:
The characterization of the present stage of the Chinese revolution as one 
which is already a socialist revolution is false. Equally false is its 
characterization as a "permanent" revolution (the attitude of the ECCI 
representative). To postulate a tendency in the revolution to jump over the 
bourgeois-democratic stage, while regarding it at the same time as a 
"permanent" revolution, is a mistake similar to that made by Trotsky in 
1905. This mistake is more harmful in that it leaves out of account the 
outstanding national peculiarity of the Chinese revolution as a revolution in 
a semi-colonial country .37
This criticism was merely directed at the "political" mistakes of 
Lominadze, at the similarity between Lominadze's policy and that of 
Trotsky. Nothing in this criticism was concerned with the concept of 
the AMP. On the contrary, the concept seemed still to maintain a place 
in official ideology. Pavel Mif, for example, criticized Lominadze's 
interpretation of the AMP, but did not deny Marxist validity to the
37 See "The Resolution of the Ninth ECCI Plenum On the Chinese Question, 
February 25, 1928", English from Jane Degras (ed.), The Communist International 
1919-1943: Documents, Oxford University Press, London, v. 2,1960, p. 437.
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concept, maintaining only — and incorrectly — that Marx understood 
the Asiatic mode of production as a variety of feudalism .38
Another example is provided by Lominadze's political opponent, 
Pepper, who wanted the Sixth World Congress of the Comintern "to 
state in [its] programme ... that in China or in the East in general, we 
have only relics of A siatic m ethods of p roduction  and not 
feudalism " .39 In a program m e adopted at the Sixth W orld Congress, 
the Com intern agreed that both in economy and in the political 
superstructure, it was medieval feudal relationships or the "Asiatic 
m ode of production", that prevailed .40
In any case, Lominadze's interpretation of the Chinese society as 
based on the AMP won support from the Chinese communists.
4. The CPC and Its Understanding of the Nature of
Chinese Society
As we m entioned above that before the Soviet Aziatchiki gave  
any influence to the forming of Chinese Marxist historiography, their 
political ideas had a substantial impact to the CPC and its political line.
38 Pavel Mif: "Speech at the Fifteenth Congress of CPSU (December 1927)", in Mifu 
guanyu zhongguo geming yanlun [Mif On Chinese Revolution], People's Publishing 
House, Beijing, 1986, p. 46.
39 Cited by Qu Qiubai: "Concluding Speech by Comrade Strakhov" [alias of Qu 
Qiubai], in Inprecorr, v.8, no. 78 (November. 8,1928), p. 1474.
40 Cited from Degras (ed.), op. cit. p. 506.
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It was indeed the CPC which opened the first discussion of the question 
of the AMP in China. Because of its special relation with a Marxist 
theory of social evolution, the CPC showed more concern with and 
was more informed about the discussion in the Comintern than any 
other intellectual group in China.
1. The CPC's Understanding of Chinese Society before 1927
Leninism , as we have seen, helped the C hinese connect 
revolutionary change in China with the world communist movement. 
But Lenin's treatm ent of pre-m odern Chinese society as feudal in the 
W estern sense rem ained questionable. The translation of "feudalism" 
into the Chinese words "feng jian" produced further neglect of the 
differences between the social, political and economic system of the 
Chinese Zhou Dynasty and that of the European Middle Ages. In the 
early days after the founding of the CPC, the ideologues of the Party 
seem ed not to have paid much attention to the difference. In the 
Party's documents, Chinese society was defined as a feudal society in its 
Leninist, generalized sense.
In the CPC's first proclamation on the current situation (1921), for 
example, the Party asserted that China had passed through several 
thousands years of "feudal politics", and that the "agrarian economy" 
constituted the basic life of the people. This situation, it maintained, 
rem ained unchanged until the late part of the 19th century, when the 
developm ent of the world capitalist mode of production changed the 
dom estic m arket of China. The Party attributed the necessity for a 
Chinese com m unist revolution to the "law of historical evolution", 
according to which the urgent task for the Chinese proletariat in its
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present stage was to unite with the [bourgeois] democrats in a joint 
struggle against the "feudal war lords" [fengjian junfa].41
In the Manifesto of the Second National Congress, adopted in 
1922, the Party claimed that, politically, China was ruled by "militaristic 
and bureaucratic feudalism" [junfa guanliao fengjian zhuyi], which 
was based on "semi-primitive family agriculture and handicraft" [ban 
yuanshi jiating nongye shougongye], a description rather than a 
definition. The Manifesto asserted that the developm ent of "Chinese 
capitalism", which was the product of foreign capitalist expansion, was 
nevertheless seriously  s tun ted  by the oppression  of foreign 
im peria lism .42 Nowhere in these documents is there a comparison 
between Chinese "feudalism" and that of the European Middle Ages.
The tendency to generalize the historical development of hum an 
society and fit Chinese society into a universal model is also displayed 
in a more detailed description by the then Party first secretary, Chen 
Duxiu. In 1923, Chen published an article in the Party's journal, Xiang 
Dao, in which Chen said that the historical developm ent of hum an 
society was a transform ation  from the age of "nom adic tribal
41 See "Zhongguo gongchandang duiyu shiju de zhuzhang" [The Position of the CPC 
On the Current Situation], first published by Xian Qu [The Vanguard], no.9, June 
20,1922, collected in "Erda" he "Sanda", zhongguo gongchandang di er, san ci 
daibiao dahui ziliao xuanbian ["Second Congress" and Third Congress": Selected 
Materials of the Second and Third Congresses of the Communist Party of China], 
published by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, Beijing, 1985, pp. 36, 
46-47.
42 See "Zhongguo gongchandang di er ci quangong dahui xuanyan" [Manifesto of the 
Second National Congress of the CPC], in CPCHM, p. 7.
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chieftains" [youmu quozhang shidai] through feudal and bourgeois 
periods to the age of the proletariat. This evolution was an inevitable 
trend which men could not stop. Because of different geographical 
environm ents, various nations had "different chances" [jihui butong] 
to develop. Thus African and South Asian nomadic tribal, "oriental 
feudal w arlord" [dongfang zhi fengjian junfa shehui], W estern 
European and American bourgeois and Russian proletarian societies 
co-existed today. Historically, because economic structure developed 
from simple to complex, the social organization based on it would also 
develop, stage by stage, from low to high [ci di bu shuang].43
Explaining the reason for the persistence of this Chinese feudal 
society, Chen wrote:
Because of the vastness of the territory and the wealth of the national 
resources, the Chinese nation tended to remain under an economic system 
which is characterized by a self-sufficient family agriculture and 
handicraft industry. Furthermore, it was isolated from the Western 
European countries that advanced more rapidly in the methods of production. 
These two reasons explain why the feudal (fengchien) warlord era in China 
lasted so long. From the days of the Ch'in and Han dynasties to the present 
time, the social and political phenomena did not vary, the feudal forces on 
the one hand often being on the verge of collapse, and on the other tending to 
return to feudalism. That the feudal forces were on the verge of collapse yet 
did not collapse is due to the fact that the family agriculture and handicraft 
industry, which were fully developed in the feudal-patriarchal society,
43 Chen Duxiu, "Zichan jieji de geming yu geming de zichan jieji" [Bourgeois 
Revolution and the Revolutionary Bourgeoisie], in Xiang Dao [The Guide], no. 22, 
April 25, 1923, in CPCHM, p. 56. Apart from his generalization of human 
evolution, the most notable thing here is Chen's omission of "ancient" or "slave" 
stage.
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tended to decline, but that the new economic forces (i.e., the big industrial 
capitalist enterprises) were too weak to replace them 44
Here, Chen was arguing  that due to geography and the 
com bination of agriculture and fam ily handicraft, this Chinese 
"feudal" system prevented native capitalism from growing and that 
only after the penetration of foreign capitalism could China embark on 
the transition from feudal patriarchy to bourgeois democracy .45 This 
was what Marx said about the oriental society, not Western feudalism. 
Chen went no further along this direction.
In a subsequent lecture Chen said that feudal warlord agriculture- 
m anufactures society [fengjian junfa de nongye shougongye shehui] 
was a society in the past. Socialist industrial society was in the future. It 
was now a capitalist industrial society we were living in .46 Here Chen 
not only generalized the W estern model of social evolution, but 
considered the Chinese society he lived in as part of a universal stage. 
This paragraph of Chen's suggests that the addition of such qualifiers as 
"militaristic" and "bureaucratic" to "feudalism" does not imply the 
CPC's awareness of an im portant distinction between the Chinese 
"feng jian" and the European feudal system.
44 Chen Duxiu, ib id ., p. 56. English translation — with W ade-Giles 
transliteration — from Wittfogel, "The Marxist View of China", op. cit., pp. 160- 
161.
45 Chen Duxiu, ibid., p. 56.
46 Chen Duxiu, "Guanyu shehuizhuyi wenti de jiangyan" [A Lecture on the Question 
of Socialism! (May 1924), in CPCHM, p. 127.
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This universalization of history, as we have seen, can be traced 
back to the cosm opolitanism  of the earlier generation of Chinese 
intellectuals. On the other hand, during  the early 1920s, Marxist 
historiography in China was still in the process of formation. Many 
terms and conceptions of the Marxist theory of history had not been 
studied seriously. Many social, political and economic phenomena in 
Chinese history had not been categorized in clear-cut Marxist terms. 
The CPC used an ideological rather than a theoretical language.
However, gradually, from their concrete analysis of Chinese 
society, the Party's description of the social and economic structure of 
Chinese society came to present a different picture from that of the 
European Middle Ages.
In the Resolution on Agrarian Questions of the Fifth National 
Congress of the CPC, for example, the Party asserted that:
The economic life of Chinese village is still based for the most part on feudal 
relations. The bulk of land (about 66 per cent) is in the hands of landlords 
who live on the produce of their tenants [shou zhu de da dizhu]. Tenants 
[dian nong] and semi-tenant peasants work on land not belonging to them ...
On the average, the tenants receive only about fifty per cent of the produce.
In addition, the peasants have to pay exorbitant taxes and imposts to the 
landlord class [dizhu jieji] and to militarist rulers in political control [wuo 
you zhengzhi de junfa tongzhi zhel.
In China, only 34 per cent of the land belongs to the peasants. Except for 
northern China, e.g. in Shandong and Manchuria, large-scale capitalist 
agriculture is almost nonexistent. However, land belonging to [religious] 
monasteries and the [ancestral] temple occupies a significant proportion of 
the total cultivated land. The well-field system collapsed long ago. But the 
management system of common property of land [gongyou tianchan zhi guanli 
zhidu] remains in the countryside and forms the power base of rural 
patriarchal society [xiangchun zhong zhongfa shehui]. However, this 
[commonly owned] land is [in fact] in the hands of the rural literati [xiang
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shen]. The tillers have lost their rights [over this land]. The rural literati 
hence become landlords and use their power to exercise authority and 
dominance of the patriarchal society.
War lord rule is based on these land relations. Because of the power of the 
landlord class, the economic and political system in Chinese villages is still 
characterized by feudal patriarchal system [fengjian zongfa zhidu].^
Though here called "feudal", the rural life in Chinese village 
described in the document had many dissimilarities with that of feudal 
Europe. The relations of the peasants with the state, warlords and 
private landlords, the complex agrarian and patriarchal relations in the 
village, the existence of rural literati etc., all these seemed foreign to 
the feudal West. Prima facie, there was a difference between feudalism 
in its European sense and the actual life of Chinese "feng jian" society, 
but the Party's ideologues made no attempt to explore this difference 
until the conflict between Stalinist and Aziatchiki interpretation of 
Chinese society was sharpened by the failure of Chinese communist 
movement, which, as Clammer puts it, "caused serious soul searching
47 See "Tudi wenti jueyi an" [A Resolution on Agrarian Questions], adopted at the 
Fifth National Congress of the CPC, May 1927, in CPCHM, p. 830, emphasis 
mine — Hong. Part of the Resolution was translated into English and can be found 
in Conrad Brandt, Benjamin Schwartz and J. K. Fairbank (ed.) A Documentary 
History of Chinese Communism, Atheneum, New York, 1973. But the translation 
of "dizhu jieji" (landlord class) as "landlords" confused or conflated the rents paid 
to the landlords and taxes and imposts paid to the "dizhu jieji" — the state. On 
the other hand, the original text did not use the word "bureaucrats" and neither 
did it say that the "dizhu jieji" and warlord rulers held the political power "in 
the village" (see pp. 93-94).
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amongst Marxists as to whether the present catastrophe was caused by 
insufficient understanding of China's past."48
2. From Universality to Peculiarity: the CPC and the Question
of the AMP
At the first enlarged conference of the Provisional Political 
Bureau of the CPC, in November 1927, the Party passed a number of 
draft resolutions, analysing Chinese society in a new light. The Party 
for the first time adopted the concept of the AMP in its Draft 
Resolution on the Agrarian Question. It distinguished the Chinese 
agrarian economy and Chinese land relations not only from those of 
m odern European and American capitalism, but also from those of the 
European M iddle Ages (pre-capitalist). The differences between the 
Chinese and the Western agrarian system, according to the Draft, were 
mainly due to the special conditions of China's "natural environment 
and h isto rical developm ent". These included  C hina 's special 
agricultural m ethods, notably the necessity of artificial irrigation 
[rengong guangai], the early development of commercial and usurer's 
capital [shangye zhongli ziben], and the necessity of large-scale public 
projects. All this produced a particular Chinese socio-economic system 
which Marx and Lenin [not true, but it had to be said] defined as the 
Asiatic mode of production [yazhou shi de shengchan fangfa zhidu].49
48 John Clammer, "China and the 'Asiatic Mode of Production': An Inquiry", in J. 
Clammer, Anthropology and Political Economy, Theoretical and Asian 
Perspectives, Macmillan, London, 1985, p. 124.
49 Li Fu, "Zhongguo gongchandang tudi wenti danggang caoan" [A Draft Resolution 
of the CPC on Agrarian Questions], Buersaiweike [Bolshevik], No.6, 1927, pp. 155-
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The Draft was mainly a political document. But it also touched on 
the question of Chinese historical development when it tried to find 
some evidence in history to support its position. It claimed that in 
China, "zhuhou zhidu de caiyi" [the principalities and benefice system] 
and the monopoly land system of "guizhu fayue" [aristocratic family of 
power and influence] had been totally destroyed before the Qin. After a 
long period of anarchy and ruthless "class combat" [jieji zhandou], the 
AMP was finally formed. The state [form] changed from a composition 
of m any small principalities and benefices into an Asiatic despotic 
political power (p. 156). The AMP in China, according to the Draft, was 
characterized by a large num ber of isolated small peasant economies, 
unified state political pow er and artificial irrigation supporting a 
powerful bureaucracy. The highly developed bureaucratic system and 
the combination of agriculture and family manufacture (spinning and 
weaving) increased the internal stability of the AMP (p. 155).
The Draft paid more attention to China's peculiar characteristics 
than to those which China had in common with other societies in the 
world. This shows that until the late 1920s the Marxist interpretation of 
Chinese history was still in its formative period and less dominated by 
Leninist-Stalinist orthodoxy. Thus, it was possible for the CPC to deny a 
universal model of historical development. Moreover, in order to give 
a m aterialist support to the theory, the Draft tried to emphasize the 
roles of the "natural environm ent of production and the special
156. This Resolution, written by a certain Li Fu (an alias) together with other four 
documents were prepared for the Sixth National Congress of the CPC but were 
rejected by the Congress.
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conditions of historical development" in the making of these "peculiar 
characteristics" (p. 155), a view similar to the so-called geographical 
de te rm in ism  for w hich P lekhanov and W ittfogel w ere later 
denounced.
On the other hand, the Draft also confirm ed the traditional 
in terpretation of Chinese history, which believed that the Chinese 
"feng jian" system had been destroyed after the Qin Dynasty. The Draft 
attem pted to give a Marxist explanation of the nature of the society 
following "feng jian" by using the concept of the AMP. The AMP was 
treated as a higher stage (based on a well organized bureaucratic 
system) after the Chinese "zhuhou caiyi" [principalities and benefice] 
system (pp. 155-156). Thus, the Draft maintained that it was the AMP 
rather than W estern feudalism or the Chinese "feng jian" system that 
foreign powers met when they first intruded into China.
The Draft also carefully avoided the use of "feudalism" to define 
the nature of the pre-Qin China. According to the Draft, before the 
form ation of the AMP, there had been "zhuhou zhidu  de caiyi" 
[benefice of principality system] or simply "zhuhou caiyi" and the 
monopoly land system of "fa yue" [powerful and influential families] 
(pp. 155-156). Nowhere in the document was the word "feudalism" 
used. Of course, "principality" and "benefice" could also be found in 
European feudal society but again they were dissimilar from Chinese 
"zhuhou" and "caiyi", not only in the way an aristocrat7s title and land 
were granted, but also in the relationship between the grantor and 
grantee. This avoidance of the use of feudalism and the arrangem ent 
of the place of the AMP in Chinese history can, perhaps, be considered 
as an effort to distinguish entire Chinese history from that of the West,
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understood by Marxist general theory of historical evolution, not 
m erely the difference between Chinese "feng jian" and European 
feudalism (p. 156).
For some reasons, however, we should not overestim ate the 
influence of the Draft on the history of the CPC and its influence on 
Chinese Marxist historiography.
First, politically, when the concept of the AMP was applied to the 
Chinese revolutionary m ovement, it created a dilemma for Chinese 
comm unists: the denial of the "norm al" developm ent of Chinese 
society would lead to the denial of the validity of the existence of the 
C om m unist Party  and the necessity of a Chinese com m unist 
revolution. This, of course, would not have embarrassed a nationalist 
party like the KMT who believed that the communist system was not 
suitable for China.50 But it would be a serious threat to a political party 
w hich claim ed to act in accordance w ith the law of historical 
development. This may explain why later, when the question of the 
AMP became widely discussed in China, the KMT intellectuals seemed 
m ore in terested  in the term  while the C om m unists "rem ained 
relatively quiet on the issue and tended on the whole to reject the 
validity of the concept in the form suggested by its major advocates".51
50 See, for example, Joint Manifesto of Sun Yat-sen and A.A. Joffe, in which Sun 
claimed that "because of the non-existence of conditions favourable to their 
successful application in China, it is not possible to carry out either Communism or 
even the Soviet system in China". See C. Brandt (et al), A Documentary History 
of Chinese Communism, Atheneum, New York, 1973, p.70.
51 Arif Dirlik, Revolution and History, University of California Press, Berkeley, 
1978, p.191.
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Partly because the Draft paid more attention to its political 
function rather than its theoretical contribution, the Draft on the other 
hand looked relatively rough and inconsistent. To some extent, it 
created more self-contradictions than contributions. At one place, for 
example, the Draft called on the workers and peasants to fight against 
warlords and landlords. At another place, it also said that "landlords 
want to change the old 'Asiatic' land ownership to a m odern capitalist 
private ownership" (p. 159). These words were rather confusing. If the 
Chinese revolution was directed against Asiatic rather than feudal 
survivals, then, the landlords who "want to change the 'old' Asiatic 
land ownership" should be treated as allies of the revolution. But, if 
the landlords who were against the rem nants of the AMP were the 
target of the Chinese revolution, the remnants of the AMP they were 
against, perhaps, should not be wiped out with them.
Second, theoretically, it is well known that Marx’s concept of the 
AMP itself is far from being satisfactory and perfect. The application of 
the concept of the AMP to the study of Chinese history produced at 
least two problems. First, to interpret Chinese history after the Qin-Han 
period  as an Asiatic society was in conflict w ith M arx's own 
understanding of the origin of the AMP which came into being directly 
from prim itive communal society as a result of the need for large 
public projects; second, the Asiatic form of property was defined by 
Marx as a type of public ownership while private ownership became 
legalized after the Qin-Han period.
Finally, this first attem pt to interpret the Chinese revolution in 
line w ith the theory of the AMP came too late to help the Party to 
develop a new political strategy directed against the "remnants of the
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AMP" before it was criticized by Stalinists of the Comintern and was 
finally rejected by the Sixth National Congress of the CPC.52
3. Back to Orthodox Marxism
In July 1928, at its Sixth National Congress (held in Moscow), the 
CPC, under the supervision of the CPSU and the Com intern, re­
orientated its position on the question of the AMP in accordance with 
the Com intern's official line.
In a newly adopted Resolution on the Agrarian Question, the 
Party reaffirm ed the anti-feudal nature of the Chinese revolution. 
After adm itting certain differences between the historical development 
of Chinese "feng jian" and European feudalism ,53 the Resolution 
claim ed that the "previous state feudal system  (so-called state 
ow nership of land)" and "private landlord ownership" coexisted in 
parallel and struggled with each other. But this situation could not 
change the basic fact that the present economic and political system in 
China m ust be defined as semi-feudal system [ban fengjian zhidu]. It 
was wrong, the Resolution claimed, to regard the m odern Chinese
52 As we show above, the first criticism from the Comintern authority was given 
immediately after the Resolution was circulated (in the same month in 1927).
53 The resolution claimed that the difference between European countries and China 
on the question of land struggle lay in the fact that in Europe the conflict was 
between petty bourgeois private land owners [xiao zhichan jieji de shiyou tudil 
and the medieval landlord economy [zhongshiji dizhu jingji] while in China it 
was between millions of landless and small peasants and the class that occupied 
land exclusively (big and middle land owners). See "Zhongguo gongchandang di 
liu ci quangong daibiao dahui de jueyi an" [Resolutions of the Sixth National 
Congress of the CPC], 9 July 1928. in CPCHM, p. 32.
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socio-economic system and the agricultural economy as being in 
transition from the AMP to capitalism. The Resolution stated that the 
basic features postu lated  by the AMP were: absence of private 
ow nership in land, large-scale social projects carried out under the 
guidance of the state and the stable existence of a communal system. 
All these features, especially the first one, according to the Resolution, 
were contrary to fact, to China's actual situation (p. 31).
By adopting the term the "previous state feudal system ", the 
Resolution connected its understanding of the Chinese feudal system 
w ith the system in the Zhou Dynasty where "all land under heaven 
belonged to the king" rather than with the more complex situation of 
E uropean feudalism . The Resolution did  not d istingu ish  this 
"previous state feudal system " from the later "private landlord  
ow nersh ip". By adopting  the Stalinist term  "the rem nants of 
feudalism", the Resolution seemed to consider pre-Opium War China 
as a feudal society in European sense.
Despite their attitude toward the question of the AMP and their 
different understandings of the nature of the Chinese society, both the 
Draft and the Resolution showed no substantial difference on the 
question of the socialist revolution in China. Both claimed that the 
invasion of im perialist economy dam aged the Chinese traditional 
agrarian  econom y (w hether considered as AMP or feudal) and 
aggravated social and economic problems in the Chinese countryside. 
The only solution, both believed, was a socialist-oriented revolution, 
directed against the landlord, warlord, the old bureaucracy, commercial 
and usurer capital and imperialism. Both believed in the necessity for a 
proletariat-peasant union in the struggle for socialism. Criticism of the
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use of the concept of the AMP in the Draft by the Sixth National 
Congress Resolution was therefore not based on serious policy 
differences, but influenced by the internal struggle of the Comintern. 
In the history of the CPC, the Resolution of the Sixth National 
Congress functions as a sentence of im prisonm ent, if not a death 
sentence, on the application of the theory of the AMP to Chinese 
history. From December 1927, when the AMP was first imported into 
the Party's dictionary, to July 1928, when the term was finally rejected, 
the dom inance of the AMP explanation of the Chinese revolution 
within the CPC lasted only seven months before the term once again 
disappeared from the Party's political vocabulary.
The surrender of the Chinese Aziatchiki to Stalinism and the 
"norm alization" of Chinese "feudalism" produced m any theoretical 
problems for the Party and its Marxist interpretation of the Chinese 
history and society. In a report to the Sixth W orld Congress of the 
Comintern the Party's general secretary, Qu Qiubai, seemed reluctant to 
deny completely the existence of the AMP in Chinese history and 
adm itted the need for a careful study of the question of the AMP. But 
Qu also said, perhaps under pressure from the Com intern, since 
politically China had no monarchy and economically private land 
ow nership  had  appeared  long ago, the old Asiatic governm ent 
therefore no longer existed. It was wrong to claim that feudalism in 
China had been replaced by the AMP.54
54 See "Sitelahoufu zuo guanyu zhimindi he banzhimindi guojia de geming yundong 
de bucong baogao" [A Supplementary Report of Strakhov (alias of Qu Qiubai) on 
the Revolutionary Movement in Colonial and Semi-colonial Countries] (5 August 
1928), in Gongchan guoji guanyu zhongguo geming wenjian ziliao, 1919-1928
Qu's argument that the AMP certainly no longer existed was based 
on two facts: the overthrow of monarchy in China and the existence of 
private land ownership. But everyone knows that monarchy in China 
was not overthrown until 1911, while private land ownership is 
believed to have appeared in the late Zhou Dynasty. The logic of Qu's 
argument would be that the AMP began disappearing in the late Zhou 
Dynasty, when private land ownership was forming. But it lasted two 
thousand years until the monarchy was overthrown in 1911. This was 
apparently not what Qu wanted to admit. On the other hand, if it was 
not the AMP but "feudal" or "medieval" relations that existed in 
modern China, was the AMP replaced by the feudal system or did it 
exist in parallel with feudalism? Qu seemed to prefer the first solution. 
The question remained: what elements in this stationary society could 
give rise to a feudal society? The only possible answer for Qu and the 
ideologues of the Party was to interpret the AMP either as a primitive 
communal form or as a variety of slavery or of feudalism.
For Chinese Marxist historiography, the 1920s were a period in 
which Marx's theory of social evolution was taken as an ideology 
rather than as an aid to or foundation for serious academic study. As a 
member of the Comintern, the CPC had to obey the instructions of the 
Comintern, politically and theoretically. And because the question of 
the AMP was entangled with the internal struggle of the Comintern, it 
had to be settled as a political problem rather than as a theoretical one.
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[Documentary Materials of the Comintern on the Chinese Revolution, 1919-1928], 
v. 1, trans. from Russian and published by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences 
Press, Beijing, 1981, pp. 433-434.
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However, for Marxist study of Chinese history, the rejection of the 
AMP and the placing of China's past under a universal scheme of 
development caused many theoretical and practical problem s.55
55 See Zheng Xuejia, Shehuishi lunzhan de cjiying he neirong [The Origin and the 
Content of the Controversy Over Social History], Zhonghua Zazhi Society, 
Taibei, 1965, Hu Qiuyuan, "Shehuishi de lun zhan" [Controversy over Social 
History], in Zhongguo xin wenhua yundong gaikuang [A Survey of the New 
Culture Movement in China], Xiandai Book Shop, Shanghai, 1934, Wang Lixi, 
"Zhongguo shehuishi lunzhan xumu" [Prelude to the Controversy of Chinese 
Social History], in DSZZ, vol. 1, nos. 4-5, pp. 1-23, Wang Yichang, "Zhongguo 
shehui shilun shi" [History of the Controversy of Chinese Social History], in 
DSZZ, vol. 2, nos. 2-3, pp. 1-71.
CHAPTER 3
MARX'S CONCEPT AND CHINESE PERCEPTION OP 
THE ASIATIC MODE OP PRODUCTION
The debate over the question of the AMP within the Comintern 
and the CPC caused wide concern among Chinese intellectuals. In 1929, 
Guo Moruo published his Studies in Ancient Chinese Society1 which 
were characterized by a rigid application of the theory of the five-stage 
evolution of Chinese history and the periodization of Chinese ancient 
history into primitive communal society, slavery and feudalism. Guo 
based his periodization on economic determinism, and above all, on 
the development of technology. As regards the question of the AMP, 
Guo interpreted it as a mode of production existing in primitive 
communal society. Thus, Guo not only "eliminated" the difference of 
Marxist theory of history regarding the development of human 
history, but also "generalized" and "standardized" Chinese history. 
Compared to the documents of the Sixth National Congress of the CPC 
concerning the nature of Chinese history and society, Guo's effort to 
apply Marxism to the study of Chinese history was more academic and 
systematic. Nevertheless, Guo Moruo's periodization of Chinese 
history, his "discovery" of the existence of "slavery" in ancient China 
and his interpretation of the AMP drew criticism from other Chinese
1 Guo Moruo, Zhongguo gudai shehui yanjiu [Studies in Ancient Chinese Society], 
Nianhe Book Shop, Shanghai, first published in 1930. Guo's book has been 
reprinted many times.
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Marxist historians. From the late 1920s to the 1940s, the debate over the 
nature of Chinese social history seemed to have involved entire 
intellectual circles in China. Hundred of articles were published on the 
subject. During this time, not only did Marxism change Chinese 
understanding of their own history, Chinese Marxist historians also 
modified the Marxist interpretation of history in order to suit the 
Chinese situation. It was through this interaction that Chinese Marxist 
historiography shaped its basic discourse.
It is not the purpose of this thesis to investigate all the topics 
discussed among Chinese Marxist historians during this period. What 
we are concerned with is the Chinese discussion of Marx's concept of 
the AMP. Through a careful study, we try to reveal how Chinese 
Marxist historians treated the problem of the AMP in the process of 
establishing Chinese Marxist historiography, especially with two 
different versions of the Marxist theory of history to contend with. Let 
us, first of all, go back briefly to the development of Marx's concept of 
the AMP.
1. A Brief History of the Development of Marx's 
Concept of the AMP
The word "development" is used here to suggest that neither 
Marx's theory of history in general, nor his concept of the AMP in 
particular, should be treated as static sets of ideas. Marx never gave a 
systematic, complete presentation of his theory of history. His ideas 
about human history in general or the history of a particular society are 
scattered across many works. In different periods, Marx attempted to
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solve certain problems, but he always left behind some new ones. On 
m any of these problems, Marx seemed not to have reached a final 
position before his death. Marxists of the 19th and 20th century, 
striving to re-organize and unify Marx's ideas, are always forced to 
legitimatize some of M arx's ideas while rejecting others as for some 
reason inoperative.
This section will attem pt to show that Marx's theory of the AMP, 
as part of his theory of history in general, was incomplete. Many 
problems were left unanswered. Not only did it fail to fit the historical 
reality of Asia, it remained inconsistent with historical materialism.
Marx's materialist conception of history was given its first form in 
The German Ideology. Here Marx and Engels divided pre-capitalist 
history into the stages of "tribal property", "the ancient communal and 
state property", "the feudal or estate property".2 In Wage Labour and 
Capital Marx went on to designate the ancient, feudal and bourgeois 
societies as "such totalities of production relations, each of which at the 
same time denotes a special stage of developm ent in the history of 
m a n k in d " .3 In the Manifesto of the Communist Party, the social 
evo lu tion  from  ancient, feudal to m odern  bourgeois societies 
constituted the historical foundation of M arx's political dem and.4
2 Marx and Engels, The German Ideology, in MECW, vol. 5, pp. 32-35.
3 Marx, Wage Labour and Capital, in MESW, vol. 1, pp. 83-84.
4 Engels' addition of primitive communal society to the historical sequence from the 
ancient to the modem bourgeois society in a footnote to the English edition of 1888 
shaped a complete unilinear scheme of historical evolution from pre-history to 
modem times.
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Since Marx and Engels did not provide any comparisons with the 
history of the non-Western society in above works, it is rather difficult 
to ascertain whether they were talking about the general history of the 
w orld, or merely the historical developm ent in the West. In the 
Manifesto of the Communist Party, Marx and Engels sw eepingly 
claim ed that the bourgeoisie, arm ed with its cheap commodities, 
"compels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the bourgeois 
m ode of production".5 This statement, however, leaves the nature of 
the non-W estern nations so confronted undefined: were they slave­
owning or feudal, based on a unique mode of production not found 
anyw here in W estern history, or a mixture of these? One thing is 
perhaps less uncertain: during this period Marx and Engels were less 
concerned w ith history and historical events than w ith the law 
governing the progress of history.
The first consideration of non-Western societies by Marx began, as 
a journalistic chore, in the early 1850s. The results were set out in the 
articles he published in the New York Daily Tribune and in his 
correspondence with Engels. From these articles and letters, we find 
that Marx showed great interest in the existence of a world whose 
history and social formation had been unfamiliar to him. Marx did try 
to understand  this non-W estern w orld, to incorporate it into his 
general framework of historical materialism. But Marx constructed his 
understanding  of the Asian societies alm ost entirely from Hegel's 
interpretation of oriental history and the theories of the physiocrats 
and the utilitarians. He offered little critical analysis of these theories, let
5 Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party, in MESW, vol. 1, pp. 36-37.
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us take his articles on Indian society as an example. Deriving his ideas 
from pre-Marxist intellectual predecessors, Marx listed as characteristic 
of Asiatic society: absence of internal dynamics of development; 
absence of private ownership of land; despotic government based on 
the necessity of running public works; state management of economic 
activities; and absence of internal trade and markets as a result of the 
combination of family controlled manufacture and agriculture. This 
adaptation of pre-Marxist interpretations of Asiatic society created a 
Trojan horse within Marx's own theoretical system. The theory of the 
AMP was, in many respects, in conflict with the basic concept of 
historical materialism.
According to historical materialism, for example, the progressive 
nature of the productive forces would inevitably cause tension 
between the productive forces and the relations of production, which 
would finally lead to social change and historical progress. But in the 
theory of the AMP, a special set of relations of production dug a 
historical trap for the productive forces. There was no class struggle, no 
historical progress and no history. The notion of stagnant society, if it 
were true, would challenge the validity of the historical materialist 
concept of progress.
Another problem of the theory of the AMP was the origin of the 
state. According to "normal" historical materialism, the appearance of 
the state was a result of class struggle. Historical materialism held that 
past post-primitive societies were divided into classes and that for 
them such class antagonism was insurmountable. But in the theory of 
the AMP, Marx gave a different interpretation of the origin of the state: 
the need for artificial irrigation and other social works provided the
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material foundation for the appearance of despotic governm ent. 
W hether the statement was true for the history of Asian countries is a 
question of debate. But the concept of a hydraulic despotic government 
resulted in an impasse for historical materialism. First, if a state was 
form ed not as a result of class conflict but of the need for public 
projects, should we not assume that the state in the AMP was of a 
supra-class or non-class nature, independent of the interests of any 
class outside itself? or that the state and state-servants could be 
exploitative in their own right, not as representatives of a class? 
Second, if the state in Asia was the precondition of production and the 
governm ent there participated in production by organizing and 
managing economic activities, should this type of state be considered as 
part of superstructure or as part of economic basis? Finally, if this 
Asiatic governm ent played a decisive role in production, can it be 
assum ed that the political sup e rstru c tu re  in orien tal h isto ry  
determ ined economic development? Marx did not settle the doubts 
these questions raise about his historical materialism.
Again, although Marx published a num ber of articles on China 
during this period, most of them were newspaper comments on Sino- 
British diplomatic relations. Unlike his articles on Indian society, few 
of these treated the internal social, political and economic structure of 
Chinese society and its historical developm ent in any depth. The 
writings on China made no mention of private ownership of land and 
the state control of irrigation, as had those on India. Did Marx choose 
not to extend his characterization of the AMP to the Chinese situation? 
Or did he believe that because it resembled that of India there was no 
need to discuss the Chinese case? Finally, in the writings on India, 
Marx describes the dam age to the traditional Indian social and
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economic structure and profound social changes caused by foreign 
penetration. In his articles on China, Marx also asserts that the English 
cannon broke dow n the "com plete isolation of Old China" and 
prom oted "all dissolving agencies acting together on the finances, the 
morals, the industry and political structure of China".6 But compared 
to his articles on India, Marx pays more attention to the question of 
how the revolution in China "will in time react on England, and 
through England on Europe". According to Marx, "it may safely be 
argued that the Chinese revolution will throw  the spark into the 
overloaded m ine of the present industrial system and cause the 
explosion of the long-prepared general crisis, which, spreading abroad, 
will be closely followed by political revolutions on the Continent".7 
Marx was, perhaps, too optim istic and overestim ated the political 
developm ent in China. The tendency to exaggerate crisis and 
revolutionary potential, in the hope of seeing the overthrow  of 
capitalism  in his own life-time, kept re-emerging in Marx. But the 
question here is whether Marx's different evaluations of the responses 
of India and China to W estern influence (the Indian M utiny and the 
Taiping Rebellion) came from his different understandings of the two 
societies or from actual differences in the events.
From the second half of the 1850s, Marx began devoting himself 
to the study of the political economy of capitalism. The initial result of 
his research was reflected in his notebooks, the Grundrisse, which were 
written in preparation for Capital. It was in these notebooks and his
6 Marx, "Revolution in China and in Europe", in MECW, vol. 12, p. 95.
7 ibid., p. 98.
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preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy th a t  
Marx m ade an extensive study and gave the most controversial 
explanation of the AMP and its relation w ith other pre-capitalist 
societies.
In these works, the AMP and other modes of production were 
treated as the subject not of historical study in its strict sense, but of 
political economy. Marx tried to show in these works that because of 
their different environmental and historical conditions, and because of 
their different internal structures, primitive communal societies might 
have different forms of disintegration and produce different forms of 
post-prim itive social form ations, such as Asiatic, Slavonic, Greek, 
Roman, Germanic, Mexican, Peruvian, Celtic, etc. The most intriguing 
thing is that in the Grundrisse,  Marx investigated the economic 
structure of the above modes of production in the context of his search 
for the origins of capitalist development. This creates an impression 
that all pre-capitalist form ations develop teleologically tow ards 
capitalism.
According to Marx, there were two preconditions for the capitalist 
m ode of production: the separation of individual from community, 
and of producer from the means of production. Marx used
the degree of these two separations as a criterion to examine the degree 
of progress of various pre-capitalist modes of production. At one 
extreme stood m odern capitalist society in which the individual was 
totally separated from the comm unity and the producer from the 
m eans of production; at the other extrem e was the prim itive 
comm unal society where the individual was closely integrated with 
the com m unity and the producer with the means of production.
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Between these two extremes stood a series of societies with different 
modes of production, each placed in order according to the degree of 
the two separations. These different modes of production known in 
Marx's time (the AMP, the Greek and Roman and the Germanic modes 
were only three typical examples of a wider range of varieties) thus 
logically formed a series of stages of development, although 
historically they might have no direct connection with each other. In 
Hegelian fashion, Marx reconstructed the historical sequence following 
the disintegration of primordial society as a progress t o w a r d s  
capitalism. In line with this theory, Marx made his statement in the 
preface to the Crit ique of Political Economy that, in broad outlines, the 
Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal, and the modern bourgeois modes of 
production were so many progressive epochs in the economic 
formation of society.
The above statement seems rather ambiguous. Marx did not 
clearly indicate whether he believed that there existed a chronological 
relationship between these modes of production. The different modes 
of production in Marx's statem ent could be read as the 
"representatives" of different levels of the development of economic 
formation. A proponent of a multilinear conception of history might 
argue that the statement did not deny the possibility that certain modes 
of production, such as the AMP, could become stagnant; some, such as 
ancient slavery, might be dead-ends; others might develop into a 
higher mode of production, such as the feudal mode of production. On 
the other hand, when the statement is read in connection with Marx's 
formula of historical materialism, it could also be seen as a concrete 
expression of the principles of historical materialism: one mode of 
production is replaced by another as a result of the development of
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productive forces. Thus, the Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal and the 
m odern bourgeois m odes of production became four successive 
epochs, representing four different stages in a unilinear scheme of 
historical m aterialism . History is complex. Marx knew that. He was 
very wise not to give any definitive answer to these questions, but to 
leave them to many of his less bright successors.
Concerning the question of the AMP, Marx's statement also left 
many issues open to interpretation. The AMP fitted into a sequence of 
the developm ent of economic form ation according to its prim itive 
form of the relationship between individual and community, between 
producer and the the means of production. But in terms of property 
form, the AMP seemed unable to find a place in Marxist understanding 
of the h istorical developm ent of p roperty  forms: from public 
ow nership  of prim itive com m unism , through various forms of 
private property  (slave-owning, feudal and capitalist), back to the 
public ownership of future communism. The AMP, according to Marx, 
was a state ow nership of p roperty .8 The only resemblance to this 
property form is the state ownership of the existing socialist countries. 
W hat all this shows is that property is a m uch more complex and
8 In the Grundrisse, Marx had many ambiguous statements concerning the ownership 
of land in the AMP. He asserted in one place that the state was the higher 
proprietor or the sole proprietor of the land while the real communities were only 
hereditary possessors. Elsewhere, however, he also claimed that in the Asiatic 
form, the real proprietor, proper, is the commune. Property appears only as 
communal property in land. The individual member was only a possessor. In 
Capital, however, the Asiatic form of property always stood as that of the 
monarch or the state in contrast with private property.
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variegated concept (a bundle of rights that can be shared or distributed) 
than unsophisticated Marxist theory allows.
Finally, for a student of Chinese history, many aspects of the AMP 
in the G rundr i s se ,  such as its occupation of the lowest chronological 
place in historical development, the absence of private property, and 
the social and economic stagnation, do not fit with historical reality of 
China. If Chinese history is difficult to interpret by means of historical 
materialism, the theory of the AMP fares little better.
After the publication of the preface to the Crit ique of  Political  
E c o n o m y ,  Marx, as many people have noticed, never used the term 
AMP again. In his mature work, C a p i ta l ,  non-Western societies 
(notably India and China) were viewed comparatively by Marx. Many 
special characteristics of the AMP were mentioned repeatedly, such as 
the state ownership of landed property, the necessity of state 
management of artificial canals, government appropriation of surplus 
values through state taxes and government corvee, reproduction of 
self-sufficient communities, and the combination between small-scale 
agriculture and domestic manufacture, etc.
The most notable development of Marx's concept of the AMP in 
Capital  was that the term was used by Marx as a special form of the 
appropriation of surplus value in contrast with other modes of 
production. According to Marx, private ownership of property was 
characterized by the fact that surplus value was appropriated from the 
direct producers, in different ways, by the owners of the means of 
production. The different forms of surplus value appropriation 
indicated different social, political and economic systems of society. 
The distinction between the AMP and other modes of production lay
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in the fact that since the state appeared to be the sole proprietor in the 
AMP, it became the sole appropriator of surplus value. There was 
therefore no class conflict, only conflict between governm ent and 
peasants. Unlike class conflict in class society, government in the AMP 
represented the interests of the society as a whole, including those of 
the peasants. As a result, social conflict in the AMP differed from class 
conflict in other modes of production. This is why although Marx 
sometimes called the AMP "general slavery", he clearly stated that 
slavery neither suspended the conditions of labour nor modified the 
essential relation.
From time to time, however, Marx also used the term AMP in 
connection with primitive communal society. He stated in Theories of 
Surplus Value, for example, that the original unity between the worker 
and the conditions of production had two main forms: "the Asiatic 
com m unal system  (p rim itive  com m unism )" and sm all-scale 
agriculture based on the family (and linked with domestic industry).9 
In Capital, volume 1, Marx cited a footnote from his A Contribution to 
the Critique of Political Economy, in which he confirm ed that the 
various different forms of Roman and Teutonic private property were 
deducible from different forms of Indian common property. He also 
w rote that peasant agriculture on a small-scale and production by 
independen t artisans ... form ed the economic foundation of the 
com m unities of classical antiquity  at their best period, after the 
"prim itive oriental system  of common ow nership of land" had
9 Marx, Theories of Surplus Value, Progress Publishers, Moscow, 1978, vol. 3, pp. 
422-423.
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disappeared, and before slavery had seized on production in earnest 
(Capital, vol. 1, p. 367, footnote l) .10 In fact, this connection of the AMP 
w ith the prim itive com m unal property  form and w ith  the later 
developm ent of private property in the West could be traced back to 
the Grundrisse, in which Marx also saw the "oriental form" as the 
original form of property — direct common property. He stated that 
this form of property "modified in Slavonic; developed to the point of 
antithesis, but still as the secret, if antithetical, foundation in classical 
and Germanic property" (Grundrisse, p. 497).
These statem ents continue to cause confusion. As Brendan 
O'Leary writes, "the reader ... is not left with a very clear distinction 
betw een prim itive com m unism  and the A M P".* 11 Marx himself 
p rov ided  no explanation. One possibility m ight be, as George 
Lichtheim says, that Marx's studies of India and China "had made him 
aw are that Oriental society posed a difficulty for his scheme [of 
historical and social logic] ... From 1850 onward ... [Marx] engaged in an 
increasingly systematic attem pt to bring Oriental society w ithin the 
compass of his general theory".12 Another possibility might be that
10 One interesting thing is that when the English version of Capital was published 
in 1887, Engels omitted "oriental" from the footnote mentioned above. This made 
it more "standard"and less confusing, but the Chinese edition kept the original 
version.
11 Brendan O'Leary, The A s ia t ic  M o d e  of P roduction:  O r ie n ta l  D e sp o t i sm ,  
H istorical M ateria lism  and Indian H is tory ,  Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1989, pp. 
111,114,135.
12 George Lichtheim, M arxism : A  Historical and Critical S tu dy , Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, London, 1961, p. 145.
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with the increasing awareness of the achievements of the 19th century 
anthropology, Marx did try to reconsider the relationship between the 
AMP and prim itive com m unal societies (none of which were 
discovered by Marx himself), bu t he never found a convincing 
solution to this problem. One obvious difficulty for Marx was that if 
the AMP was to be identified with prim itive communal society, all 
special characteristics attached to the AMP m ust be reinterpreted, 
because they would become outstanding for their "class" nature.
The fate of the AMP became even more complex in Marx's later 
years when he studied the most recent achievements of 19th century 
anthropology. In a letter to Engels in 1868, Marx seemed quite happy to 
claim, after reading M aurer's work, that "my view that the Asian or 
Indian forms of property were the original ones everywhere in Europe 
here receives new confirmation (although Maurer knows nothing of 
it)".13 On the other hand, Marx also rejected Kovalevsky's extension of 
feudalism to non-European societies. He even criticized Phear as "an 
ass" who described the organization of the (Indian) rural community 
as feudal. In the draft of his reply to Zasulich, Marx denied that the 
transition from communal to private property  did not appear "in 
every circum stance". The constitutive form of the "agricultural 
commune" m eant either that the element of private property gained 
the upper hand over the collective element, or that the reverse took
13 Marx to Engels, March 14, 1868, in Letters on "Capital", ed. and trans. by Andrew 
Drummond, New Park Publications, New York, 1973, p. 127.
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place. "Everything depends upon the historical context in which it is 
situated".14
The m ost intriguing thing here is that while Marx seemed 
inclined to generalize the AMP by identifying it w ith prim itive 
communal society, he strictly limited the scope of feudalism. If there is 
som ething different from M arx's previous view, it was that Marx 
seem ed more and more inclined to believe that it was not Asia but 
Europe that was unique in its historical development. Therefore, it is 
not strange that when the Russian N arodnik M ikhailovsky showed 
his discontent with the determinist tendency of historical materialism, 
Marx argued that his historical sketch of the genesis of capitalism in 
W estern Europe was not a historico-philosophical theory of the 
general course fatally im posed on all peoples.15 In his letter to 
Zasulich, Marx further stressed that the historical inevitability of 
capitalist development was "expressly restricted" to "the countries of 
W estern Europe" (Shanin, p. 100).
O ur brief survey of the history of M arx's concept of the AMP 
shows that until the death of Marx, the question of the AMP remained 
unsolved. For a student of Marxist theory of history, the concept of the 
AMP creates more confusions than clarifications for M arx's more
14 Marx, the first draft of a reply to V. I. Zasulich, in Teodor Shanin (ed.), L ate  
M arx  and the R ussian Road: M arx  and ‘the Peripheries of C apita lism ', Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, London, 1984, pp. 109-110. Hereafter "Shanin" and page numbers 
in the book.
15 Marx, "A Letter to the Editorial Board of O tech estven n ye  Z apiski" , in Shanin, p. 
136.
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general theory of history. In the triangular relation between historical 
materialism, the theory of the AMP and actual Chinese history there 
exists more incompatibility than m utual corroboration. This situation 
can only lead to strong doubt as to whether there is a unified Marxist 
theory of history, let alone whether this theory is applicable to the 
study of Chinese history.
2. Chinese Knowledge of Marx's Concept of the AMP
Before the Soviet discussion of the AMP was known to the 
Chinese, this term of Marx's had not attracted any particular interest 
from Chinese Marxist intellectuals. Li Dazhao, as we have seen, passed 
by the term  w ithout further thought or explanation. That other 
im portant early Chinese Marxist, Li Da, gave a brief interpretation to 
the AMP in his book Modern Sociology:
Basing himself on four modes of production, i.e. the Asiatic, the ancient, the 
feudal and the modem capitalist ones, Marx designated four major periods of 
socio-economic formations. The first was a period during which the human 
productive forces were still in their infancy. The Asiatic mode of production 
listed by Marx denoted the situation in ancient Babylon. The mode of 
production in Babylon had already stepped from semi barbarian into the 
early stage of civilization. During this period, there was no class 
differentiation in economic structure as it exists in modem society. There was 
no slave system either.^
16 Li Da, Xiandai shehuixue [Modern Sociology], p. 162, emphasis mine — Hong. 
The book was first published in 1926 by Hunan Modern Series Publishers. The 
version used here is the third (1929) edition, published by the Kung Lun Book 
Shop, Shanghai, 1929.
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Li then listed the three following periods as the "slavery- 
prevailing period", the "serfdom-prevailing period" and the "wage- 
labour system prevailing period".17 Although Li Da's interpretation of 
the AMP had a geographic implication ("the situation in ancient 
Babylon"), his consideration of the relationship of all four modes of 
production shows that Li tended to treat the AMP as a universal first 
stage of social evolution, existing prior to the appearance of slavery.18 
Li did not discuss in his book other features of the AMP mentioned 
elsewhere by Marx, such as irrigation, the combination of agriculture 
and domestic manufactures, and the stagnation of society, nor did he 
consider specifically w hether the above model of social evolution 
could also be applied to Chinese history.
The early Chinese Marxist intellectuals' categorisation of the AMP 
as primitive communal society (or the later period of primitive society) 
was probably due to their limited access to Marxist literature on social 
evolution. Except for the brief mention of the term AMP in Marx's 
preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx's 
more detailed discussion of Asian society in his newspaper articles on 
Indian society were unknow n to the Chinese before the Comintern 
debate over the AMP. The works from which Chinese intellectuals 
acquired their Marxist views on social evolution included only Marx's 
preface to the Critique (translated in 1921), in which Marx put the AMP
17 Li Da, ibid., pp.162-165.
18 Li Da later changed his position and accepted the official Soviet interpretation 
of 1930s that the AMP was a variety of feudalism, or oriental feudalism. We 
shall discuss this later.
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as the foremost of the historical sequence of social evolution; Engels' 
The Origin of the Family (translated in 1920), in which Engels defined 
the first stage of hum an developm ent as the prim itive communal 
society; and the Manifesto of the Communist Party (translated in 1920), 
which not only described the successive evolution of hum an society 
from "ancient Rome", "the Middle Ages" to "the m odern bourgeois 
society", but also clearly indicated, in a later footnote addition by 
Engels, the existence of "the social organization existing previous to 
recorded history ," — the prim itive com m unal society.*9 But the 
Manifesto did not mention the AMP, and the Grundrisse w ith their 
much more detailed discussion of pre-capitalist social formations were 
not published till much later.
Before the Aziatchiki introduced the AMP as a special social 
formation, Chinese Marxists might have misjudged the nature of the 
AMP because of its place in the order of social formations listed by 
Marx in the preface to the Critique. There, Marx did not suggest that 
the AMP was a unique social formation and that it should therefore be 
treated as an exception. People without any w ider knowledge of the 
AMP could identify the AMP with the other expression of the "first 
stage of social evolution" — the "primitive communistic society".
After the outbreak of the first discussion of the AMP in the late 
1920s, Chinese historians began acquiring more knowledge about the 
AMP through the translation of the works of Soviet and Japanese 
scholars, especially of those published by Soviet Aziatchiki. Unlike 
Stalinist theoreticians, most Aziatchiki had a relatively good education
19 Marx and Engels, Manifesto of the Communist Party, in MESW, vol. 1, p.33.
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in sinology. Some had done field work in China and their accounts of 
the AMP focused on China m ore than India. D uring the first 
discussion, almost all im portant works of the leading figures of the 
Aziatchiki  were translated into Chinese im m ediately after their 
publication in the Soviet Union. In 1928, same year L. I. Madjar 
published his book Studies of Chinese Village Economy, a Chinese 
version was published in Shanghai.
E. S. V arga's essay, "The Basic Problem s of the Chinese 
Revolution" , was translated and introduced to Chinese readers in 
1929 .20 In the same year, a pro-KMT journal, Xin Sheng Min , 
published M adjar's essay "China's Agrarian Economy" and K. A. 
W ittfogel's "A Historical Investigation of Classes in China".21 In 1933, 
the Liming Book Shop published the Chinese translation of M. D. 
K okin 's Jing Tian: The Agricultural System of Ancient China. The 
book appeared w ith a lengthy preface by Madjar, which gave an 
extensive account of Marx's theory of the AMP.22
From the second half of 1930s, the discussion of the AMP led to 
the introduction of further relevant works of Marx into China. A
20 Detailed exposition can be found in Arif Dirlik, op. cit., p. 191.
21 Madjar, "Zhongguo de nungcun jingji"[China's Agrarian Economy], Wittfogel, 
"Zhongguo jieji zhi shi de kaocha" [A Historical Investigation of Classes in 
China], in Xin Sheng Min, vol. 2, no. 8, 1929, pp. 1-17, 1-8 (page number restarts 
each article).
22 M. D. Kokin and G. Papaian, Jing Tian: The Agricultural System of Ancient China, 
trans. by Chen Ji, Liming Book Shop, Shanghai, 1933. The book came out with a 
Chinese name: Zhongguo gudai shehui [Ancient Chinese Society],
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C hinese version of selections from the Germany Ideology w a s  
published in 1937. But a year earlier, Guo Moruo had already used 
some paragraphs draw n directly from the German edition in his 
polemical article on the AMP.
No Chinese edition of Marx's articles "The British Rule in India" 
and "The Future Results of British Rule in India" was available until 
1940 when a translation, retitled On Weak Nations, was published.23 
Before the publication of M arx's articles on India, how ever, the 
Chinese had published some of Marx's writings that were more directly 
related to Chinese affairs. In 1926, the periodical Political Life carried a 
Chinese translation of M arx's article "Revolution in China and in 
Europe" with the Chinese title, "Marx's Ideas on the Chinese National 
R ev o lu tio n " .24 In 1938, Fang Naiyi translated some selections from 
Capital relevant to China and a series of Marx and Engels' journalistic 
writings on China and its relations with Britain. The collection was 
published under the title Marx and Engels on China.25 Com pared with 
M arx's articles on Indian society, his works on China did not attract 
much attention from Chinese intellectuals.
23 SWMEC, p. 397.
24 SWMEC, p. 373.
25 trans. by Fang Naiyi, China Publishers, Wuhan, 1938. SWMEC, p. 387. There was 
an earlier edition published by Jiefang Publishers in 1937. When this 1937 edition 
was reprinted by People's Publishing House, Beijing, in 1963, the editor said that 
part of the book was selected and translated from D. Torr (ed.), Marx on China, 
1853-1860: Articles from the New York Daily Tribune, London, 1951.
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M arx's more detailed discussion of the AMP in his Grundrisse 
was not available for most Chinese until much later. During the first 
round of discussion, the only Chinese historian able to refer to the 
Grundrisse in exam ining the AMP problem  was Hou Wailu. Hou 
stated in a 1935 preface to his first article on the AMP that after 
completing the article two years earlier (i.e., in 1931), he happened to 
hear of M arx 's G r u n d r i s s e  w hich, he claim ed, p roved  his 
interpretation of the AMP.26 In a memoir written in 1985, Hou recalled 
that in 1941 a Soviet sinologist told him that a draft written by Marx 
was recently discovered in the Soviet Union which supported H ou's 
own view on the question of the AMP. Hou asked the sinologist to 
send him a copy, which he soon received and had translated into 
C hinese.27 The Grundrisse was first published in Moscow in 1939-41. 
The extracts concerning the question of the AMP, "F o rm s 
P reced ing  C ap ita lis t P roduction" (Formen die Kapitalistischen 
Produktion vorhergehen — hereafter Formen), were published three 
times in Russian between 1939 and 1940.28 It is possible that Hou 
acquired a Russian copy of Formen in 1943, rather than in 1933. The 
first Chinese version of Formen available to the public was translated
26 Hou Wailu, "Wo duiyu 'yaxiya shengchan fangfa' zhi daan yu shijie lishi jia 
shangque" [My Interpretation of the "AMP" and A Discussion with Historians of 
World Historyl, in Zhonghua luntan [China Forum], vol. 1. nos. 7-8, 1945, 
Chongqing, p. 15. The article is annotated "completed in January 1933. Preface 
written in June 1935.”
27 Hou Wailu, Ren de zhuicjiu [A Prolonged Pursuit], Sannian Book Shop, Beijing, 
1985, p. 233.
28 See Samuel Baron, "Marx's Grundrisse and the Asiatic Mode of Production", in 
Survey: A Journal of East and West Studies, no. 1/2, vol. 21, 1975, pp. 139-140.
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by Ri Zi and published in 1951 in Wen Shi Zhe [L iterature-history- 
philosophy], the journal of Shandong University. According to the 
tran s la to r, his version w as taken from  the R ussian For my  
Predshestvuyushchie Kapitalisticheskomu Proizvodstvu [Formations 
Preceding Capitalist Production] published by Politizdat pri Tsk. V. K. 
N. (B) [Political Publishing House of the Central Committee of the All- 
Union Communist Party (Bolshevik)/.This was published in 1940.
M arx's m ature work, Capital, was first translated into Chinese in 
separate chapters in 1930. A complete three-volume translation did not 
come out until 1938.29 However, paragraphs relevant to the question of 
the AMP were cited (most of them indirectly from the secondary 
literature) during the first discussion.
When the first round of discussion commenced, Chinese Marxists 
were not yet well equipped to expound or consider Marx's theory of the 
AMP. Their knowledge derived mainly from secondary materials. As a 
result, their interpretations, at least initially, were influenced by their 
foreign counterparts. It should be pointed out, however, as most 
participants were returned overseas students from the Soviet Union, 
Japan and a small num ber from Germany, they might be able to use 
Russian, Japanese or German versions of Marx's works. Hence Chinese 
knowledge of M arx's theory of history and the concept of the AMP 
could possibly be greater than was reflected in the published Chinese 
translations.
29 Translated by Guo Dali and Wang Ya’nan, published by Dushu-Shenghuo Book 
Shop, Shanghai, 1938, SWMEC, p. 390.
CHAPTEE 4
THE EIEST CHINESE DISCUSSION OF THE AMP; 
EEOM THE 192ffls TO THE 194ffls
1. A General Review
A contemporary Taiwanese historian, Zheng Xuejia, describes the 
intellectual situation in the later 1920s thus:
As early as 1927, after the KMT's campaign of purging communists, some 
intellectuals withdrew from the battlefield to their studies and engaged in 
the study of the problems of China. In 1928, cultural circles in Shanghai 
began discussing the nature of Chinese society and tried to draw a political 
conclusion .... In 1929, these discussions were enlarged and involved many 
intellectuals from various disciplines.^
From 1930 on, centred around New Life, New Thought an d  
Reading Magazine, edited respectively by KMT, communist and left 
wing KMT intellectuals, there was a burst of interests in the question of 
the nature of Chinese social history.
Only a few of the articles published during this period dealt 
directly and specifically with the question of the AMP. But almost all 
articles on the Marxist study of Chinese social history mentioned, to 
varying degrees, the AMP. Nor was the question of the AMP the 
exclusive problem for the Marxianization of Chinese history. But 
whenever a Marxist approach to the study of Chinese history was
1 Zheng Xuejia, op. cit., p.l.
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adopted, the question of the AMP was the first problem historians had 
to answer.
Almost immediately after the publication of Guo Moruo's Studies 
in Ancient Chinese Society, d ispute arose focused on two questions: 
had  China follow ed the sam e stages of historical developm ent 
indicated in Marx's preface to the Critique of Political Economy? and 
w hat was the AMP?
The answer to the second question depended on the answer to the 
first. If the answer to the first question was affirmative, the question 
would follow: into what period of history should the AMP be fitted? If 
the answer were negative, a further question would arise: if China 
differed from the West in terms of historical developm ent, could 
Marx's theory of the AMP be applicable to the study of Chinese history?
In the first round of discussion, there were three main groups of 
intellectuals involved in the discussion, each offering its own answers 
to these questions.
The first group were the Soviet Aziatchiki who has already been 
m entioned. For most of the non-com m unist M arxist historians, 
however, there were similarities and dissimilarities between Chinese 
and W estern history. Neither the doctrine of five-stage evolution nor 
the theory of the AMP were really adaptable to the study of the history 
of Chinese society. Intellectuals in this group, generally speaking, 
showed no particular interest in the question of the AMP.
In varying degrees, Communist Marxists recognized the existence 
of unique characteristics of Chinese history. But historical materialism 
and the social epochs listed by Marx in his preface to the Critique of
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Political Economy were thought to exemplify basic laws governing the 
historical developm ent of hum an society everywhere in the world. 
The question of the AMP had to be understood  in this light. 
Com m unist historians interpreted the AMP variously in terms of a 
wide range of social formations from primitive communal society to a 
variety of slavery or feudalism. On the whole they rejected the notion 
that the AMP signified a special social form ation exemplified in 
Chinese history.
D uring the first discussion, the debate on the question of the 
AMP — m ainly betw een the Aziatchiki and Chinese com m unist 
historians — focused on the nature of the AMP and its applicability to 
the study of Chinese history. The relations of the above three schools 
on the question of the particularity  of Chinese history and the 
adaptability of the AMP to the Marxist study of Chinese history can 
roughly be shown in a chart below:
Unique Characteristics 
of Chinese History
Applicability of the 
Theory of the AMP to 
Chinese History
Soviet Aziatchiki Yes Yes
KMT historians Yes N o
Com m unist Marxists N o N o
2. Aziatchiki and Their Interpretations of the AMP and
Chinese History
The Aziatchiki were not Chinese and their views ultim ately 
found little support from Chinese scholars. The reason for treating
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them as one of the schools discussed here is that during the first round 
of the Chinese discussion, with the translation and publication of their 
works in China, the Soviet Aziatchiki and their views attracted much 
attention among Chinese scholars. They were the most important 
participants in the discussion even without personal participation. In 
fact, as mentioned above, during the first discussion the debate over 
the question of the AMP was mainly among communists, i. e. between 
Chinese communist historians and the Soviet Aziatchiki. The 
argument centred on whether the AMP was a Marxist concept 
denoting a unique social formation in Chinese history.
The following discussion is not a comprehensive investigation of 
the Soviet Aziatchiki and their views on the question of the AMP, but 
an analysis based on the Chinese version of their works and the 
influence of their views among Chinese intellectuals. Two things, 
however, must be pointed out. First, most of the Chinese translations 
did not give the original sources of the literature. Second, nearly all of 
them were translated by non-communist scholars.
The main points of the Aziatchiki's arguments were as follows:
1. The AMP and Other Modes of Production
Among the Soviet Aziatchiki, Madjar was famous for his strong 
argument for the legitimacy of the AMP as a Marxist concept. In his 
long preface to M. D. Kokin and G. Papaian's book, Madjar asserted that 
Marx's ideas of the oriental society originated from Hegel. But 
although Marx knew Hegel very well and adopted some of his 
approach to world history in general, Marx had not accepted Hegel's 
concept of oriental society until after 1853, because only then did Marx
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"discover" the key to the oriental heaven: the absence of private 
ownership of land (Madjar, pp. 32-33).
According to Madjar, among various special features of the AMP, 
the existence of a village community, the combination of family 
manufacture and agriculture, the dominance of commercial and usury 
capital were common characteristics of all pre-capitalist societies 
(Madjar, pp. 54-55). Village communities, for example, existed among 
the Romans, Celts, Germans, and in all parts of the world (Madjar, p. 
54). Despotism, too, can also be found in quite different areas of the 
world during different periods.2 The only feature that distinguished 
the AMP from other pre-capitalist modes of production, Madjar 
asserted, was the absence of private ownership in land. Madjar 
believed that the particular form of the appropriation of surplus value 
determined the class relation in a given society (Madjar, p. 46). Unlike 
in slave and feudal systems, the absence of private property in the 
AMP led to state monopoly of the basic conditions of production — 
land and water. Thus, Madjar held, the basic economic form of surplus 
value appropriation in the AMP was tax, which coincided with rent. 
The basic class division was between the peasants and the ruling class, 
the latter was from former servants of the commune (Madjar, p. 58).
The absence of private property was indeed an important 
character of the AMP, but not the exclusive one. Under different
2 Cited from V. N. Nikiforov, "Soviet Historians' Discussion of the Chinese Social 
and Economic System", in Hao Zhenghua (ed. and trans.) Waiguo xuezhe lun 
yaxiya shengchan fangshi [Foreign Scholars on the AMP], Chinese Academy of 
Social Sciences Press, Beijing, 1981, vol. 2, p. 45. These views were also shared by 
Kokin and Papaian, see Kokin and Papaian, op. cit., pp. 70-71.
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circumstances, common ownership of land could also be founded in 
m any different social formations (as rem nant in the latter case) — 
from primitive communal society to some rather developed societies. 
The difference between the common ownership of land in the AMP 
and in prim itive communal society was that in the AMP, common 
ow nership of land was the economic base of a sole exploiter and 
oppressor — despotic government. The salience of the AMP lay in its 
combination of many special features. The self-sufficient village, for 
example, provided all necessary conditions for reproduction, including 
the conditions for preventing the common ow nership of property 
from decline. The existence of a despotic governm ent, based on 
common ownership of property, created the special mode of extraction 
of surplus value and prevented society from dividing into classes. 
W ithout the combination of all these characteristics, the common 
ow nership of land alone could not form the AMP. In fact, common 
ownership of land in the AMP was outstanding only when the AMP 
was considered as one of antagonistic social formations and when it 
was in com parison with the property form of other post-prim itive 
social formations.
2. The Origin of the State in the AMP
Common to the Aziatchiki was their view that the origin of the 
Asiatic state was linked with the need for artificial irrigation or other 
large-scale public projects.3
3 Wittfogel added flood control to the function of Asiatic government (see 
Wittfogel, "A Historical Investigation of Classes In China", op. cit.,p. 1), and 
comes, in Oriental Despotism, to see flood control as primary, irrigation as
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In the orient, according to Madjar, the necessity for artificial 
irrigation produced a group of people in the community who, while 
functioning as servants of the community, acquired considerable 
authority. They were transformed from public servants into the 
overlords of the community (Madjar, p. 56). Madjar could here follow 
one of Engels' account of the state-formation, in which servants of the 
community become its masters: functional power becomes exploitative 
power.
Kokin and Papaian were not in complete agreement with Madjar 
on this matter. According to Kokin and Papaian, before the appearance 
of the state in the AMP, the society, after the disintegration of clan 
organization, had already divided into two "groups": the peasantry and 
jiguan ["organs": institutions or leading bodies of the state apparatus] 
(Kokin and Papaian, p. 67). The need for an irrigation system which 
had to be managed by a powerful centralized government, converted 
the people in these jiguan into the ruling class (Kokin and Papaian, pp. 
67-70). Kokin and Papaian did not explain what these jiguan were and 
whether the division of "groups" can be seen as identical with the 
division of classes. If the division into groups was not a division of 
classes and if the jiguan did not have a class nature, there should be no 
significant difference between Madjar and Kokin and Papaian. But if 
the division into groups was identical with the division of classes and 
the jiguan were instruments of a social class, the origin of the state in 
the AMP must follow a "normal" path like that found in the West. We
secondary — since Marx was wrong in seeing the orient where the AMP arose as 
"arid".
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cannot find a clear-cut answer to this question from Kokin and 
Papaian's book, at least in its Chinese edition.
In the Chinese version of his article, "A Historical Investigation 
of Classes in China", Wittfogel gave a different explanation. According 
to Wittfogel, Chinese feudal society was formed after the nomadic 
conquest of China, similar to the situation of Europe. China in its 
Zhou period was a feudal society like that of the European Middle Ages 
(Wittfogel, pp. 2-3). Wittfogel thought that there were three major 
factors that helped the Qin Dynasty overthrow the feudal order, unify 
China and establish a centralized bureaucratic state: the emergence, 
with the increasing role of flood control and irrigation systems, of a 
bureaucratic class; the development of a monetary system which made 
it possible for the state to pay bureaucrats in cash rather than to grant 
feudal feoffs; and finally the abolition of the well-field system and 
privatization of land, helping the Qin state to win peasant support 
(Wittfogel, pp. 3-5). Here, the necessity for a centralized irrigation 
system provided a material condition not for the birth of the oriental 
state but for the collapse of the old "feudal" order and the 
establishment of a bureaucratic state (Wittfogel, p. 4).
Apparently, unlike Marx and Madjar, Wittfogel did not connect 
the origin of the state, but only the despotic state and bureaucracy, with 
the needs of irrigation. More importantly, according to Wittfogel, the 
formation of a despotic government and bureaucracy was not based on 
common ownership of land, but on privatization of land. Thus, this 
despotic government had little in common with the despotic 
government of Marx's theory of the AMP.
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3. Social Conflict in the AMP
Marx saw the class division of society as the common 
characteristics of all societies after the disintegration of primitive 
communal society and before the coming of the future communist
society. Class struggle was seen by Marx to have played a central role in 
human history and was the motor of historical development. For
Marx, class was economic class. The social and political status of a class 
was determined by its relation to the means of production. In the 
preface to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx listed the Asiatic, the 
ancient, the feudal and the modern bourgeois modes of production as 
four "antagonistic forms of the social process of production". He did 
not clearly state whether antagonism in the AMP was similar to that in 
other pre-communist societies. In his articles on Indian society, 
however, Marx seemed to believe that because of the absence of private 
property, there existed no classes and no class conflict in the AMP, at 
least in Western sense.4
In the early days of the discussion, a leading Soviet Aziatchik, E. S. 
Varga, published an article on "Economic Problems of the Chinese 
Revolution". Asserting that state power arose in China not out of class 
struggle but rather out of the necessity to provide certain large-scale 
public works, and that state power in China was of a completely pacific 
nature, the article bore a most un-Marxist flavour. As for the ruling
4 Marx, "The Future Results of British Rule in India", in MECW, vol. 12, p. 217.
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class, Varga held that it was formed of a special type unknown in the 
West — a class of literati.5
But for m ost Aziatchiki,  since the state in the orient was the 
suprem e owner of the basic condition for production, "class division" 
in the AMP was between the fundamental masses of the peasants and 
the former servants of the community who separated themselves from 
the community and formed themselves into a ruling class (Madjar, p. 
58).
The struggle between the state and the peasants, rather than 
between private landlords and the peasants, slave-owners and slaves, 
was seen by the Aziatchiki as the only form of social conflict in the 
AMP. For m ost Aziatchiki,  how ever, peasant rebellions against 
governm ents in the AMP were not defined as progressive — if 
anything, they were backward looking, directed against particular ruler 
or even only their servants, not against state rule, "the system" as such. 
Marx saw the Taiping Rebellion in China as being "aware of no task 
except changing of dynasty". Thus, in the AMP, social conflict could 
not be defined as class struggle in the Western sense and this conflict 
could not function as the motor of historical development. The AMP 
produced jacqueries, not revolutions
Probably having realizing this problem , Kokin and Papaian 
argued in their book that in the early days after the establishment of a 
centralized governm ent, officials were m ainly selected from the 
former "representatives of aristocrats" (Kokin and Papaian, p. 90). The
5 English translation from Sawer, op. cit., p. 81.
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senior government officials were selected exclusively from among the 
members of the royal family. They became the administrative heads of 
various government departments (Kokin and Papaian, p. 84). Kokin 
and Papaian seemed to suggest that the class nature of the state in the 
AMP was determined by the class background of government officials. 
This is, however, not a Marxist criterion for determining the nature of 
a society. No matter whether a government official was from an 
aristocratic family or not, the fundamental difference between a 
government official and a feudal lord was that the former could not 
work or administer means of production to his own account, while the 
feudal lord could.
Unlike most Aziatchiki, Wittfogel asserted that, except for the 
irrigation system and other social projects which were owned by the 
state, land in ancient China belonged to the peasants. The class struggle 
in the AMP was not between the state and the peasants, but between 
bureaucrats and the peasants. For, in addition to "normal government 
tax", corrupt individual bureaucrats always imposed additional taxes 
on the peasants. Thus, the class which appropriated the surplus value 
from the direct producer in the AMP was the "bureaucratic class" 
(Wittfogel, p.6).
Corruption, perhaps, could not provide a sufficient Marxist 
criterion for defining a class. An exploiting class is defined by its 
owning the means of production by which it can appropriate surplus 
value from the direct producer, but not by its corruption. What 
Wittfogel suggested here, however, is that government officials could 
use their political power to increase their private property, including 
land. This produced a real danger that bureaucrats could become new
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feudal lords and that the feudal system would be restored (Wittfogel, p. 
5). Thus, according to Wittfogel, the "class struggle" in the AMP was 
not only between corrupt bureaucrats striving to restore feudalism and 
the peasants, but also between feudal restorationists on one side and 
the peasants and anti-feudal bureaucrats (uncorrupt ones?) on the 
other (Wittfogel, p. 5).
To some extent, on the question of class and class struggle, the 
Aziatchiki deviated from Marx's view on Asiatic society. They tried to 
follow the more "standard" Marxism of their time to find a special 
form of class struggle in the AMP. The above statements of the 
Aziatchiki indeed revealed the inconsistency of Marx's theory of the 
AMP and historical materialism.
4. Stagnation of Asiatic Society and the Question of 
Periodization
It is, perhaps, too simple to treat all Aziatchiki as proponents of a 
stagnant Asiatic society. Madjar did hold that the AMP lasted in China 
until modern times. After that, he claimed, the basic contradiction 
within the agrarian system was the conflict between the peasantry and 
the landlords, and the absence of private land ownership was no 
longer the reality in the orient today (Madjar, p. 79). Since Madjar 
defined the AMP in terms of the absence of private ownership of land, 
the appearance of private land ownership could therefore be seen as 
the end of the AMP. Madjar seemed to believe that this situation was a 
product of Western intrusion. But he also stressed that of all the four 
modes of production Marx listed in his preface to the Critique of 
Political Economy, none existed in pure form. "In actual historical 
reality, each of these formations existed in endless variations and
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gradations. Within each of these formations there were remnants of 
previous formations and embryos of future formations" (Madjar, p. 59, 
em phasis mine). A reader m ight be pardoned for w ondering here 
whether Madjar was suggesting that the AMP could have developed 
into "future form ations" even w ithout the influence of W estern 
capitalism.
For Kokin and Papaian, however, Marx was wrong in his view 
that the Asiatic society was stagnant and one which continuously 
reproduced itself in the same form (Kokin and Papaian, p. 87). Kokin 
and Papaian denied that societies in Asia — . India or China —
were stagnant. They argued that these societies did develop their 
commerce, agriculture, handicraft, etc, though slowly. W hat did not 
change was the basic mode of production (Kokin and Papaian, p. 88). 
But Marx never denied that there had been changes in Asiatic society 
(especially the changes of dynasties). He treated the AMP as stagnant 
only because he believed that the mode of production there never 
changed. Kokin and Papaian were therefore only repeating what Marx 
said about Indian society.
Wittfogel was inclined to believe that the AMP in China grew out 
of an earlier real feudal order. The social and economic system of 
China went through several stages before it became stagnant. As a 
result, the AMP, in the eyes of Wittfogel, was a social and economic 
stage higher than feudalism. W ittfogel's periodization has m ade one 
im portant contribution, i.e. his model suggested that a unique social 
formation w ithout parallel in European history existed in China after 
the collapse of feudal-like social order there. W hether or not this social
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formation could be defined as the AMP or a modified AMP or any 
other type of social formation is quite another question.
From the above Aziatchiki, we find that except for Madjar, no one 
really followed Marx on the question of stagnant Asiatic society. The 
most obvious difficulty was that Marx's concept of stagnant Asiatic 
society could hardly interpret the trem endous social, political and 
economic changes that has taken place since China's Zhou-Qin period.
The claim of an absence of private property is not borne out by 
historical fact: according to historical records, privatization of land 
began long before the Qin unified China (221 BC). But Marx had been 
far from sim ple-m inded about the "absence" of private land in the 
AMP. He stressed in the Grundrisse that this was an absence in the 
"legal" sense. Indeed, while historical records showed privatization in 
ancient China, the extent to which this private land was legally 
guaranteed , and private property  free from governm ent control, 
remains open for discussion. Another problem lies in the nature of the 
state under the AMP. Marx used the term "despotism" and Wittfogel 
"bureaucratic governm ent". Com munist historians usually attacked 
these terms on the grounds that they did not reflect the economic base 
of the society. This may be correct, but only on the assumption of the 
claims of historical m aterialism . The tension thus is the tension 
between Marx's historical materialism and his theory of the AMP.
The contribution of the Aziatchiki to the first Chinese discussion 
lay in their attem pts to create a Marxist interpretation of Chinese 
history in line not with conventional Marxism, but with their theory 
of the AMP, newly "discovered" and attributed to Marx. Their effort, 
how ever, failed to win the support from m ost of the Chinese
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historians. Apart from political and ideological interference, the theory 
itself was, as we have seen, rendered inapplicable by its own faults.
3. Chinese Communist Historians' View About the
AMP
By the term "communist historian" we mean either those 
Chinese Marxist historians who were communist party members or 
who held a pro-communist political position. During the first round of 
discussion, most of these historians maintained a position similar to 
"orthodox" (Stalinist) Marxism, hence believing in a universal law of 
historical development. To varying degrees, they also admitted the 
existence of features peculiar to Chinese history. This affected, or was 
affected by, their interpretations of the nature of the AMP. In the first 
discussion, the AMP was interpreted by this group of intellectuals as (a) 
primitive communal society, (b) oriental slavery or (c) oriental 
feudalism.
1. The AMP as Primitive Communal Society
The first view interpreted the AMP as primitive communal 
society. The leading advocates were Guo Moruo and Wang Ya'nan.
Unlike other communist historians who more or less recognized 
the legitimacy in Marxist terms of the AMP, Guo Moruo strongly 
rejected treatment of the AMP as a unique social formation different 
from those found in the West. Guo felt that the concept displayed the 
"traditional discrimination" of European scholars regarding Asian
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peoples, and their ignorance of the realities of Asia.6 Wang Ya'nan also 
agreed that the AMP should not be regarded as a peculiar society. He 
criticized the views of the Aziatchiki on the AMP issue, and 
com plained  th a t the Soviet scho lars he ld  a "m echanistic  
interpretation" of Marx's term AMP and wrongly considered the AMP 
as an "exception to the general law of world history" because of its 
geographical environm ent.7 8
In his Studies in Ancient Chinese Society, Guo claimed that
Broadly speaking, [the society] before Western Zhou was a so-called 
"Asiatic" or primitive communal society. The Western Zhou corresponded to 
the slave-owning society of Greece and Rome. After the Eastern Zhou 
Dynasty, especially after the Qin, China really entered the period of 
feudalism.^
According to Guo, as the "first stage in the sequences of social 
evolution, the AMP was but a historical period prior to the slave 
sy s te m " . 9 To support this interpretation, Guo M oruo cited three
6 Guo Moruo, "Gudai shehui yanjiu da ke'nan"[A Reply to the Critics of My Studies 
in Ancient Society], in Wenhua Zazhi, vol. 3, no. 3, 1943, collected in GMCW, vol. 
3, p. 417. Hereafter referred to as "A Reply"and page numbers in GMCW only. On 
the other hand, in general theory and terminology, Guo and Wang simply follow 
the new Stalinist line, worked out in the Soviet Union and there imposed by force.
7 Wang Ya'nan, Zhongguo shehui jingji shigang [An Outline of the Economic History 
of Chinese Society], Shenghuo Book Shop, Shanghai, 1936, p. 14. Hereafter 
referred to as "An Outline"and page numbers only.
8 Guo Moruo, Studies in Ancient Chinese Society, op. cit., p. 176.
9 Guo Moruo, "Shehui fazhan jieduan zhi zai renshi"[A Reconsideration of the 
Stages of Social Development], in Wen Ww, vol. 1, no. 2,1936, collected in GMCW,
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paragraphs from three im portant works of Marx.10 The first was the 
well known passage from M arx's preface to the Critique of Political 
Economy , in which Marx listed four modes of production as four 
successive epoches of hum an history. The second was from the 
"Introduction" to the Grundrisse, in which Marx said that bourgeois 
economics had arrived at an understanding of feudal, ancient, oriental 
economics only after the self-criticism of bourgeois society began 
(Grundrisse, p.106).
The third paragraph was from Marx's The German Ideology. G uo 
wrote that in the Grundrisse such terms as "feudal" and "bourgeois" 
had clear-cut definitions and could not be m isunderstood. But the 
meanings of "ancient", "oriental" or "Asiatic" were rather ambiguous, 
and had thus provoked endless debate. However, Guo argued that 
people m ay find M arx's own explanation of w hat "ancient" and 
"oriental" meant from The German Ideology (Reconsideration, p. 307). 
In one paragraph, Marx said:
The relative position of these individual groups is determined by the way 
work is organized in agriculture, industry and commerce (patriarchalism, 
slavery, estates, classes).* 11
Guo claimed that the above four "ways that work is organized", 
i.e. "patriarchalism ", "slavery", "feudalism" and "modern capitalism"
vol. 3, p. 312. Hereafter referred to as "Reconsideration"and page numbers in 
GMCW only.
10 All these paragraphs were cited in original German text.
11 Marx and Engels, The German Ideology, op. cit., p. 32.
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had four corresponding forms of property, i. e. "tribal property", 
"ancient communal and state property", "feudal or estate property" 
and the "m odern bourgeois form of property" (Reconsideration, pp. 
307-308). Guo concluded:
It is understandable that Marx's concept of the "Asiatic mode of production", 
or "oriental society", is actually identical with "patriarchalism" or the 
"tribal property" form, while "the ancient mode of production" apparently 
indicates the slave society of Greece and Rome (Reconsideration, p. 311).
W hat confused people, Guo explained, was the fact that during 
different periods Marx used different terms to describe the same 
process of historical development. In The German Ideology, Guo held, 
Marx defined "patriarchalism", "slavery", the "feudal or estates" and 
"m odern  capitalism " as four stages of social history. In the 
introduction to the Grundrisse, he "renamed" these four stages as the 
"oriental", the "ancient", the "feudal" and the "m odern bourgeois". 
Finally, in the preface to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx 
describes these four epochs of social progress in terms of four modes of 
production. They were the "Asiatic", the "ancient", the "feudal" and 
the" m odern bourgeois" modes of production. According to the above 
materials, Marx's original meaning [in relation to the nature of the 
AMP] was "patriarchalism = oriental = Asiatic." (Reply, p. 416)
All these three terms, Guo claimed, were nowadays no longer 
used. The term in use, rather, was "primitive communal society", or 
"clan society" which became known to Marx and Engels after the 
publication of Morgan's anthropological studies (Reply, p.416).
The above argum ent of Guo M oruo's had two problems which 
were questioned by other Chinese Marxist historians.
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First, they said, according to Engels, when he and Marx wrote The 
German Ideology, the social structure of pre-historical periods or 
societies was all bu t unknow n. The "true" nature of prim itive 
com m unal society was not discovered until later. Patriarchalism , 
oriental society or the AMP could therefore hardly have been 
identified with primitive communal society in any definite sense by 
Marx himself. Second, when Guo first defined the AMP as primitive 
comm unal society in his Studies in Ancient Chinese Society, he had 
not had sufficient materials to understand the nature of the AMP. But 
when he wrote the above two articles, a relatively complete picture of 
M arx's concept of the AMP had been w idely known by Chinese 
historians through th^ advocacy of the Soviet Aziatchiki. In Guo's 
argument, however, he made no mention at all of other characteristics 
of the AMP, such as government-initiated public works, the existence 
of despotism , the special form of extraction of surplus value in the 
form of governm ent tax, etc.; nor did he try to find a way of fitting 
these characteristics to his prim itive communalism interpretation of 
the AMP.
Wang Ya'nan took a more flexible approach. According to Wang, 
when Marx first discussed the question of social evolution in his Wage 
Labour and Capital, he designated the ancient, the feudal and the 
bourgeois societies as "several special stages of development in the 
history of m ankind" .12 During this period, Wang claimed, Marx did 
not quite understand the historical place of tribal society. Later, when 
he w rote A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Marx
12 Marx, Wage Labour and Capital, op. cit., p. 84.
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"had become aware of the existence of primitive communal society 
through the study of their remnants in Asia and especially in Indian 
society" (An Outline, p.13 ). It was true, Wang admitted, that not until 
Morgan discovered the "true" nature of primitive communal society 
was it possible for Marx to understand "the key to the myth" of pre­
historic society. However, "since Marx was aware of the existence of an 
earlier society through his study of the survivals of oriental or Asian 
primitive society in the 1850s, and since he believed that this primitive 
communal society would inevitably lead to the appearance of classical 
antiquity", he was able to designate this primitive society, which he 
had already known "in broad outlines", as an earlier social stage prior 
to the appearance of classical antiquity (An Outline, pp. 13-14). 
Accordingly, Wang concluded, it is obvious that the AMP in Marx's 
work generally indicated the primitive communal society (An Outline, 
p. 14).
Marx, as we know, did not believe that primitive communal 
society would "inevitably lead to the appearance of classical antiquity". 
On the contrary, he was inclined to believe that on the basis of the clan 
system, there could develop several different social formations. In his 
newspaper articles of the 1850s on Indian society, it seems that Marx 
became aware of the existence not of the "remnants of primitive 
communal society" as Wang claimed, but rather, a type of society not 
found in European history.
As for the linkage between common ownership of land and the 
"class nature" of the special characters of the AMP, Wang thought that 
while the AMP [as described in Marx's preface to the Critique of 
Political Economy] "doubtlessly" denoted the primitive mode of
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production, the specific socio-economic structure in Asia which Marx 
discussed elsewhere "should not be regarded as the same AMP as 
m entioned in the preface" (An Outline, p.18). But W ang did not 
explain in detail the nature of this "special socio-economic structure in 
Asia".13
To divide Marx's concept of the AMP into two separate parts is a 
question open to discussion. Indeed Marx used the term AMP 
only once in his preface to the C ritique o f Political Econom y, bu t the 
term itself was a direct product of Marx's research on pre-capitalist 
economic form ation where Marx treated the Asiatic, the slave and 
feudal as three modes of production existing in parallel preceding 
capitalist economic formation. What Marx found in Asian society was 
neither slavery nor feudalism, but the AMP. W hether correct or not, 
Marx thought that Asian societies were distinguished by the presence 
in them  of the AMP. N evertheless this device of W ang's was 
com m only used and greatly  developed in the later rounds of 
discussion, as we shall see in our next chapter.
Generally speaking, during the first discussion, the view that 
in te rp reted  the AMP as prim itive com m unal society was least 
supported by Chinese intellectuals, mainly due to its failure to analyze 
the AMP according to its special internal structure. Both Guo Moruo 
and Wang Ya'nan defined the nature of the AMP merely in terms of its
13 In other articles and books, Wang sometimes defined pre-modem Chinese society 
as "feudalism", sometimes as "commercial capitalism". See Wang Ya'nan, 
"Fengjian zhidu lun" [On Feudal Systeml, in DSZZ, vol. 1, no. 1, pp. 1-47, 
Zhongguo guanliao zhengzhi yatijiu [A Study of Chinese Bureaucracy], reprinted 
by the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, 1981.
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place in the historical sequence Marx listed in the preface. Without 
having found much Marxist textual evidence as had in the later 
discussions, most scholars in the first discussion were inclined to deny 
the identification of the AMP with primitive communal societv. Later, 
however, with the "discovery" of some paragraphs from Marx's Capital 
and Theories of Surplus Value which seemed to link the AMP with 
prim itive communal society more closely, the prim itive 
communalism interpretation seemed to gain stronger Marxist 
authority and this question attracted more interest. This is especially 
true of the second round of discussion of the 1950s-60s.
Another problem untouched by either Guo Moruo or Wang 
Ya'nan was the different nature of the common ownership of land in 
the AMP and in primitive communal society. Although both were 
based on a common system of property in land, the nature of and the 
superstructure built on this land system in the AMP and in primitive 
communal society were different. This problem did not attract any 
attention from Chinese historians until the second discussion. We 
shall discuss this in our next chapter.
2. The AMP as Slavery
Both Guo Moruo and Wang Ya'nan based their definition of the 
AMP as primitive communal society largely on the AMP coming first 
in Marx's historical order. Directly against this, other historians argued 
that the place of the AMP in Marx's sequence of social evolution was 
not fixed. Hou Wailu, for example, maintained that the historical 
sequence of social stages listed by Marx in the preface to the Critique of 
Political Economy, i.e. the Asiatic, the ancient, the feudal and the 
modern bourgeois, was not the definitive expression of Marx's ideas
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about the question of social evolution.14 Different arrangements of the 
historical sequences could also be found in his other writings. In the 
Grundrisse, for example, when Marx discussed the relations between 
cities and countryside in different societies, he listed, in order, classical 
antiquity, Asiatic and the Middle Ages (Grundrisse, p. 479).
Hou claimed that the above order of social progress indicated that 
the AMP could be put "arbitrarily" either before or after the "classical 
antiquity". This, Hou thought, groundlessly, suggested that the two 
modes were in nature the same (OHACS, p. 17). The same view was 
also propounded by Lii Zhenyu.15 Lii cited a paragraph from Capital, 
where Marx stated that the conversion of products into commodities 
held a subordinate place in the "ancient Asiatic and other ancient 
modes of production" (Capital, vol. 1, p. 91). Lii concluded from this 
phrase that the AMP and ancient mode of production "are the same 
thing in essence" (Lii, the AMP, p. 42).
To define the AMP as primitive communalism according to its 
place in historical sequence is, perhaps, too facile. But to say that the
14 Hou's first article on the question of the AMP was "My Interpretation of 'AMP' 
and A Discussion with Historians of World History". The article was later 
incorporated into a book, Zhongguo gudai shehuishilun [On the History of Ancient 
Chinese Society]. Here we use the 1955 Beijing edition, p. 16. (hereafter referred 
to as "OHACS"with page number in the 1955 edition).
15 Lii Zhenyu, "Yaxiya shengchan fangshi he shuowei zhongguo shehui de 
tingzhixing wenti" [The Asiatic Mode of Production and the So-called Problem of 
Stagnation of Chinese Society], in Lilun yu xianshi [Theory and Practice], vol. 2, 
no. 2, 1940, p. 42. Hereafter referred to as "Lii, the AMP" and page number in 
Theory and Practice only.
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place of the AMP in Marx's discussion was set "arbitrarily" is no more 
correct. W hether the AMP was put before or after the ancient mode of 
production depended on what subject Marx was discussing. In the 
paragraph  cited by Hou, for instance, Marx was talking about the 
ancient cities. Classical antiquity was put in the first place because it 
was outstanding for its city-states. The Middle Ages began with the 
land as the seat of history. The AMP was pu t between these two 
extremes because Marx believed that Asiatic history was a kind of 
indifferent unity  of town and countryside. The really large cities 
should be regarded merely as royal camps, as works of artifice erected 
over the economic construction proper. As a result there was no 
contradiction betw een town and countryside as there was in the 
M iddle Ages. As to Lii's citation of Marx's words in C a p i ta l ,  what 
concerned Marx here was the production of commodities in various 
ancient (com pared with m odern capitalist) m odes of production. 
According to Marx, commercial capital, commodity production could 
exist and even flourish in the most varied economic systems, from the 
ancient Asiatic, to classical antiquity, to the feudal mode of production. 
Lii's m isunderstanding might be a problem of translation: the word 
"m odes" here is a plural, a fact which suggested that these ancient 
m odes of production included various forms of society prior to 
m odern capitalism. In Chinese, nouns do not have a plural form; 
plurality  is ignored, or contextually inferred by the hearer/reader. 
W orking from a terse translation, Lii may have missed the implied 
plurality of modes.
The second argum ent for the "slavery interpretation" of the AMP 
was that no mode of production Marx listed in the preface to the 
C r i t iq u e  o f  P o litica l E c o n o m y  belonged to pre-class society. They were
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all "antagonistic forms of the social process of production" and 
constituted the "prelude" of the "human history". Therefore, as one of 
four antagonistic social formations, the AMP could not be interpreted 
as a classless primitive communal society (OHACS, p.18).
Lii Zhenyu argued that the AMP was characterized by:
1) state ownership of land;
2) the scattering of society as a whole into many isolated rural communities;
3) the important role played in agricultural production by irrigation systems
undertaking, together with other public projects, by the state;
4) the exploitation of [rural] communities by the state through taxation.
Centralized despotism was the form of government (Lü, the AMP, p. 38).
Given these characters, Lü concluded, the AMP could not be 
placed in the period before the appearance of state but rather, after it. 
And since the AMP was put first in the historical sequence of social 
evolution, it should be regarded as the first of the class societies in the 
history of m ankind,17 i. e. as a slave-owning society.
To identify the AMP as one of the antagonistic social formations 
is, perhaps, closer to Marx's statement in the preface to the Critique of 
Political Economy. But the question here is w hat the nature of this
16 Lii's summary was directly from the Soviet leading A zia tch ik  Madjar, whose 
position had previously been denounced by Lü as anti-Marxist. See Lü, Shiqianqi 
zhongguo shehui yan jiu  [S tu d ies in P re-historic  Chinese Society], Ren wen Book 
Shop, Beiping [Beijing], 1934, pp. 8-11. However, the special characteristics of 
the AMP listed by Lü were from Madjaris preface to M. Kokin and G. Papaian, op. 
c i t . .
17 Lü Zhenyu, Studies in Pre-historic Chinese Society, ibid., p. 38.
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antagonism  in the AMP was and whether there was any difference 
betw een the antagonism  in the AMP and in other pre-capitalist 
societies. In his earliest studies of the oriental society, as mentioned 
above, Marx was inclined to believe that at least western type of social 
conflict did not exist in Indian society. But for the proponents of the 
slavery interpretation, however, the antagonism between the state and 
the producers in oriental society was equivalent to that between slave- 
master and slaves.
Lü Zhenyu, for instance, argued that the AMP was an initial stage 
of "state slavery" [guojia de nuli zhi] (Lü, the AMP, p. 44). According to 
Lü, in ancient orien tal societies, there existed two form s of 
communities: the conquering and the conquered. W ithin the former, 
slavery was formed; conflicts appeared between slave-owners, freemen 
and slaves. W ithin the latter, however, the community still kept its 
original clan system. The head of the clan, while m aintaining his 
original position as clan chief, became tax collector for the state. The 
form er was the predom inant social formation, while the latter was 
subordinate. The nature of the societies in the ancient orient was 
determ ined by the former (Lü, the AMP, p. 44). Unlike slavery in 
ancient Greece and Rome, slavery in ancient China was based on state 
ownership of land (Lü, the AMP, p. 47).
Similar views could also be found in Hou W ailu's argument. In 
his book, Hou referred to the AMP as "collective clan slavery" [jiti 
shizhu nuli].18 According to Hou, this slavery was characterized by the
18 Hou, OHACS, p. 29. Hou first named this slavery "collective clan slavery7'. Later 
in the 1955 edition, he used "clan slavery" [ jiazu nuli].
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conjunction of state ow nership of the means of production and 
collective clan slave labour. N ot only the land, but also the direct 
producers belonged to the state. In contrast with slavery in Greece and 
Rome, slaves were not allowed to be sold in the Asiatic society 
(OHACS, pp. 29, 30).
H ou accepted M arx's ideas in the Grundrisse that after the 
d isin tegration  of the prim itive com m une different peoples had 
experienced different forms of transition to civilization. In the 
Grundrisse, Hou claimed, Marx showed that the oriental, the classical 
and the German were three modes of property developed in parallel 
on the ruins of the primitive commune. Hou believed that in contrast 
w ith  the W est, w here form er common ow nership  of land was 
transform ed into private ownership, the former common land of clan 
society in the AMP transform ed directly into the state ownership 
(OHACS, p. 22). Hou cited two paragraphs from Engels to support him. 
According to Engels, the West travelled from clan community into 
civilization by a route in which
... the old common ownership of land had already disintegrated or at least 
the former joint cultivation had given place to the separate cultivation of 
parcels of land by the respective families (Engels, A n ti-D ü h r in g ,  in MECW, 
vol. 25, p. 167).
But
In the whole of the orient, where the village community or the state owns 
the land, the very term landlord is not to be found in the various languages 
(A n t i -D ü h r in g , pp. 163-164).
This was why Marx said that in the orient, "the owner may be the 
individual representing the community" (Capital, vol. 3, p. 743). Hou 
asserted that the reason why common ownership of land in the orient
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could remain was that according to Marx, "it is evident that tradition 
m ust play a very powerful role in the prim itive and undeveloped 
circumstances, upon which this relation of social production and the 
corresponding mode of production are based" (Capital, vol. 3, p. 921).
H ou 's  citation, how ever, seem ed rather irrelevant. In the 
paragraph cited above, Marx was not explaining the transformation of 
one ownership of land into another. He was explaining why the forced 
lab o u re r could  acquire  any in d ep en d en t w ealth  un d er the 
circumstances that he was not the owner but only a possessor, and that 
all his surplus labour belonged legally to the landlord.
As for the direct producers, Hou cited Engels as saying that a 
"com plete slavery" in ancient society had two main forms: ancient 
production slavery and oriental domestic slavery (Engels, The Origin 
of the Family, p. 316). Hou explained that the term "domestic slavery" 
should not be interpreted as covering domestic servants who did not 
participate in productive activities. Hou argued that according to 
Engels, domestic slavery in the orient formed the basis of production 
not directly but indirectly, as a constituent part of the family, and 
passed imperceptibly into the family (Engels, Dialectics of Nature, in 
MECW, vol. 25, p. 609). This, Hou claimed, could be proved by ancient 
Chinese classics. According to Hou, slaves were counted in ancient 
China not by individuals but by "jia" [family] (OHACS, p. 30). Hou 
explained that during  its colonial expansion, m any clans were 
enslaved by the Zhou people. However, although they were slaves of 
Zhou people, they retained their m em bership of the original clan. 
They participated in production not as individual slaves but indirectly 
through the conquered families to which they belonged. This was why
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they were referred to as "collective clan slaves" (OHACS, pp. 64, 160). 
The so-called enfeoffment in ancient China, according to Hou, should 
be interpreted as a grant of whole captured clans as collective slaves to 
various clans among the conquerors (OHACS, p.169). H ou's re­
interpretation of the enfeoffment system in the Zhou China suggested 
his belief that the nature of the Zhou Dynasty should not be defined by 
its political system, but by the nature of the social status of the direct 
producers.
The interpretation of the AMP as an early and incomplete slavery 
existing in the East was mainly influenced by the then current notion 
of Soviet Marxism which not only interpreted the AMP as oriental 
slavery, but also, following Lenin,19 generalized the Greco-Roman 
slave m ode of production into a phenom enon of universal status. 
Slavery, however, was first of all characterized by the fact that the direct 
producer lost his legal position as a freeman and became part of the 
means of production. Marx never thought that this situation existed in 
the AMP. He stated very clearly that "slavery, bondage etc., where the 
worker himself appears among the natural means of production for a 
third individual or community" was not the case with the "general 
slavery" of the orient (Grundrisse, p. 495). This general slavery, 
according to Marx "neither suspends the conditions of labour nor 
modifies the essential relation" (Grundrisse, p. 493). The case that an 
individual lost his property and m em bership of a comm unity was 
"hardly possible" in the oriental form (Grundrisse, p. 494). The reason
19 Lenin stated in his lecture entitled "The State" that the overwhelming majority 
of peoples had passed through the stage of slavery. See Lenin, "The State", in 
LCW, vol. 29, p.470-488.
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for this, according to Marx, was that slavery and serfdom arose as a 
result of conquest, during which human beings were conquered along 
w ith the land. But in the AMP, due to its self-sustaining unity of 
m anufactu re  and agriculture which contained w ithin  itself all 
conditions of reproduction , "conquest was not so necessary a 
condition" (Grundrisse, p. 493).
Second, both Hou and Lii created a very complex Chinese slavery 
social structure. Despite their different interpretations of this slavery, 
they had one thing in common: slavery in oriental society was 
characterized by state ownership of slaves. Moses Finley argued that 
there have been altogether five societies which could be defined as 
genuine slave-owning societies. Only two of them existed in antiquity: 
classical Greece and classical Italy.20 In all these societies, slaves 
appeared as individuals, as slaves of individual owners. In ancient 
Greece, there were also the cases in which the entire tribe was 
conquered, notably the Helots of Sparta. But whether the Helots could 
be defined as slaves has always been a subject of hot debate. In the 
"slave-owning society" as characterized by Hou and Lii, however, we 
find that the conquered tribes still kept the original system. The 
m embers of the conquered tribe did not lose their m embership of a 
community. The land of the conquered tribe was not transformed into 
the property of another individual or community but into the property 
of the state which, according to Marx, stood above and represented the 
subordinate communities.
20 Moses Finley, Ancient Slavery and Modern Ideology, Chatto and Windus, London, 
1980, p.9.
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3. The AMP as Oriental Feudalism
The view that interpreted the AMP as feudalism was not very 
popular in the first round of discussion of the AMP. But in contrast 
with the above two schools, the feudalism interpretation did not judge 
the nature of the AMP according to its place in Marxist historical 
sequence, but according to its form of extraction of surplus value.
Li Da, for example, first defined the AMP as a transition period 
between the late primitive communal society and the early slavery. 
But in 1937, when he published his lengthy book Outline of 
Sociology,21 he revised his view and considered the AMP as a "variant 
feudal mode of production" [bianxiang de fengjian shengchan fangfa] 
(Sociology, p. 423).
According to Li, the sum total of the mode of production was 
what we call society (Sociology, p. 294). The forms of historical 
development of socio-economic systems could be divided into five 
"successive stages" i.e. primitive, slave-owning, feudal, modern 
[bourgeois] and the transitional [socialist] economic systems [preceding 
full communism]. These five economic systems marked the progress 
of society from lower to higher levels (Sociology, p. 403). Apparently 
there was no place left for the AMP and the term must be re-defined.
Li explained that the AMP had been "hypothesized" by Marx as a 
transitional period between primitive communal society and slavery.
21 Li Da, Shehuixue Dagang [The Outline of Sociology], Bigentang Book Shop, 1937, 
collected in LDCE, vol. 1, People's Publishing House, Beijing, 1981. Hereafter 
referred to as "Sociology"and page number in LDCE, vol. 1.
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With the development of a scientific explanation of the true history of 
primitive communal society, this "hypothesis had no further need to 
exist" (Sociology, p. 423). It was now necessary to reconsider the nature 
of the AMP. Judging the nature of social conflict in the AMP, Li 
claimed, this mode of production should now be re-defined as 
feudalism, or a feudalism with some special characters (Sociology, p. 
423).
According to Li, the AMP was characterized by:
1) governing power over land being centralized in the hands of emperor — 
the biggest landowner of the state;
2) irrigation systems in agriculture and other social services being organized 
by the state;
3) interference by the landowners' state in people's economic life;
4) rents and taxes being appropriated from the peasants by landowners' state, 
(similar to feudal rents);
5) the states in Asian countries being despotic states of landowners.
The above "special characters", Li claimed, were "similar to those 
of feudal society" (Sociology, p. 424). Of these five special characteristics, 
the fourth characteristic — that rents and taxes in the AMP were 
similar to feudal rent because the state was the landowners' state — 
was apparently the main reason for Li Da to identify the AMP with the 
feudal system.
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Another Chinese Marxist, Hu Qiuyuan, also believed that the 
AMP should be considered as the same as feudalism.22 According to 
Hu, Marx clearly indicated in C a p i ta l  that the broad basis of the AMP 
was formed by the unity of small agriculture and domestic industry 
(C a p i t a l , vol. 3, p. 392). This unity also formed the basis of the feudal 
mode of production (Capital , vol. 3, pp. 937-938). Also, when discussing 
the forms of various kind of rent, Hu claimed, Marx did not think 
there was a substantial distinction between the rent of the AMP and 
that of feudal society. No matter whether the landowner was a private 
ind iv idual or the state, the natu re  of rents could not change 
(Despotism, p. 5). If there were differences, they were but infinite 
variations and gradations based on the same economic conditions 
(Despotism, p. 6). According to Hu the AMP should be defined as a pre­
capitalist combination of rural community and feudal serfdom existing 
both in China and India. Politically, it was characterized by despotism 
(Despotism, p. 21).
Indeed, all settled pre-capitalist societies could be characterized by 
the predom inance of agricultural production and by the relation 
betw een agricultural producers and landow ners. The difference 
betw een the AMP and the feudal m ode of production should not 
merely be limited to rent. The social structure in both medieval Europe 
and ancient China presented a very complex picture. Like slave­
owning societies and capitalist societies, feudal society in the West was 
also based on guarantees of ownership rights. But it was not a mere
22 Hu Qiuyuan, "Yaxiya shengchan fangshi yu zhuanzhi zhuyi" [The Asiatic Mode 
of Production and Despotism], in DSZZ, vol. 2, nos. 7-8, 1932. Hereafter referred to 
as "Despotism"and page numbers in DSZZ only.
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economic system. Feudalism involved a complex netw ork of legal, 
political and social systems. Nor was a special form of extracting 
surplus value the only feature of its economic system. Even in terms of 
rent, however, Marx clearly distinguished the AMP from other pre­
capitalist class social formations. Contrary to Hu Qiuyuan's claim that 
Marx did not distinguish the forms of rent in the AMP and in feudal 
society, Marx stated in Capital, that
If the direct producers are not under the sovereignty of a private landlord, 
but rather under that of a state which stands over them as their direct 
landlord and sovereign, then rent and taxes coincide, or rather, there is no tax 
which differs from this form of ground-rent. Under these circumstances the 
subject need not be politically or economically under any harder pressure than 
that common to all subjection to that state. The state is then the supreme 
landlord. The sovereignty consists here in the ownership of land concentrated 
on a national scale. But, on the other hand, no private ownership of land 
exists, although there is both private and common possession and use of land 
(Capital, vol. 3, p. 919).
More im portantly, immediately following this paragraph, Marx 
went on:
The specific economic form, in which unpaid surplus labour is pumped out of 
the direct producers, determines the relation of rulers and ruled, as it grows 
immediately out of production itself and reacts upon it as a determining 
element. Upon this is founded the entire formation of the economic 
community which grows up out of the conditions of production itself, and this 
also determines its specific political shape. It is always the direct relation 
of the owners of the conditions of production to the direct producers, which 
reveals the innermost secret, the hidden foundation of the entire social 
construction, and with it of the political form of the relations between 
sovereignty and dependence, in short, of the corresponding form of the state.
The form of this relation between rulers and ruled naturally corresponds 
always with a definite stage in the development of the methods of labour 
and of its productive social power (Capital, vol. 3, p. 919).
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This second paragraph has shown that different forms of rent 
appropriation reflected special economic forms in which the unpaid 
surplus value of direct producers was extracted.Through the special 
economic forms of surplus value extraction, the ''innermost secret, the 
hidden foundation of the entire social construction" and "the political 
form of the relations between sovereignty and dependence" could be 
revealed. Therefore, contrary to what Li Da and Hu Qiuyuan claimed, 
the special form of rent extraction in the AMP distinguished the entire 
social, political and economic system of the AMP from those of other 
post-primitive societies, including feudalism.
Except for Guo Moruo, who elaborated an isomorphic version of 
Chinese and W estern history, most Chinese historians in the first 
discussion recognized, in various degrees, the uniqueness of Chinese 
history. In their different interpretations of the AMP, however, they 
not only significantly modified the meaning of M arx's concept of the 
AMP, but also extended the concepts of slavery and feudalism as well. 
This enabled them to cover a greater range of variations. Despite their 
recognition of the uniqueness of Chinese history, m ost Chinese 
historians in the early days of this century seemed to reject the 
inference of the Aziatchiki that China belonged to a special version of 
the AMP. Political implications and nationalistic sentiment may have 
played a part in their reasoning, but the term itself seemed unfitting. 
There were some concepts in Marx's ideas of the AMP which were not 
applicable to the historical reality of Chinese society. Let us turn to a 
more detailed discussion of Chinese dissatisfaction with the concept of 
the AMP.
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4. The Concept of the AMP and the Study of Chinese
History
1. The Origin of the AMP and Irrigation System
Both Marx and Engels adopted the geographic determinist notion 
that the needs of artificial irrigation in M iddle Eastern, Chinese and 
Indian antiquity created a strong centralized governm ent based on the 
absence of private ownership. This m eant that the allegedly special 
natural environm ent had elevated the state in the East before the 
appearance of private property and class differentiation, and that this 
system  prevented  common ow nership  of p roperty  from further 
disintegration and privatization. The need for artificial irrigation was 
seen by M arx and Engels as the first and  forem ost m aterial 
precondition of the formation of the AMP.
Some h isto rians accepted the im portance of geographical 
conditions in the making of Chinese history. Li Da, for example, 
claimed that had the geographical isolation of China from the West 
rem ained unchanged, China would have stayed in its feudal stage for 
another several hundred years.23
Concerning the question of the hydraulic origin of the state in 
Asiatic society, however, Marx's theory found little support from 
Chinese historians. Opposition was mainly based on historical records. 
Du Weizhi, for example, claimed that many Marxists had been misled
23 Li Da, "Zhongguo shehui fazhan chizhi de yuanying"[Accounts for the Stagnation 
of Social Development in China], in LDCE, vol. 1, p. 703. Hereafter referred to as 
"Accounts"and page number in LDCE, vol. 1.
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by Western "bourgeois" scholars and accepted their fallacious hydraulic 
theory.24 In contrast to ancient Egypt, said Du, rainfall in China had 
been sufficient for agricultural production. The first artificial irrigation 
system, which was small in scale, was built by the Qin Dynasty during 
around 350 B. C., nearly one thousand years after the Zhou established 
its feudal society. (Du, Critique, p. 31).
Lii Zhenyu also argued that flood control and other water projects 
had a "nation-wide significance" only during the Yin period. After the 
Zhou, Lii maintained, water projects were undertaken by the state only 
in certain areas. After the Qin, most areas in China were no longer 
threatened by flood, except for the low-lying land along the middle and 
lower reaches of Yangtze and Yellow Rivers. Most parts of the nation's 
cultivated land were irrigated not by the facilities provided by the 
government, but by natural resources, such as rivers and rainfalls, and 
by artificial irrigation systems, such as pools, channels and wells, dug 
by the peasants themselves. Land irrigated by the state-run canals 
accounted for only a small proportion of the total number of the 
nation's cultivated lands. Canals cut by the state were usually for 
special purpose, such as government transportation or commercial 
communication. This, Lü claimed, was a fact that anyone with a little 
knowledge of Chinese history and geography should have known (Lii, 
the AMP, p. 48). These arguments provided empirical evidence 
contradictory to Marx's statement that it was the need for large-scale 
artificial irrigation system that created the state in the East.
24 Du Weizhi, "Gudai zhongguo yanjiu pipan yinlun" [An Introduction to the 
Critique of the Study of Ancient China], in DSZZ, vol. 2, nos. 3-4, 1932, p. 22. 
Hereafter referred to as "Du, Critique"and page number in DSZZ.
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2. Social Antagonism in Asiatic Society
Class struggle was seen by Chinese radical intellectuals as central 
to a Marxist revolution in China, without which revolution was 
groundless. But in his concept of the AMP, Marx, as mentioned earlier, 
apparently denied any western type of class struggle existing in oriental 
society. To some extent, we can, perhaps, say that the question of 
artificial irrigation was not a central issue for Marx's theory of the 
AMP. This question was important only because Marx believed that 
due to the lack of private property, there was no class struggle in 
oriental society. Since the state in the AMP monopolized all basic 
conditions of production, there was no economic foundation for the 
existence of an independent class. Therefore, the need for artificial 
irrigation became the sole rationale for the formation of a special type 
of government in Asia. The central issue here is that because the state 
was built on a classless society, it became the sole appropriator of 
surplus value which, according to Marx, was mainly in the form of 
peasant tribute and government corvee. Social conflict in the AMP, 
therefore, was not between various contending social and economic 
classes, but rather simple and sporadic, between the direct producers — 
the peasantry — and the state. Whether this type of social conflict in 
the AMP could be identified with class struggle in the West has always 
been a topic of argument among Chinese Marxists.
For most Chinese Marxists, the notion that there was no class 
struggle in Chinese history and society was not acceptable. But their 
explanation varied greatly.
A KMT Marxist historian, Tao Xisheng, believed that it was the 
collapse of an old, feudal society, which had emerged "normally", that
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led to the appearance of a bureaucratic government in China.25 Class 
relations in this resultant social formation were much more complex 
than those which Marx found in the AMP. Superior to all other social 
classes was a large cadre of state bureaucrats. The decline of old feudal 
aristocrats gave rise to a new social class, the shi. The privatization of 
land after the Qin created a great quantity of free small peasants, subject 
directly to the government. The separation of political power from 
economic power transformed former feudal lords into landlords, 
deprived of political power by the state. These four classes, state 
bureaucrats, shi, the peasants and the landlords, were closely 
interrelated. State bureaucrats were selected from shi. The shi in turn 
were recruited from various social classes through a state organized 
open examination system.
Thus, the ancient Chinese society as presented by Tao was 
intrinsically a class society, but dissimilar to that of the West. The basic 
social conflict was between the landlord class and the peasantry (HICS, 
p. 38). Dependent on rent for their livelihood, the shi closely identified 
with the economic interests of the landlord class (HICS, pp. 59-61). In 
the eyes of the peasants, Tao said, bureaucrats, shi and landlord 
belonged to one exploiting and oppressing class (HICS, p. 38). On the 
other hand, in ancient as in modern China, class boundaries 
intersected those of clan and family: a single extended clan could count 
among its kin segments impoverished labourers and scholar gentry. 
Society was in a familistic sense "interrelated," a fact enduringly
25 Tao Xisheng, Zhongguo shehui zhi shi de fengxi [A Historical Investigation of 
Chinese Society], Xin Sheng Ming Book Shop, Shanghai, 1929, pp. 88-92. 
Hereafter referred to as HICS and page number only.
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symbolised in the word for nation-state, guojia (literally, kingdom- 
family). Since in principle entry into the ruling class was open to all 
through attaining the status of shi, social mobility in ancient China 
was apparently greater than that of medieval Europe. Class relations 
here differed from those of classical antiquity or in the Middle Ages. 
On the other hand, as Tao admitted, since the existence of the state 
depended on taxes levied on all classes, it must keep a balance between 
different classes (HICS, p. 93). In other words, the state here was of 
supra-class nature. The "class society" pictured by Tao therefore could 
hardly equate to the class societies of Marx's theory.
For most Chinese communist historians, "normal" class 
differentiation and class struggle existed in ancient Chinese society. 
This did not contradict their recognition that state ownership of land 
characterized property relations in the AMP. Hou Wailu, for instance, 
claimed that not only land, but also the direct producers belonged to 
the state and that in ancient China, there was no such thing as absolute 
private ownership in land (OHACS, p. 85).
Li Da, as shown above, defined the AMP as an oriental variant of 
feudalism. But his examination of the special forms of appropriation of 
surplus value in Chinese "feudal" society revealed two main forms: 
"feudal" corvee and "feudal" taxes (Li, Accounts, pp. 688-692). For Li, 
"feudal" corvee included military service, palace building, the 
construction of the Great Wall, the irrigation system, labour for 
government manufacture and all kinds of government service. None 
of this was for private feudal lords. As for various kinds of "feudal" 
taxes, all of them were paid to the government.
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In the eyes of these historians, however, state ownership of land 
did not affect the exploitative nature of ancient Chinese class relations. 
The state, they argued, was the "representative" of an exploiting and 
oppressing class. The extraction of surplus value by the state was 
similar to that found in slavery or feudal society. Lü Zhenyu, for 
example, criticized the contrary view of Madjar (attributable, in fact, to 
Marx as well) which, in Lü's words, "disguised landlord ownership of 
land as state ownership, the landlord class as bureaucracy, landlord 
exploitation of the peasants as state taxes, and the landlord state as a 
supra-class state based on [state management of] social welfare and 
irrigation system".26
The position of the state in a class society has always been a 
question of passionate argument among Marxists. Orthodox Marxism 
always stressed that the state was but a representative of the ruling 
class. But in Marx's concept of the AMP, the unique role of the state 
indicated that "normal" class struggle had not taken place, hence lack 
of historical development. Since the 1920s, the class representation of 
the state has been the stock argument for Chinese communist 
historians in rejecting the notion that the state played an extraordinary 
role in Asiatic society.
3. Asiatic Stagnation and Chinese History
According to Marx, the AMP was a further development from the 
common ownership of property based on the clan system. Since it 
contained within itself all the conditions of reproduction — the unity
26 Lii Zhenyu, Studies in Pre-Historical Chinese Society, op. cit., pp. 19-20.
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of agriculture and domestic industry — it lasted such a long time, 
surviving until the W estern capitalist mode of production dissolved 
the special Asiatic economic foundation: the unity of agriculture and 
family m anufacture based on common ownership of land.
In the first round  of discussion, how ever, m any Chinese 
historians rejected the above notion and asserted that Chinese society, 
like that in the West, indeed had the capacity to develop. No one 
seemed to have accepted the notion that Chinese society, after the 
disintegration of prim itive communal society, rem ained unchanged 
from remote antiquity to the eve of Western intrusion. It either passed 
through the "norm al" social stages of slavery and feudalism , or 
entered into bureaucratic society after its "primitive feudalism". In this 
discussion, there are two points worthy of notice.
First, though some historians interpreted the AMP as a special 
form of slavery or feudalism, none of them seemed to believe that this 
m ode of p roduction  lacked the internal dynam ics of evolution. 
According to these historians, w ith the developm ent of Chinese 
society, some special characteristics of the AMP, which might cause 
stagnation, lost their importance. Lii Zhenyu argued that the economic 
foundation of the AMP — the village com m unal land system  — 
became insignificant after the Zhou, although the rem nants of this 
system could be found throughout the entire history of China. But, Lii 
argued, they could also be found in European feudal society (Lii, the 
AMP, p. 47). Hu Qiuyuan, as shown, m aintained that the unity of 
agriculture and dom estic industry  form ed the economic base of 
feudalism everywhere in the world.
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On the other hand, however, many historians admitted that after 
the Zhou-Qin, or Qin-Han period, Chinese society became "relatively" 
stagnant. The interpretation of the nature of this "stagnant" society 
varied  am ong the historians. As we have seen, Tao Xisheng 
interpreted this stagnant society as a bureaucratic society. Wang Ya'nan 
and W ang Lixi thought that after the collapse of Chinese feudalism, 
commercial capital developed. Because of the lack of overseas markets, 
constant invasion by barbarians, restriction by traditional ideology and 
other reasons, commercial capital could not be transform ed into 
industrial capital but became land investment. As a result, modern 
capitalism could not grow up in China.27 Li Da found eight reasons to 
account for the stagnation of Chinese feudal society. A part from 
geographic environment, the heavy feudal corvee and feudal rents and 
taxes we m entioned above, these included: frequent wars which 
recurrently destroyed the developing productive forces; rem nant rural 
com m unity  based  on feudal pa triarchy ; a special form  of 
adm in istra tive  system  w hich was characterized by centralized 
governm ent and the separation of political from economic power; lack 
of new relations of production enabling the transform ation of either 
peasantry  or m erchants into new social classes; and the heavy 
influence of Confucianism  which ham pered the developm ent of 
natural science and technology (Accounts, pp. 687-703).
Despite various interpretations of the cause of this stagnation, the 
above explanations had one thing in common with Marx: in this
27 Wang Ya'nan, "On Feudalism", op. cit., pp. 29-34. Wang Lixi, "A Prelude to the 
Controversy over the History of Chinese Society", op. cit., p. 15.
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stagnan t society there existed no seeds, no elem ents for the 
developm ent of capitalism. In other words, while ancient Chinese 
society m ight not necessarily have repeatedly reproduced itself — 
while it might have evolved into slave-owning society, feudal society, 
commercial capitalist society, or something else from within itself — it 
could never develop into a full-blow industrial capitalism without the 
impact of W estern intrusion. This view was different from the later 
official version of Chinese history.
This can be seen from the revision of Mao Zedong's account of 
Chinese history. W hen Mao first published his article "Chinese 
Revolution and Chinese Communist Party" in the late 1930s, he wrote:
It was not until the middle of the 19th century, with the penetration of 
foreign capitalism, that great and fundamental changes took place in 
Chinese society. Foreign capitalism played an important part in the 
disintegration of China's social economy; on the other hand, it undermined 
the foundations of her self-sufficient natural economy and wrecked the 
handicraft industries both in the cities and in the peasants' home, and on the 
other, it hastened the growth of a commodity economy in town and country.^
After 1949, the official version added the following words after 
"great changes took place in Chinese society":
As China's feudal society had developed a commodity economy, and so 
carried within itself the seeds of capitalism, China would herself have 
developed slowly into a capitalist society even without the impact of 
foreign capitalism. Penetration by foreign capitalism accelerated this
28 Mao Zedong, "Chinese Revolution and Chinese Communist Party", in Minoru 
Takeuchi (ed.), MZDCW, vol. 7, p. 103. English translation from MZDSW, vol. 2, 
p. 309.
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process. Foreign capitalism played an important part in the disintegration of
China's social economy.29
Here, Mao, as well as many communist historians, highlighted 
the commodity economy as the seedbed of capitalism. Now for Marx, 
the commodity economy existed in various social formations. In the 
antiquity, it resulted in slave economy, while in the m odern world, in 
the capitalist mode of production. In ancient Rome, commercial capital 
developed more highly than it had in antiquity. But it did not bring 
about any progress in the developm ent of industry. In Asia, the 
internal solidity of precapitalist and national modes of production 
presented striking obstacles to the corrosive influence of commerce 
(Capital vol. 3, pp. 391-392).
H aving considered the major controversies raised by M arx's 
concept and exposition of the AMP, as well as Chinese opinions on 
some specific applications of it, what, we may now ask, characterized 
the first Chinese discussion of the AMP?
Like his more general theory of history, Marx's theory of the AMP 
should not be considered as a w ell-organized, w ell-presented or 
complete theory. It had more "rem nants" of the influence of pre- 
Marxist ideas than the theory of historical materialism. Marx seemed 
not to have solved the tension between his concept of the AMP and 
historical materialism before his death. On the other hand, as a theory 
originally designed specifically for Asia, it also proved incompatible in 
detail with the historical reality of Asian countries and in particular of
29 MZDSW, ibid..
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China. In the first discussion, nevertheless, the discussion of the AMP 
played some important roles for Chinese Marxist historiography.
First, in the vital formative period of the Chinese Marxist study of 
history, particularly influential in later thinking on China itself, the 
discussion of M arx's concept of the AMP provided methodological 
guidance for Chinese Marxist historians. It showed that Marxism as a 
theory was far more complex than Marxism as symbol or doctrine of a 
political m ovem ent and that apart from conventional M arxist 
interpretation of history, Marx had an alternative view concerning 
historical developm ent outside Europe. This supported a Marxist 
m ultilinear concept of historical development. On the other hand, 
despite the fact that some of Marx's view about Asia were incorrect in 
detail or even contrary to broad historical developments there, there 
were still many insights which promised to inspire further productive 
work. Com pared with Guo M oruo's study of the ancient Chinese 
society, such questions as the special function of the state in Chinese 
history, the problem of the property form, the stagnant and ultrastable 
social structure  of ancient China, the special role of literati , of 
bureaucracy, etc. attracted more and more attention from Chinese 
Marxist historians as a result of the debates on the AMP. Students of 
Chinese history should not expect to find a systematic explanation in 
Marx. But it was in a sense sufficient that Marx's ideas of the AMP 
throw  new light on the conceptualization of Chinese history, a light 
that stressed the particularity rather than commonality of China and its 
past. Hence we may conclude that the primary significance of the first 
round of the AMP debate was that although the Aziatchiki's belief that 
China belonged to the AMP was rejected, some of Marx's ideas of the 
AMP were accepted and became integrally part of the Chinese Marxist
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theory of history. It is no exaggeration to say that the period from the 
publication of Guo M oruo's Studies in Ancient Chinese Society to the 
discussion of M arx's concept of the AMP m arked a substantial 
developm ent of Chinese Marxist historiography. Marxist study of 
Chinese history became more complex, more scholarly and, above all, 
more relevant to the historical reality of Chinese society.
During the period under discussion, the whole picture of Marx's 
theory of the AMP was less than clear to Marxists everywhere. The 
most im portant work for the study of Marx's ideas of the AMP, the 
Grundrisse, was not yet published. The internal social, political and 
economic structure of the AMP, its difference from other pre-capitalist 
modes of production were not as clear as they have become since the 
1950s. Some Aziatchiki had to build their Marxist theory of the AMP 
on "bourgeois" scholarship. As everywhere at that time, the "standard" 
Marxism in China was that adopted from Engels and the Second 
International, though Leninist and Stalinist theories appeared in the 
1920s and early 1930s. As for Chinese Marxist historians, Marx's concept 
of the AMP was beyond their ken. This would remain the case for both 
M arxist and non-M arxist historians until time and circumstance 
permitted progress to be made.
CHAPTER 5
THE DISCUSSION OE THE AMP AMD MARXIST 
HISTORIOGRAPHY IM THE EARLY 19)S0s
Chinese historians reopened their discussion of the AMP almost 
immediately after "liberation". From 1951 to the eve of the Cultural 
Revolution, dozens of articles on the issue were published. Many 
prominent historians became involved in the discussion. In the West, 
the first round of discussions of the AMP in China, those of the 1920s, 
drew considerable attention from China specialists. In recent years, the 
third round (of the late 1970s and the early 1980s) also attracted 
scholarly attention. The second round, however, seems to have been 
ignored by many people. In this account, the second round is 
important mainly for two reasons.
First, as we know, the first round of discussion of the AMP was 
occasioned by the failure of the communist movement in China in the 
1920s. The most recent one, the third, happened immediately after the 
Cultural Revolution which was caused by the failure of Maoism. 
Outside China, the second world-wide discussion of the AMP, which 
occurred after the middle of the 1950s, was a direct result of world wide 
de-Stalinization. But in China, the second round of discussion was 
atypical in that in the beginning it was not directly connected to any 
concrete political events. It emerged from relatively "pure" academic 
debates, scholarly arguments among historians who in their early days 
often in good faith accepted Marxism as their guiding ideology.
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At the Political Consultative Conference of 1949, the Common 
Program was adopted as the first constitution of communist China. To 
study and interpret history with the scientific conception of history — 
Marxism — was legislated as the principle of historical study.1 Under 
the policy of 'lean ing  to one side", i.e. to the Soviet model, this 
"scientific conception of history" was not Marxism in its classic sense, 
but Marxism of the Soviet type, characterized by rigid adherence to the 
Stalinist theory of five-stage evolution. The transformation of this sort 
of Marxism into orthodoxy immediately led to tension between Marx's 
own ideas of historical developm ent and the doctrine of Stalin, 
especially between Marx's ideas of the AMP and the five-stage theory. 
In this chapter, we shall focus our attention on this tension and its 
impact in China on the historiography of the day.
Second, after the middle of the 1950s and hard on the heels of the 
reopened discussion of the AMP, dramatic changes unfolded both at 
hom e and abroad. De-Stalinization gradually  led to ideological 
cleavages between the CPC and the fraternal Russian Party, hence to 
China's further isolation, not only from the West, but also from the 
socialist bloc. This in turn  intensified C hina's rigid adherence to 
Stalinist Marxism. At home, the short-lived liberal period of the 
H undred Flowers led to the anti-Rightist campaign, and failure of the 
Great Leap Forward caused severe internal conflict between Mao and 
other senior Party  and Arm y leaders. All these changes had a
1 See "The Common Program of the Chinese People's Political Consultative 
Conference", Chapter Five: Cultural and Educational Policy, Article 44, in X ianfa  
z i l ia o  x u a n b ia n  [S e le c te d  M a te r ia l s  o f  the S t u d y  o f  C o n s t i t u t i o n s ) ,  ed. by the 
Central TV University, Beijing, 1985, p. 264, emphases mine— Hong.
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considerable impact on Chinese attitudes towards and understanding 
of the guiding ideology. This in turn influenced, among many other 
particular problems, Chinese treatment of the AMP issue. Hence the 
second aim of this chapter is to account for the influence of these 
political developments on the second Chinese discussion of the AMP.
1. The First Phase of the Discussion
Immediately following the political and military victory over the 
KMT government, Chinese communist authorities launched an 
ideological campaign aimed at converting intellectuals into believers 
in Marxism. The situation was described by a leading historian:
It is now three years since Liberation. All old and irrational things are in the 
process of being criticized and transformed. Recently a vigorous campaign of 
ideological transformation commenced. We historians should welcome it and 
thoroughly clarify our old academic ideas through self-criticism.^
There should be no doubt that in the late 1940s and early 1950s, 
most intellectuals in China sincerely believed in one form or another 
of Marxism. While the communist victory of 1949 was of course not a 
simple story of "historical inevitability," it seemed to many that the 
universal truth of Marxism and its "fit" to the Chinese situation had 
been put beyond question. It is therefore not strange that many 
intellectuals in China, although for a very short period, honestly 
accepted the necessity of accepting the "most advanced" view of world
2 Tong Shuye, "Gushibian pai de jieji benzhi" [The Class Nature of the Annalistic 
School of History], in Wen Shi Zhe [Literature, H is to ry  and Philosophy], vol. 1, 
no. 4,1951, p. 288.
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outlook — Marxism — and transform ing their "outdated", 
"bourgeois" ideas.
During their study of Marxism, however, Chinese historians 
unavoidably encountered an old question: whether the Marxist theory 
of history was applicable to the study of Chinese history. The question 
became even more complex when the issue of the AMP emerged. 
Anyone who read Marx's formula of historical materialism might well 
ask whether the first mode of production was identical with primitive 
communal society in Stalin's doctrine of five-stage evolution, or 
something else. In the situation of the early 1950s, the answer to this 
question was also predictable: the AMP was primitive communalism 
or slavery set in Stalin's formula. Let us now turn to various views 
raised in the discussion.
1. The AMP and Primitive Communal Society
The first view held that the AMP should be identified as 
primitive communal society. In 1951, Tong Shuye, a professor of 
history in Shandong University, published the first post-1949 article to 
discuss the problem of the AMP.3 In his article, Tong agreed with Guo 
Moruo that the AMP referred to primitive communal society (Tong, p. 
14). Three issues, however, distinguished Tong's views from those of 
Guo.
First, Tong's knowledge of the textual basis of Marx's concept of 
the AMP was certainly greater than that of Guo Moruo. Unlike Guo,
3 Tong, "Lun yaxiya shengchan fangfa" [On the Asiatic Mode of Production], in Wen 
Shi Zhe, vol. 1, no. 4, 1951, pp. 14-17.
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who defined the nature of the AMP as identical w ith prim itive 
com m unal society merely according to its place in the historical 
sequence listed by Marx, Tong wisely chose three quotations from Marx 
to support his identification of the AMP with prim itive communal 
society. One was from the footnote in A Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy, in which, as mentioned earlier, Marx stated that a 
careful study of Asiatic, particularly Indian, communal property would 
indicate that the disintegration of prim itive comm unal ownership 
gave rise to diverse forms of property. For instance, "various 
prototypes of Roman and Germanic private property can be traced back 
to certain forms of Indian communal p rop erty" .4
The second was from the 1868 letter Marx wrote to Engels, in 
which Marx wrote that the Asian or Indian forms of property were 
"the original ones everyw here in E urope".4 5 The third was from 
Theories of Surplus Value, in which Marx w rote that the original 
unity between the worker and the conditions of production had two 
main forms: "the Asiatic communal system (primitive communism)" 
and "small-scale agriculture based on the family (and linked with 
domestic industry)."6
One can indeed find more passages of this kind in Marx's works, 
especially in his late writings. But the above three are clear enough to
4 Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, Progress Publishers, 
Moscow, 1975, p. 33.
5 Marx to Engels, March 14,1868, in Drummond, op. cit., p. 127.
6 Marx, Theories of Surplus Value, op. cit., pp. 422-423.
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show a linkage built by Marx, not only between the AMP and primitive 
communal society, but also between the AMP and the original form of 
p ro p erty  in Europe. Hence the p roponen ts of the prim itive 
com m unalism  interpretation seemed to have found strong textual 
support in Marx. Indeed, if one does not read the above passages 
together w ith M arx's other ideas about the AMP, especially those 
associated w ith a special form of exploitation and of despotic 
governm ent, one would presum ably accept Tong's proposition. To 
some extent, Tong touched the most confused and, perhaps, the 
weakest point of Marx's concept of the AMP. However, as we showed 
in Chapter 3, the answer to this question should be sought, not in 
isolated quotations, but in a comprehensive examination of the history 
of Marx's concept of the AMP.
Second, as we have seen, Guo M oruo claimed in the first 
discussion that Marx knew from the very beginning of the existence of 
prim itive com m unal society: the "patriarchalism " of the German 
Ideology, the "AMP" of the preface to the Critique of Political Economy, 
and "prim itive communal society" am ounted to the same thing. In 
different periods, Marx used different names to indicate a social stage 
prior to slavery.7 Tong thought, however, Marxism should be seen as a 
process of development. When Marx and Engels shaped their social 
theory they did  not have any knowledge of prim itive communal 
society. Only after Marx had studied the common ownership of rural 
communities in Russia and in Asia, especially in India, did he infer
7 Guo Moruo, "A Reconsideration of the Stages of Social Development", op. cit., pp. 
306-311, "A Reply to the Criticism of My Studies in Ancient Society", op. cit., pp. 
416-417.
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that the disintegration of different forms of prim itive communal 
ow nership gave rise to diverse forms of property, and that various 
prototypes of Roman and Germanic private property could be traced 
back to certain forms of Indian communal property. As a result, Tong 
believed, Marx introduced the term AMP in the preface to the Critique 
of Political Economy. Given the place of the AMP in the sequence of 
historical development listed in the preface, and according to Marx's 
letter to Engels that "the Asian or Indian forms of property were the 
original ones everywhere in Europe", Tong concluded that the AMP 
should not be considered as oriental slavery or feudalism  but the 
initial name of primitive communal society. After Morgan discovered 
the true nature of prim itive communal society, the term AMP was 
replaced by primitive communal society (Tong, pp. 15-16).
Tong's treatm ent of Marxism as a process of developm ent is 
indeed more convincing. But if the AMP was identified as a mode of 
production existing in prim itive communal society, the same old 
question would arise: how could one explain the other characteristics 
of the AMP: despotic governm ent and the appropriation of surplus 
value through the coincidental form of rent and tax? All these seemed 
to be connected more closely with a class society. Tong attem pted to 
save his proposition by means of a rather implausible device, similar 
to that of Wang Ya'nan. He argued that as one of the four modes of 
production in M arx's preface to Critique of Political Economy, the 
A siatic mode of production was identical w ith  the p rim itive  
com m unal m ode of production (Tong, p. 17). But the Asiatic or 
oriental society which Marx discussed elsew here should not be 
identified with the AMP. The special characteristics of Asiatic society, 
such as "artificial irrigation", "state ow nership of land", "rural
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com m unity", "governm ent undertaking of public projects", which 
m any historians conventionally attached to the Asiatic mode of 
production, were special characteristics of Asiatic society (Tong, p. 17). 
In a reply to a critic, Tong gave his answer to the question which Wang 
Ya'nan did not answer in the first round of discussion. Tong argued 
that the Asian societies Marx discussed in his "British Rule in India" 
and Capital should not be considered as primitive communal society. 
They were "oriental slavery" or "despotic feudalism".8
Society proper of course, should not be reduced to a mode of 
p roduction . But w ithin  a society, upon a particu lar m ode of 
p roduction  — the special m anner in w hich the union betw een 
producer and means of production is accomplished — is erected a 
particular social, political and ideological system. In this sense, the 
mode of production determines the nature of a society.
On the other hand, as we have shown in the previous chapter, in 
the first round of discussion the difference betw een the common 
ow nership of land in the AMP and that in prim itive communal 
society was not seriously considered. Indeed, the AMP was not merely 
characterized by common ownership of land. A despotic government 
at the top and self-sustaining, self-reproducing village communities at 
the bottom came into being on the basis of a distinct form of landed 
property. W ithout all these indispensable "attachm ents", the AMP 
w ould not be the AMP. Based on the primitive common ownership, 
according to Marx, there developed a whole spectrum  of property
8 Tong, "Da Ri Zi Xiansheng lun yaxiya shengchan fangfa wenti" [A Reply to Mr Ri 
Zi and On the Question of the AMP], in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 3, 1952, p. 23.
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forms, from an Asiatic common ownership to a Germanic private one. 
To identify the AMP with primitive communal society and so deprive 
it of its special form of a common system of property cannot be 
accepted as M arx's concept of the AMP. The proponents of primitive 
communalism interpretation of the AMP seemed not to have solved 
this question.
2. The AMP as Oriental Slavery
In response to Tong's article, Ri Zi, the translator of the Chinese 
version of "Form s Preceding C apitalist P roduction" (hereafter 
Formen), published an article in 1952.9 Ri Zi's argum ents are as 
follows:
First, Ri opposed the assumption that the AMP in the preface to 
the Critique of Political Economy had nothing to do with "Asiatic" or 
"oriental" societies discussed elsewhere in M arx's works. Ri argued 
that although Marx mentioned the AMP briefly in the preface, he had 
an extensive study of the AMP in Formen which showed clearly that 
"Asiatic" or "oriental" society denoted the same thing as the Asiatic 
m ode of production. Tong's separation of the AMP from "Asiatic" or 
"oriental" society was therefore groundless (Ri, p. 20).
Second, Ri Zi argued that it was incorrect to categorize a society in 
which the state organization and despotic governm ent had already 
appeared as a classless primitive communal society. Ri adm itted that
9 Ri Zi, "Yu Tong Shuye xiansheng lun yaxiya shengchan fangshi wenti" [A 
Discussion with Mr Tong Shuye On the Question of the Asiatic Mode of 
Production], in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 3, 1952, pp. 20-22.
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the Asiatic or oriental form of property was based on common 
ownership of land and the collective labour of community members 
was the main form of production. But he argued that these characters 
were the remnants of primitive communal society. In the AMP, 
slavery had already developed, although in a low level of 
development. Slaves were used, not in agriculture but in other fields 
of life. The AMP reconstructed by Ri thus was a society in which 
primitive communal society existed only in remnant form while 
slavery did not come to constitute the dominant form of production in 
society. What, then, was the main mode of production in the AMP? 
Slavery! replied Ri Zi. Ri argued that in a slave-owning society, slave 
labour need not always constitute the main part of social production, 
nor must slaves always exceed freemen in number. Even in ancient 
Athens and Rome, slaves did not always constitute the greater part of 
the population (Ri, p. 21).
Slavery, according to Marx and Engels, was latent in the family in 
the later period of primitive communal society. It even flourished in 
the midst of, or surrounded by, modern capitalist society, in the 
southern states of the USA. But no one thought these societies were 
slave-owning societies: slavery was not their dominant mode of 
production. If slavery did not form the main mode of production in 
the Asiatic society, there should be no reason to define the AMP as 
slavery. But Ri Zi still concluded that the AMP should be defined as a 
"primitive" or "early" stage of slavery (Ri, p. 21).
During the first and second round discussions, the interpretation 
of the AMP as oriental or undeveloped slavery was in fact accepted by 
the majority of Chinese historians. This reflected a strong tendency
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among Chinese historians to stress that apart from its place in Marx's 
sequence of social evolution, the nature of a given society m ust be 
defined by the forms of class struggle and the appropriation of surplus 
value in that society. Apart from Lü Zhenyu, Hou Wailu and Ri Zi, 
Wang Ya'nan, who first interpreted the AMP as a mode of production 
in prim itive com m unal society, changed his view in the second 
discussion and accepted the slavery in te rp re ta tio n .10 Wu Ze, a 
professor of history in East China Norm al University, published a 
lengthy article in support of the slavery interpretation of the AMP.* 11
Com pared with the proponents of slavery interpretation in the 
first discussion, Ri Zi and others in the second discussion never 
significantly m odified their argum ents. The publication of Formen 
seemed not to have provided much textual support for their view. Ri 
Zi, for example, found only two paragraphs to support his view. One 
was:
In the Asiatic form (at least, predominantly), the individual has no 
property but only possession; the real proprietor, proper, is the commune -  
hence property only as communal property in land (Grundrisse, p. 484).
The other was:
Since in this form the individual never becomes a proprietor but only a 
possessor, he is at bottom himself the property, the slave of him in whom
10 Wang Ya'nan, Zhongguo dizhu jingji fengjian zhidu lungang [An Outline of the 
Landlord Economy of Chinese Feudalism], Huadong People's Publishing House, 
1954.
11 Wu Ze, 'Yaxiya shengchan fangshi wenti yanjiu" [A Study On the Question of the 
Asiatic Mode of Production], in Huadong Shida Xuebao [Journal of East China 
Normal University], no. 1, 1955, pp. 58-73.
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the unity of the commune exists, and slavery here neither suspends the 
conditions of labour nor modifies the essential relation (Grundrisse, p. 493).
But these words could not help Ri Zi much. The first passage only 
suggested the absence of private property of land in the AMP. Any 
relevance it had to the debate might be more useful to the proponents 
of the prim itive comm unalism  interpretation. It did not give any 
indication that this common property  of land was a rem nant of 
prim itive communal society.
The second passage shows only that Marx clearly distinguished 
the "general slavery" of the AMP from slavery in the West. "Slavery" 
in the Asiatic form was neither an economic nor a legal system. The 
producers were treated as slaves only because they were politically 
subjects of despotic government. They were, more precisely, the slave­
like subjects of the state, not the slaves of any private individuals in 
legal sense.
To make it possible to identify the AMP as any one of the 
progressive stages in the five-stage formula, no m atter whether as 
primitive communal society or slavery, at least one question m ust be 
solved: the AMP m ust be proved to have contained within itself the 
elements which could lead to the disintegration of the AMP and give 
rise to another, higher mode of production. The above participants, 
how ever, prov ided  no evidence from Marx that Asiatic common 
property actually entailed this. On the contrary, Marx was known to 
believe that only the m odern industry  of the capitalist m ode of 
production was able to break up the AMP. By destroying domestic 
m anufacture  w ith  cheap com m odities, the cap ita list m ode of
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production dissolved the unity of family agriculture and manufacture 
in the AMP, thus destroying the economic base of its reproduction.
3. The Question of the AMP Viewed by An Economist
In his "On Three Basic Pre-Capitalist Forms of Rent"12 Wu Dakun 
argued that Marx believed that different forms of rent corresponded to 
different stages of development of social production. Whatever may be 
the specific form of rent, all types of rent had one thing in common: 
the appropriation of rent was an economic form in which property in 
land realized itself (Capital, vol. 3, p. 743). Compared with capitalist 
rent, Wu thought, all types of pre-capitalist rent were the appropriation 
of surplus value by land owners through extra-economic coercion 
(Wu, p. 28). Among all kinds of land owners in pre-capitalist societies, 
however, there existed certain differences. Wu cited Marx as saying:
The owner may be the individual representing the community, as in Asia, 
Egypt, etc., or this private ownership in land may be merely accessory to the 
ownership of the persons of the direct producers by some individuals, as 
under the slave or serf system (Capital, vol. 3, p. 743).
In Chapter 47 of Capital, vol. 3, Marx further pointed out the 
differences between the direct producers under the sovereignty of a 
private landlord and those under that of a state which stands over 
them as their direct landlord and sovereign. According to Marx, as we 
mentioned in previous chapter, under the latter circumstances, rent 
and taxes coincided, or rather, there is no tax which differs from this
12 Wu Dakun, "Lun qian zhiben zhuyi shehui dizhu de sanzhong jiben xingtai" [On 
Three Basic Pre-Capitalist Forms of Rent], in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 1953, 
pp. 28-32.
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form  of g round-ren t. The subject need not be politically  or 
economically under any harder pressure than that common to all 
subjection to that state. The state is then the suprem e landlord. The 
sovereignty consists here in the ownership of land concentrated on a 
national scale. But, on the other hand, no private ownership of land 
exists, although there is both private and common possession and use 
of land (Capital, vol. 3, pp. 918-919).
Wu claimed that according to this passage, Marx seemed to hold 
that there existed a special form of rent in the AMP, in which the 
owner of the land was neither slave-owner nor feudal lord, but the 
" ind iv idua l, represen ting  the com m unity", or the despot who 
represented the state as the supreme landlord (Wu, p. 29). In the light 
of this idea, W u concluded, the three p re-capitalist economic 
form ations listed in M arx's F o r m e n  — the Asiatic, the Greek and 
Roman, and the German — became understandable. In ancient Greece 
and Rome, the landow ners were slave m asters and the direct 
producers were slaves; in m edieval Europe, the landow ners were 
feudal lords and the producers were serfs; in Asiatic society, the 
landow ners were the monarch and governm ent officials while the 
producers were free peasants (Wu, p. 29).
The comparison made by Wu between the direct producers in the 
AMP and those in slave-owning society is noteworthy. Wu held that 
in the AMP, the exploited were free peasants rather than slaves. The 
peasan ts w ere personally  and econom ically independen t, bu t 
politically, they were nuyi  [enslaved and oppressed] by the despotic 
governm ent. U nder the corvee system imposed by the government, 
the free peasants had to provide slave labour, which in quantity was
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much greater than that provided by private slavery. As a result, slavery 
was not necessary and remained at a low level of development (Wu, p. 
30). Because of this, Wu concluded, in the East this despotic 
government constituted the main obstacle to the normal development 
of society.
Although Wu made a rather convincing distinction between the 
property form of the AMP and those in two other pre-capitalist 
formations, he still concluded that the AMP was a "transitional social 
formation" between the late period of primitive communal society and 
early slavery (Wu, p. 29). Wu's argument was based on a passage in 
Capital:
A remainder of the old community in land, which had been preserved after 
the transition to independent peasant economy, for instance in Poland and 
Roumania ... A portion of the land belongs to the individual farmers and is 
tilled independently by them. Another portion is tilled collectively and 
creates a surplus product, which serves either for the payment of community 
expenses, or as a reserve in case of crop failure, etc. These last two parts of 
the surplus product, and finally the whole surplus product together with the 
land, upon which it has been grown, are generally usurped by state officials 
and private individuals, and by this means the originally free peasant 
proprietors, whose obligation to till this land collectively is maintained, are 
transformed into vassals, who are compelled to preform forced labour or pay 
rent in kind, while the usurpers are transformed into owners, not only of the 
stolen community lands, but of the lands of the peasants themselves 
(C apital, vol. 3, pp. 933-934).
In the Grundrisse the above "old community in land," as that in 
the AMP, developed from the original, primitive form of landed 
property. Even this "reminder of the old community in land", 
according to Marx, was transformed into the lordly dominium in the 
most original sense, not into "slavery" (Grundrisse, p. 473). On the
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other hand, in Poland and Roum ania, private ow nership of the 
peasant and the collective ow nership of land were usurped  by 
governm ent officials and private individuals. It was a transformation 
from one kind of private ow nership and collective ow nership to 
another kind of private ow nership of land. But in the AMP, land 
always belonged to the state, to government, not government officials. 
The peasants in the AMP were compelled to perform forced labour for 
governm ent because they were the subjects of the state, while the 
vassals in Poland and Roumania were compelled to perform forced 
labour because their private lands had been usurped by other private 
individuals.
There were some other views on the question of the AMP during 
the second round of discussion, but the above three can be considered 
as the most typical ones. Compared with the historians of the earliest 
discussion, the above three historians seem to be more sophisticated 
and more scholarly on the question of the AMP. Two issues, however, 
arise from their discussions.
First, to some extent, the discussion further revealed the tension 
between Marx's concept of the AMP and his more general theory of 
history. It is true that the differences betw een all pre-capitalist 
formations were usually smaller than those between all pre-capitalist 
formations and capitalism. But for a non-Stalinist historian, the special 
characteristics of the AMP, especially the strange-seeming combination 
of common ownership of land and despotic government, constituted 
their very argum ent for the existence of a special social formation. 
However, for the holders of the unilinear conception of five-stage 
evolu tion , this com bination w ith in  one social form ation was
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unacceptable and could not be classified as any one of the "normal" 
social stages in the five-stage evolution sequence. Furthermore, the 
"strange" traits of the AMP were also in conflict with the historical 
m aterialist doctrines of the relationship between economic base and 
political superstructure. These stipulate that it is im possible for 
exploitation to occur in a society based on common ow nership of 
property, and furtherm ore regard as untenable the proposition that 
both despotic and soc ia lis t governm ent m ight rest on the same 
economic basis, i.e. common ownership. Both Tong and Ri Zi seemed 
to have been aware of the latter's theoretical difficulty.13 In fact, Tong's 
attem pt to separate the AMP from "Asiatic" or "oriental" society, and 
Ri Zi's attem pt to treat the public ownership of land and the existence 
of free community members in the AMP as "rem nants" of primitive 
communal society, had a common purpose: to reduce tension not only 
between the concept of the AMP and the theory of five-stage evolution, 
bu t also betw een the AMP and historical m aterialism . For a more 
liberal-minded historian, this awareness of the tension between Marx's 
concept of the AMP and historical materialism would inevitably lead 
him to challenge the validity of historical m aterialism . We shall 
discuss this later.
Second, most Chinese historians in the first round of discussion 
did not make a clear distinction between the communal property form 
in the AMP and that in prim itive communal society, between the 
"general slavery" in the AMP and the slavery of classical antiquity, 
between rent and tax paid to despotic government in the AMP and rent
13 See Tong, "On the AMP", op. cit, p. 14, Ri Zi, op. cit., p. 20.
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paid to a feudal lord. In the second round of discussion, there was not 
sufficient evidence that the questions above were given proper 
a tten tion  by the partic ipan ts. The failure to m ake im portan t 
distinctions between the AMP and other pre-capitalist formations and 
the failure to consider the special features of the AMP as unique to it, 
for the most part, was due to the historians' blind faith in the doctrine 
of five-stage evolution. There is no doubt that the above three 
historians understood Marx's concept of the AMP better than had those 
of the 1920s-30s. On the other hand, unlike in the earlier, relatively 
liberal period, historians in the early 1950s were committed to the 
doctrine of five-stage theory. It is not strange, then, that in the middle 
of the 1950s, after the de-Stalinization began, the five-stage theory 
became the first target of the rebelling "Rightist" historians.
2. The Challenge to the Doctrine of Five-Stage Evolution
In the period of 1952-53, w hen asked his opinion on some 
problem s in historical study, including that of the problem  of 
periodization of Chinese history, Mao Zedong replied: let a hundred 
schools of thought contend.14
W hether, as is often claimed, this was an "open conspiracy" 
[yangmou] designed to tempt intellectuals into open dissent is beyond 
the scope of this thesis. But Mao's policy did result in a w idespread
14 The occasion is referred to by Dai Qin, "Mao Zedong zai 1957" [Mao Zedong in 
1957], in Xiao Yanzhong, W annian M ao Zedong [M ao Zedong in his Late Years], 
Chunqiu Publisher, Beijing, 1989, p. 334.
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voicing of heterodox intellectual views, both political and scholarly. 
This was strengthened by the de-Stalinization m ovem ent then 
emerging elsewhere in the socialist bloc.
As we have seen, tensions between the doctrine of the five-stage 
evolution and Marx's concept of the AMP had already been revealed by 
the early 1950s. Soviet de-Stalinization in the sphere of historical study 
resulted in attem pts to remove the straitjacket of Stalin's five-stage 
theory.
1. Tong Shuye and His Interpretation of Historical Materialism
Tong Shuye, in two major articles published in Wen Shi Zhe in 
1957,15 argued in the first place that the relationship between the 
rela tions of p roduction  and productive  forces should  not be 
understood as a rigid, one-way determ inism , in the sense that the 
productive forces uniquely determ ine the forms of the relations of 
production, and that a given level of productive forces specifies a given 
set of relations of production. In ancient times, Tong held, the 
p a rticu la r n a tu ra l env ironm en t and  po litical and  h isto rical 
development could significantly influence the development of society 
as a whole. Tong cited the following passage in the Grundrisse:
15 Tong, "Cong shengchan guanxi shihe shengchanli guilü shuodao xizhou chunqiu de 
zhongfa fengjian zhidu" [A Discussion of the "Law that the Relations of 
Production Must Suit the Productive Forces" and the Patriarchal Feudalism of 
Western Zhou and Spring-Autumn Periodsl, in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 1, 1957, pp. 1-16. 
"Yu sulian zhuanjia W. A. Josefweiqi shangque zhongguo gushi fenqi wenti" [A 
Discussion with Soviet Sinologist W. A. Josephvichi on the Question of the 
Periodization of Ancient Chinese Historyl, in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 3, 1957, pp. 13-23.
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When they finally do settle down, the extent to which this original 
community is modified will depend on various external, climatic, 
geographic, physical etc. conditions as well as on their particular natural 
predisposition-their clan character (G rundrisse, p. 472).
Again, in Capital, Marx says:
[This does not prevent] the same economic basis from showing infinite 
variations and gradations in its appearance, even though its principal 
conditions are everywhere the same. This is due to innumerable outside 
circumstances, natural environment, race peculiarities, outside historical 
influences, and so forth, all of which must be ascertained by careful analysis 
(C apita l, vol. 3, p. 919).
Under different circumstances, Tong argued, the same level of 
productive forces could produce different forms of society. The Bronze 
Age in ancient Egypt, for example, saw the rise of slave-owning society, 
but in [Western Zhou] China it produced a feudal society, while in 
ancient Greece and Rome, primitive communal society still 
prevailed .16 We leave aside the correctness or otherwise of Tong's 
definition of the nature of the societies listed above; his purpose was to 
prove that the formation of a particular society was determined by 
many factors, not only one. Whether a slavery or a feudal system 
followed the disappearance of primitive communal society depended 
on the particular circumstances.
Nevertheless, the quotations cited by Tong from Marx are of 
questionable relevance to the argument. By "the same economic basis" 
in the above quotation Marx meant, not the "same level of productive 
forces", but the relations of production. This can be seen from Marx's
16 Tong, "A Discussion of the Law", crp. cit., p. 4.
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words preceding to the second paragraph cited by Tong, which runs, "it 
is always the direct relation of the owners of the conditions of 
production to the direct producers, which reveals the innermost secret, 
the hidden foundation of the entire social construction". According to 
Marx, upon "the specific economic form, in which unpaid surplus 
labour is pum ped out of the direct producers" is founded the entire 
form ation of the economic com m unity and this specific economic 
form determines the specific political shape (C ap ita l, vol. 3, p. 919).
As for the relationship between the productive forces and the 
relations of production, Marx believed that "at a certain stage of the 
development, the material productive forces in society come in conflict 
with the existing relations of production". This conflict led sooner or 
later to an epoch of social revolution. The Asiatic, the ancient, the 
feudal and the m odern bourgeois, form ed "so m any progressive 
epochs in the economic formation of society". For Tong, on the other 
hand, different modes of production, i.e. prim itive communalism, 
slavery and feudalism, could all be based on same level of material 
productive forces. This could only lead to the conclusion that the 
changes of the relations of production, the changes of specific economic 
forms were not necessarily determined by the development of material 
productive forces. This, of course, is not only a challenge to Stalin's 
five-stage theory, but also a serious threat to historical materialism.
Tong fu rther argued  that the d isin tegration  of p rim itive 
comm unal society could give rise both to slavery and serfdom. In 
oriental societies, the rem nants of the communal system prevented 
slavery from developing fully. Tong cited Marx's words to support 
himself in which Marx wrote that small scale peasant agriculture and
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independent handicrafts form the economic foundation of the classical 
communities after the primitive [oriental] form of ownership of land 
in common had disappeared  and before slavery had seized on 
production in earnest (Capital, vol. 1, p. 367, footnote 1).
Tong explained that this small-scale peasant agriculture was a 
rem nant of prim itive communal society. It was in conflict with and 
rejected by slavery because the latter was a developed private economy. 
But peasant agriculture could exist in feudal society because the feudal 
system was in nature also based on small-scale peasant economy. The 
two could integrate. In oriental societies, Tong argued, it was this 
integration of the feudal system with rem nants of the prim itive 
communal system that formed the strongest resistance to any change.17 
Tong cited a passage from Marx's Capital to support his view:
The obstacles presented by the internal solidity and articulation of 
precaptialist, national, mode of production to the corrosive influence of 
commerce is strikingly shown in the intercourse of the English with India and 
China. The broad basis of the mode of production is here formed by the unity 
of small agriculture and domestic industry, to which is added in India the 
form of communes resting upon common ownership of land, which, by the way, 
was likewise the original form in China (C apital, vol. 3, p. 392).
Marx, of course, did believe that both slavery and serfdom were 
further developm ents of the form of property resting on the clan 
system (Grundrisse, p. 493). But the above two paragraphs did little to 
establish Tong's proposition that rem nants of prim itive communal 
society co-existed with feudalism in the East. In the first of the above
17 Tong, " A Discussion of the Law", p. 6, "A Discussion with A Soviet Sinologist ", 
op. cit., p. 17.
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two paragraphs Tong omitted a passage in which Marx suggested that 
peasant agriculture on a small scale and the production of independent 
artisans "formed the basis of the feudal mode of production, and after 
the dissolution of that system, continue side by side with the capitalist 
mode, also form the economic foundation of the classical communities 
at their best, after the [oriental] primitive form of ownership of land in 
common had disappeared" (Capital , vol, 1, p. 367, emphasis mine— 
Hong). There is no indication that Marx believed that the small 
peasants economy was the remnant of primitive communal society or 
that of primitive oriental communal society. On the contrary, this 
small scale peasant agriculture, according to Marx, was a result of the 
disappearance of the primitive oriental system of common ownership 
of land and existed throughout the entire history of human beings.
In the second paragraph, Marx was not talking about the 
remnants of primitive communal society and their co-existence with 
feudal systems in general. He was talking about the AMP and its 
resistance to foreign influence.
Tong correctly denied the existence of a universal slavery. But the 
purpose of this denial was not to support the existence of an 
independent Asiatic social formation but to prove that in China 
f eudal ism  grew directly from the ruins of primitive communal society. 
He did not distinguish this "feudalism" from the Chinese f e n g j ia n  
system. On the contrary, Tong seemed to believe that feudalism was a 
general phenomenon in the ancient orient around the 10th century 
B.C., just as slavery was emerging in ancient Greece and Rome.18
18 Tong, "A Discussion with A Soviet Sinologist ", p. 21.
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According to Tong, however, feudalism  in China's W estern Zhou 
Dynasty was a "prem ature" or "prim itive" feudalism  which was 
characterized by state ownership of land. Slave labour prevailed in the 
period between the W arring States and the Han Dynasty. But slavery 
did not constitute the dominant form of production in society. None of 
these societies, the W arring States, the Qin and the Han, could be 
defined as slave-owning societies.19
2. Lei Haizong and His Technological View of Periodization
Tong's challenge to universal slavery was supported  by a 
prom inent historian, Professor Lei Haizong.20 Lei's argum ent against 
universal slavery was mainly from empirical evidence. According to 
Lei, slavery only existed in societies in which enslavement of large 
numbers of foreigners was possible. Lei argued that the enslavement of 
people of the same clan would inevitably cause strong resistance from 
within, threatening the collapse of the society as a whole. Therefore 
slavery developed only in some m aritim e countries where people 
could plunder slaves from overseas (Lei, p. 45).
It is worth noting that Lei strongly opposed Marx's periodization 
of world history in the preface to the Critique of Political Economy. Lei 
argued that this periodization was a broad outline and was m ade a 
hundred years earlier; current knowledge about the ancient world is
19 Tong, "A Discussion of the Law", p. 15.
20 Lei Haizong, "Shijieshi fengqi yu shanggu zhonggu shi zhong de yixie wenti" [The 
Periodization of World History and Some Problems in the History of Antiquity 
and Middle Antiquity], in Lishi Jiaoxue [History and Teaching], no. 7, 1957, pp.
41-47.
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much better than that of the scholars of Marx's time. Lei suggested that 
world history should be seen as a history of the development of 
productive tools and be divided into the Stone Age (before 2900 BC), 
the Bronze Age (2900 - 1100 BC), the Iron Age (1100 BC-1650 AD) and 
the Machine Age (after 1650 AD.) (Lei, p. 41).
According to Lei, the Stone Age saw the primitive communal 
society and the Machine Age, capitalist society which was followed by 
socialist society. As for the Bronze Age, Lei thought, it was what Marx 
called the AMP. But Lei argued that the AMP was a world wide 
phenomenon rather than a regional one, in which land was 
commonly owned; state organization tended to be large, a "primitive 
despotism" appeared in the centre [government] while the primitive 
equality of a clan communal system remained in the localities (Lei, p. 
43). This was obviously a summary of Lei's own account of ancient 
oriental society rather than a reconstruction of Marx's ideas of the 
AMP.
The Iron Age, according to Lei, saw a developed society, which Lei 
thought should include both "classical antiquity" and "feudalism". 
Despite the existence of slave labour which could constitute a slave­
owning society only under certain circumstances, Lei argued that the 
social formation of these two periods, i.e. "classical antiquity" and 
"feudal", should be defined as feudal because the use of the tools of 
production remained the same— iron tools (Lei, pp. 46-47). The 
distinction between the Bronze Age and the Iron Age was that in the 
former, land belonged to clan community; in the latter, land could be 
bought and sold (Lei, p. 47).
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This interpretation of world history has little to do with that of 
Marx, a point Lei himself barely troubled to deny. In a symposium held 
in Tianjin in the early 1957, Lei complained that "Marxism is still at 
the place as it was in 1856 ... New trends in social sciences in the world 
have greatly developed in the last 60 years, but they are totally ignored 
by the social science research in the socialist bloc ... Social science 
research in the socialist bloc is very weak and very poor".21
Concerning the question of the AMP, Lei argued there was no 
such thing as an "ancient", "static" orient. These concepts, according to 
Lei, merely demonstrated the ignorance or even prejudice of European 
scholars regarding the East (Lei, p. 43). Our own knowledge of Chinese 
history was far better than that of European scholars a hundred years 
ago, Lei claimed, evidently with Marx and Engels in mind (Lei, p. 41).
Clearly, Lei's purpose was not to re-establish a true Marxist 
framework of historical study to oppose the doctrine of five-stage 
evolution. His conception of historical development placed in 
question not only the universal validity of Stalin's five-stage theory, 
but crucial aspects of Marx's historical materialism as well. According 
to Lei's technological view, the stages of human history were 
determined not by class struggle and changes in the relations of 
production, but by technological innovation. Thus, not only did the 
differences between various forms of appropriation of surplus value,
21 Lei Haizong's speech at symposiums in Tianjin (April 14 to June 2, 1957) and his 
letter to People's D aily  (April 28, 1957). Cited from Chen Lesu and Qiu Hansheng, 
"Bochi Lei Haizong de fan Makesi zhuyi lishi kexue de miulun [A Refutation of 
Lei Haizong's Fallacies Against Marxist Science of History), in Lishi Jiaoxue, no. 
9,1957, p. 9.
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betw een different forms of class struggle, become insignificant: the 
distinction between capitalism and socialism (both based on machine 
production) also became irrelevant. On the question of the AMP, Lei in 
fact suggested that the term was inapplicable to the study of Chinese 
history.
Lei no doubt over-em phasized the importance of technological 
developm ent in history. But the m essage was clear: neither the 
doctrine of five-stage evolution, nor M arx's historical materialism  
should be adopted as the guide-line in the study of history. The 
political implications of Lei's article were certainly greater than its 
academic contribution.
3. Li Hongzhe and the Denial of Universal Slavery
An article by Li Hongzhe in Wen Shi Zhe was, perhaps, the most 
stim ulating of those published in the "second round" period .22 Li's 
arguments were as follows:
First, Li claimed, Marx did not suggest that the four economic 
form ations listed in his preface to the Critique of Political Economy 
were four successive stages in history .23 Capitalism had indeed grown 
out of the soil of feudalism; but feudal society was not a direct
22 Li Hongzhe, "Nuli shehui shifou shehui fazhan bijing jieduan?" [Is the Slave­
owning Society an Inevitable Stage of Social Development], in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 
10,1957, pp. 47-53.
23 The official Chinese translation of Marx's word "progressive" is yan jin , meaning 
"evolution". Li himself translated "progressive" as xiangqian fazhan, meaning 
"develop forward". Both translations do no necessarily suggest the meaning 
xiangxu [successive].
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development of ancient society, nor did ancient society follow the 
AMP. On the contrary, Li held, much evidence against the theory of 
five-stage evolution could be found in Marx's works. Marx wrote in 
the Grundrisse, for example, that
If human beings themselves are conquered along with the land and soil as its 
organic accessories, then they are equally conquered as one of the conditions 
of production, and in this way arises slavery and serfdom, which soon 
corrupts and modifies the original forms of all communities, and then itself 
becomes their basis (Grundrisse, p. 491).
Again, in the third draft of his reply to Vera Zasulich, Marx wrote:
It is no less evident, however, that this very dualism could eventually turn 
into the seeds of disintegration. Apart from all the malignant outside 
influences, the commune bore within its own breast the elements that were 
poisoning its life. As we have seen, private land ownership had already 
crept into the commune in the shape of a house with its own country-yard 
that could become a strong-point for an attack upon communal land. But the 
key factor was fragmented labour as the source of private appropriation. It 
gave rise to the accumulation of movable goods such as livestock, money, and 
sometimes even slave or serfs" (Shanin, p. 120).
Li thought that these passages proved that Marx believed that 
primitive communal society contained within it the seeds of both 
slavery and serfdom. The emergence of one or the other depended on 
the particular circumstances the primitive communal society was 
facing (Li, p. 48).
Second, Li asserted that the notion of general slavery was in many 
ways contradictory to the fundamental principle of historical 
materialism.
Li opposed the notion that slavery gave rise to feudalism. Li 
argued that if that was the case, then, according to historical
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m aterialism , the social productive forces of feudal society m ust be 
higher than those of slavery. But this lacked empirical evidence in 
history. In ancient Greece and Rome, Li wrote, large-scale slave labour 
created immense achievements of social production and advanced 
domestic and international trade. But in the later period of slave­
owning society, in the last centuries of the declining Roman Empire, 
one could only find the general destruction of productive forces; 
"agriculture had declined, industry had decayed for want of a market, 
trade had died out or been violently interrupted, the rural and urban 
population had decreased."24 In the early days of feudalism, cities had 
been destroyed and there was no difference betw een cities and 
countryside. The situation in agricultural production was no better 
than that in commerce and handicraft (Li, p. 49).
On the o ther hand , Li w ent on, according to historical 
m aterialism , productive  forces were the m ost active and most 
revolutionary factor in hum an history. Social change was always 
caused by the conflict between the advancing new productive forces 
and the rigid old relations of production. But in the late period of 
slavery, w hat could be defined as the new, developing productive 
forces? Nothing but the general decline of productive forces. Historical 
materialism also claimed that every social change was realized through 
the overthrow of the old ruling class by the new class who represented 
the new productive forces and who became the new rulers by 
establishing a new social order. But in ancient society, there was no 
such thing as successful slave rebellion. The feudal order was not
24 Marx and Engels, The German Ideology, op. cit., p. 34.
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formed by the success of slave rebellion but by the invasion of 
Germanic barbarians. This historical fact contradicted the claim of 
historical materialism that the replacement of one social formation by 
another could only be realized through a violent social revolution (Li. 
p. 50).
Li also opposed the notion that the existence of slaves meant the 
existence of slavery. He asserted that only after slave labour became the 
dominant mode of production could a society be defined as slave­
owning society. But for slave labour to become the dominant mode of 
production in a society, it needed several preconditions. Li cited Engels 
as saying:
And for slave-labour to become the dominant mode of production in the whole 
of a society, an even higher increase in production, trade and accumulation of 
wealth was essential. In the ancient primitive communities with common 
ownership of the land, slavery either did not exist at all or played only a 
very subordinate role. It was the same in the originally peasant city of Rome; 
but when Rome became a "world city" and Italic landownership came more 
and more into the hands of a numerically small class of enormously rich 
proprietors, the peasant population was supplanted by a population of 
slaves (Anti-Diihring, p. 148).
Marx also writes:
In the antique world the effect of commerce and the development of 
merchants' capital always result in slave economy; or, according to what the 
point of departure may be, the result may simply turn out to be the 
transformation of a patriarchal slave system devoted to the production of 
direct means of subsistence into a similar system devoted to the production of 
surplus-value (Capital, vol.3, pp. 390-391).
Li explained that only increased production could have provided 
sufficient surplus value to make slave labour profitable. On the other 
hand, Li asserted that in classical antiquity, large numbers of slave were
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used mainly in the mining industry. Big slave-worked plantations 
were rarely found in ancient Greece. This was because the productivity 
of slave labour was usually lower than that of the small peasant 
economy. Unless slave labour could provide cheaper and more 
numerous products than the small peasant economy, the slave mode 
of production could not replace the latter and become the dominant 
one in society. Finally, to support slavery, cheap slave resources and 
large-scale slave trade were necessary preconditions. In ancient Greece 
and Rome, frequent wars and conquests provided sufficient supplies of 
slaves; large numbers of prisoners of war kept the price of slaves low. 
Therefore, Li concluded, to form and maintain a slave-owning society, 
increased production, advanced trade, a developed monetary system, 
frequent war for the purpose of slave-plundering and large-scale slave 
trade were necessary. These conditions, especially the last two, did not 
exist in most parts of ancient world, except for few ancient 
Mediterranean countries (Li, pp. 50-51).
According to historical materialism, Li wrote, science, philosophy, 
literature, art, architecture and other spiritual and material civilization 
were the reflection of the development of productive forces and of 
human knowledge. Under a new, more advanced socio-economic 
system, there should be a new, more advanced culture. If feudalism 
was the further development on the basis of slavery, cultural 
development in feudal society should be higher than that in slave­
owning society. But in reality, after the brilliant development of 
ancient Greek and Roman civilization, there followed a dark period of 
the Middle Ages (Li, p. 51).
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Li also used historical evidence to oppose the notion of general 
slavery. He wrote that according to the doctrine of the five-stage 
evolution, European history should be a succession from ancient 
Greece and Rome to medieval German and Slav society. But history 
has shown that the Germans and Slavs developed feudal societies 
directly on the basis of their primitive communal system (Li. pp. 51-52). 
In fact, Li argued, the concept of general slavery did not accord with the 
historical reality of most countries in the world. Many Soviet scholars 
defined ancient oriental societies as domestic or "early slavery" in 
comparison with slavery in classical antiquity. But Li argued that 
domestic slavery did not form the dominant mode of production in 
society and slaves in the household were not the main labour force in 
social production. To define this type of society as slavery was not 
correct (Li, p. 52).
Li believed that in most ancient oriental societies, the main 
producers were peasants, serfs or tenants, and not slaves. In ancient 
India, slave trade never developed. The price of slaves was very high. 
There was no evidence to show that in ancient India there existed 
large-scale agriculture and handicrafts based on slave labour. In ancient 
China, the majority of direct producers were free peasants, not slaves. 
Even in ancient Greece, whether slavery constituted a prevailing mode 
of production was a question open to discussion (Li, p. 53). The Helots 
of Sparta, Li argued, should not be defined as slaves, because:
1) they belonged to the community who had no right to sell nor to emancipate 
them rather than to private owners. This right was preserved in the hands 
of the state;
2) they were aboriginals from conquered lands, not captives of war nor bought 
from slave trade;
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3) they were bound to the land. Apart from the rent paid to their masters,
they could keep certain products (Li, p. 53).
Li concluded that there were only a few countries in ancient 
Mediterranean where the slave mode of production prevailed. 
Compared with most ancient societies in the world, they were 
exceptional. Therefore, the passage of human society through a slave­
owning stage should not be treated as a general law of historical 
development (Li, p. 53).
In the middle of the 1950s, the intellectual situation was rather 
liberal. Criticisms of the Stalinist version of historical materialism and 
the theory of five-stage evolution constituted only a part of a wider 
intellectual challenge to Party's ideology. The above three authors were 
typical of their time. The common characteristics of their articles were:
First, compared with the historians of the first round of 
discussion, these three historians had much greater knowledge of 
Marx's theory of history and of world history. They argued 
convincingly that both slavery and feudalism could appear after the 
disintegration of primitive communal society. In the ancient world, 
slavery existed as an exception, under certain conditions and in certain 
areas of classical antiquity only.
Furthermore, the argument implied that the progressive nature 
of history was not necessarily reflected in the sequence of historical 
development given by the five-stage theory. Slavery could appear after 
feudalism became the predominant mode of production of the society 
(Tong Shuye); in terms of social production, feudalism was not 
necessarily a higher social stage with more developed social production 
than that of slavery (Li Hongzhe). The key point of this argument was
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that if slavery was not a universal stage of social evolution, five-stage 
theory and even the whole theoretical system of M arx's historical 
materialism could not be claimed as universal truth.
On the other hand, consensus was lacking among these historians 
as to the relationship between the relations of production and the 
productive forces. Tong Shuye believed that productive forces were not 
the exclusive factor in determining the formation of a particular set of 
social relations and a particular form of society, while Lei Haizong held 
that the developm ent of productive tools was the only objective 
standard with which to periodize societies. One thing, however, they 
had in common: in their search for a viable interpretation of historical 
developm ent, both m odified M arx's definition of the relationship 
between the productive forces and relations.
Finally, in his article Li Hongzhe found it difficult to explain the 
transition from ancient slavery to European M iddle Ages w ith the 
doctrine of the five-stage evolution. In fact, the contradiction between 
empirical evidence and theory presented by Li was not one between 
European history and Stalin's five-stage theory, but rather between the 
former and the principle of historical materialism. Li's article showed 
only that M arx's theory of social change could not explain even the 
social change in Europe from ancient antiquity  to M iddle Ages. 
Concerning Chinese history, Li also showed his doubt about the 
adap tab ility  of historical m aterialism  to the C hinese situation. 
According to Li, Chinese history was a "cyclical history." "A new 
dynasty would always follow the previous one to repeat a trilogy of 
recovery, prosperity and decline ... No sign of the tendency of capitalist
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development can be found in m odern China ... Only after the Opium 
War, has this Chinese 'cycle' been broken".25
The above arguments begin to suggest that historical materialism 
could explain neither European nor Chinese history. The universal 
validity  of this theory was, to pu t it m ildly, placed in question. 
Consequently, the debate over the question of the AMP would also 
seem less significant.
3. The Stalinist Approach
No study of history in 1950s China would be complete without 
reference to the orthodox position on the question of the AMP and 
related issues.
D espite de-S talin ization elsew here in the socialist w orld, 
Stalinism remained the orthodoxy or part of official ideology in China 
during the whole 1950s and 1960s. The Stalinist approach to historical 
study should not be treated as a purely academic approach to historical 
questions. It was more concerned with legitimating the vanguard party 
as stewards of the communist revolution; it was concerned, in other 
words, with the theoretical interpretation of a historical inevitability of 
com m unist rule in China. As a result, the Stalinist approach to 
historical studies tended to restore, or perhaps greatly develop, a
25 Cited by Zhao Riqing, "Zhichi Li Hongzhe de fan Makesi zhuyi guandian [A 
Refutation of the Anti-Marxist Views of Li Hongzhe], in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 11, 
1957, p. 17.
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Chinese tradition of politicizing academic research .26 The politicization 
of academic disputes, the discrim ination and exclusion of all non- 
Marxist or non-orthodox theories, were necessary measures to keep the 
faith of people in communism. During the Anti-Rightist Campaign, 
for example, T he Journa l o f H is to r ica l E d u ca tio n  published an editorial 
under the headline "Defending the Historical Science of Marxist- 
Leninism, Smashing the Furious Attack of Bourgeois Rightists" which 
said:
An extremely vicious aspect of the Rightists' attack against the Party and 
socialism is their attack against the theoretical base of the socialist course. 
They attack Marxist-Leninism under the banner of anti-dogmatism, try in 
vain to shake the guiding role of Marxist-Leninism, spread doubts about 
Marxism-Leninism among people all over the country, create ideological 
chaos and mislead people from the correct direction.
Social sciences have a distinctive class nature. Bourgeois social sciences serve 
the interests of the bourgeois class. They are reactionary in nature and are not 
science. True social sciences came into being only after the birth of Marxism, 
because the class interest of the proletariat represented the direction of 
social development. Only the social sciences of the proletariat can 
thoroughly reflect the objective law of social development.2'7
26 This tradition of integrating of politics and academic research has two 
implications. One is the deep involvement of academics into political reality 
through their "intellectual" discussions of political affairs, which sometimes can 
lead to a new political movement. Another is the interference in academic 
research by political authorities, especially in issues of official ideology, which, 
if the regime is powerful enough, will lead to the repression of dissident 
intellectuals and heterodox ideas (book burning and scholars buried alive).
27 "Lishi jiaoshi men, jiji touru weida de fanyoupai douzheng de geming hanglie 
zhong lai" [Teachers of Historical Education, Actively Participate In the 
Revolutionary Ranks of Anti-Rightist Struggle]", the editorial of Lishi Jiaoxue, 
no.9, September, 1957, p.3.
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The second characteristic of the Stalinist approach of the 1950s 
which distinguished it from later official positions was its obviously 
pro-Soviet attitude in historical studies. This could be seen not only 
from the publications of a large num ber of translations of Soviet 
literature, but also from some Chinese historians' uncritical acceptance 
of Soviet solutions on academic problems. Ri Zi, for example, accused 
Tong Shuye of not having been aware of the Soviet contributions to 
the question of the AMP. Ri Zi said:
We should take into our consideration the results already achieved by 
Soviet academic circles in historical studies, e.g. the theory of oriental slave 
society. To ignore the advanced scientific achievements of the world and 
start research by ourselves from the very beginning will unnecessarily waste 
our time and energy. [It will only] get half the result with double the
effort.^8
Finally, concerning the question of the general development of 
world history and the question of the AMP in particular, the Stalinist 
approach continued to have a strong tendency to universalize every 
stage in the doctrine of the five-stage evolution. Despite their 
differences about the nature of the AMP (whether it was a primitive 
com m unal society or an oriental slave-ow ning society), Stalinist 
historians held that the AMP was a universal stage in hum an history. 
Ge M aochun, for exam ple, cited a paragraph  from  M arx's A 
Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, in which Marx 
claimed that various prototypes of Roman and Germanic private
28 Ri Zi, "A Discussion with Mr. Tong Shuye on the Question of the Asiatic Mode of 
Production", op. cit., p.22.
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property can be traced back to certain forms of Indian communal 
property.29
The author claimed, following Guo Moruo, that: 1. the AMP was 
a universal phenomenon. It indicated a mode of production (primitive 
communal system of ownership); 2. the AMP preceded Roman private 
property (slavery) and Germanic private property (feudalism).30
Marx stated that small scale peasant agriculture and independent 
artisans formed the economic foundation of the communities of 
classical antiquity after the primitive oriental system of common 
ownership of land had disappeared and before slavery had seized on 
production in earnest. Ge explained that since this small scale peasant 
economy and independent artisans existed between primitive oriental 
system of common ownership (the AMP) and slavery of Greece and 
Rome, the AMP was proved to have existed prior to slavery (Ge, p. 6).
It is true that during the second discussion, many historians 
considered the AMP as a universal stage of historical development. 
But Lei Haizong's interpretation, for instance, had nothing to do with 
Marx's own concept of the AMP (though it could draw on a strain of 
technological determinism in some of Marx's pronouncement and 
even more in Engels'), while Tong Shuye thought that from the AMP, 
both slavery and feudalism could emerge. For Ge, however, the AMP
29 Marx, A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy, op. cit., p. 33.
30 Ge Maochun, "Pipan Li Hongzhe fandui wuzhong shengchan fangshi xueshuo de 
miulun" [A Critique of Li Hongzhe's Fallades against the Theory of Five Stages], 
in Wen Shi Zhe, no. 11, 1957, p. 6.
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was a primitive communal society which could give rise only to 
slavery.
Concerning the question of slavery, Ge admitted that Li 
Hongzhe's description of the transition from ancient society to the 
Middle Ages in Europe was correct. But Ge argued that this was only 
the situation in certain part of Europe and should not be considered as 
the general character of the transition from slavery to feudalism in the 
world. The author even criticized Li Hongzhe as an Eurocentrist, 
because he only used European historical materials to support his 
view.
Marx and Engels' study of slavery was mainly based on slavery in 
ancient Greece and Rome. If slavery there was not typical, if the social 
change from slavery to feudalism in Western Europe could not 
provide the empirical evidence for a general theory of slavery, 
nowhere in the world could Marx find stronger evidence to support 
his view about ancient society.
In response to Li Hongzhe's view that there were no new 
productive forces in the later period of slavery which could support the 
rise of a new social relation, Ge argued that the appearance of iron tools 
marked the appearance of new productive forces and led to the collapse 
of slavery (Ge, pp. 10-11). Because of the conflict between the new 
productive forces and slave-owning system, Ge argued, within the 
slave-owning society there appeared the seeds of new, feudal relations 
of production: that of linong [vassal], which represented the new 
productive forces in the ancient society (Ge, p. 11).
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Slavery, of course, was predominant only in part of the ancient 
world. Free farmers, Marx agreed, constituted the economic foundation 
of society during the best times of classical antiquity. Free farmers or 
vassals always produced their own means of production independently 
(Marx. Capital, vol. 3, pp. 937-938). But Marx never thought that 
feudalism developed directly on the basis of the slave mode of 
production. On the contrary, Marx and Engels were inclined to believe 
that slavery was a dead end. The social conflict within slave-owning 
society, they thought, led to the common ruin of the contending 
classes. In The German Ideology Marx and Engels also said that the 
feudal system was created by the Frankish conquest, by the Germanic 
military constitution. Engels wrote in the preparatory materials for his 
Anti-Dühring that
Wherever slavery is the main form of production it turns labour into servile 
activity, consequently makes it dishonourable for freemen. Thus the way out 
of such a mode of production is barred, while on the other hand slavery is an 
impediment to more developed production, which urgently requires its 
removal. This contradiction spells the doom of all production based on 
slavery and of all communities based on it. A solution comes about in most 
cases through the forcible subjection of the deteriorating communities by 
other, stronger ones (Greece by Macedonia and later Rome). As long as these 
themselves have slavery as their foundation there is merely a shifting of 
the centre and a repetition of the process on a higher plane until (Rome) 
finally a people conquers that replaces slavery by another form of production 
(Anti-Dühring, pp. 608-609).
These citations from the Marxist classics argue against the notion 
that the feudal mode of production could develop within slave­
owning society.
The second discussion of the question of the AMP has shown that 
even under less political interference, the question of the AMP still
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constituted an im portant problem for Chinese Marxist historiography. 
It indicated the incompatibility between Marxist theory of history and 
historical reality and the inconsistency of Marx's general theory of 
historical development and his specific consideration of the history of 
non-W estern societies. In the context of Marxism as the official 
ideology, academic criticism of Marx's theory of history could easily 
become a political challenge by dissident intellectuals to communist 
ideology, a challenge which usually led to a strong political reaction 
from the com m unist authorities. D uring the second phase of the 
discussion, as we have shown above, external political pressures began 
to play an increasing role. The key problem of the debate was focused 
on whether the doctrine of five-stage evolution was compatible with 
Marx's theory of history and whether it was applicable to the study of 
history. But the debate also shows that the doctrine of the five-stage 
evolution was closely associated with Marx's historical materialism. 
The challenge to the five-stage theory would inevitably lead to the 
questioning of the principal ideas of historical materialism.
On the other hand, this tendency to interpret historical discourse 
as a political vehicle vitiated the intellectual standard of the debates. 
Many interesting and im portant problems left from the first phase of 
discussion rem ained unsolved in the second phase. The combination 
of com m on ow nersh ip  of land and despotic governm ent, the 
distinction between the Asiatic mode of production and Asiatic society, 
the difference between the common ownership of land in the AMP 
and in primitive communal society, the question of "general slavery", 
the special form of the appropriation of surplus value in the AMP, 
government corvee, etc. — all these problems needed clarification and 
elaboration. In the short period of H undred Flowers, not one article
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directly dealt w ith the question of the AMP. Chinese historians 
focussed on the universal validity of Marx's theory of history and 
shifted their attention from a particular problem in Marxist theoretical 
framework of history to the framework itself.
Theoretically, the shift of interest seems reasonable. As more and 
more abnormalities in a paradigm  are found, a "paradigm switch", to 
use Thomas K uhn's w ords, becomes increasingly likely. But the 
problem  is that in a com m unist setting, ideologically constructed 
paradigm s are indispensable to the legitimacy of the authorities. The 
"paradigm  switches" leading to breakthroughs in natural science are 
rarely found in the social science research in communist countries. 
The in tellectual com m unity there m ust ou tw ard ly  follow the 
instruction of the Party, not the principle of "paradigm switch".
Because of the threat they posed to the official ideology, the 
academics who challenged the authority of the five-stage theory and 
M arx's historical materialism , like their Aziatchiki com rades, were 
purged as anti-Marxist, anti-Party Rightists soon after the period of 
H undred Flowers and were forced to shut their mouths forever.31
31 After the anti-Rightist Campaign in 1957, Lei Haizong and Tong Shuye were 
labelled as Rightists and disappeared from academic life. They died during the 
Cultural Revolution. Li Hongzhe was charged as a KMT spy and his fate has since 
been unknown.
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4. The Epilogue to the Second Discussion
The Anti-Rightist Campaign of 1957 put a full stop to the liberal 
and non-Marxist tendency of historical study in China. But within the 
Marxist fram ework, there were still many problems that rem ained 
unsolved.
From the m iddle of 1950s, the international discussion of the 
AMP began attracting many Marxists in the major Western countries. 
In China, however, this new development seems not to have attracted 
significant attention. In the second half of 1964, Translations of 
Philosophical Studies, an internally circulated journal, reported very 
briefly the special issue on the question of the AMP by the French La 
Pensee (no. 4, 1964) and translated Jean Chesneaux's "Le MPA: 
quelques perspective de recherche".32 After 1957, articles on the 
question of the AMP, though rare in China, continued to appear. From 
the late 1950s to the m iddle 1960s, influenced by the Sino-Soviet 
d isp u te , Soviet in te rp re ta tio n  of the AMP as "orien tal"  or 
"undeveloped" slavery was rejected as Eurocentrist and geographically 
determ inist by m any Chinese historians. On the other hand, the 
attem pt to find a special law of historical development for China was 
also rejected. The view that China did not pass through slavery and the 
view that the AMP was a special mode of production were criticized. 
This can be seen in the editor's foreword to the Chinese translation of 
Jean Chesneaux's article, in which the editor claims that through his 
"new " in te rp re ta tion  of the AMP, C hesneaux vainly  tried  to
32 Zhexue Yicong [Translations of Philosophical Studies], Beijing, no. 5, 1964, pp. 70-
85 .
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overthrow the Marxist materialist conception of history, with its stages 
and principal laws of social development.33
During this period, the most im portant Chinese contribution to 
the subject was an article by Tian Changwu.34
It was im portant for two reasons. First, it dealt impressively with 
the methodological problem in the study of the AMP, which had not 
been dealt w ith. In the previous discussions, m ost participants 
attem pted to understand Marx's ideas of the AMP by following the 
historical developm ent of these ideas, while Tian argued that the 
question of the AMP could only be understood in the context of Marx's 
study of the development of capitalism. For Chinese discussions of the 
AMP, this m ethodological approach was to some extent a new 
contribution . In this section, we shall a ttem pt to treat T ian's 
methodology in some depth.
Second, after 1957, the leading proponent of the prim itive 
communalism interpretation of the AMP, Professor Tong Shuye, had 
been criticized as an anti-Party, anti-Marxist rightist. His school became 
silent for several years. In his article, however, Tian presented a 
unprecedentedly  system atic argum ent to show that M arx's AMP 
indicated  prim itive com m unal society. T ian 's argum ent for the 
prim itive com m unalism  interpretation has rem ained influential —
33 Translator's words to J. Chesneaux's "Le MPA: quelques perspective de recherche", 
in Zhexue Yicong, 1964, p. 79 (n.d.)
34 Tian Changwu, "Makesi Engesi lun yazhou gudai shehui wenti" [Marx and Engels 
on the Question of Ancient Asian Societies], in Lishi Luncong [Historical Review], 
no. 1,1963, pp. 1-58.
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even after 1978. In this section, we shall also discuss whether Tian 
found any new solution to the problem.
1. The Methodological Problem in the Study of the AMP
The most im portant feature of Tian's article was his commitment 
to the methodological problem in the study of the AMP.
According to Tian, many attempted solutions had been offered for 
the problem of Marx's concept of the AMP. To find a correct answer, it 
is im portant to understand the basic method Marx used in his study of 
social formations (Tian, p. 1).
Capitalism, Tian thought, was the most m ature and developed 
mode of class society. It was the starting point and destination of Marx's 
study of hum an history. Capitalism differed essentially from all social 
form ations preceding it, but it also had historical connections with 
them. It grew out of the previous social formations, dissolved them 
and retained in various degrees the remnants of the social relations of 
previous societies. To support his case, Tian cited a paragraph from 
Marx's Grundrisse in which Marx said that
Bourgeois society is the most developed and the most complex historic 
organization of production. The categories which express its relations, the 
comprehension of its structure, thereby also allows insights into the structure 
and the relations of production of all the vanished social formations ..." 
(Grundrisse, p. 105).
Therefore, Tian argued, the study of the historical development of 
capitalist economic formation, the investigation of the difference and 
connection betw een capitalism  and other social and economic 
form ations preceding it, w ould provide the key to understanding 
scientifically the history of human society (Tian, p. 2).
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Second, the relationship  betw een capitalism  and all social 
formations prior to it must be understood in the context of the process 
of capitalist prim itive accumulation. The historical precondition of 
capitalism  was the separation of producers from the means of 
production. The process of capitalist prim itive accum ulation was 
therefore the process of dissolution of various forms of the integration 
of producers with the means of production, which were based on 
various forms of ownership (Tian, p. 3).
Third, in various forms of pre-capitalist ownership of property, 
the ownership of land was the predom inant form of property. In it, the 
relationship between producers and the means of production was 
mainly the relationship between producers and land (Tian, p. 3). Tian 
cited some words from Marx's Capital in support. There Marx wrote 
that the capitalist mode of production
... presupposes on the one hand the separation of the direct producers from 
their position as mere attachments to the soil (in their capacity of bondsmen, 
serfs, slaves, etc.), on the other hand the expropriation of the mass of the 
people from the land ... the form of landed property, which the capitalist 
mode of production meets in its first stages, does not suit its requirements ... It 
transforms feudal landed property, tribal property, small peasants' property 
in mark communes, whatever may be their legal form, into the economic form 
corresponding to the requirements of capitalism (C apital, vol. 3, p. 723).
Fourth, Tian cited Marx's words from the Grundrisse, in which 
Marx wrote that a presupposition of wage labour was the separation of 
free labour from the objective conditions of its realization — from the 
means of labour and the material for labour. This, according to Marx, 
"release of the worker from the soil as his natural workshop — hence 
dissolution of small, free landed property as well as of communal 
landow nership resting on the oriental commune" (Grundrisse, p. 471).
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From these words, Tian passed to the conclusion that in terms of 
property ownership, this kind of communal landownership resting on 
the oriental comm une indicated the AMP, which constituted the 
logical starting point of the historical development of the social and 
economic formation of capitalism (Tian, p. 5).
Fifth, Tian said that according to Marx the special m anner in 
which the union between labourer and means of production was 
accomplished distinguished the different economic epochs from one 
another (Capital, vol. 2, p. 44). Therefore, as Marx says:
The owner may be the individual representing the community, as in Asia, 
Egypt, etc., or this private ownership in land may be merely accessory to the 
ownership of the persons of the direct producers by some individuals, as 
under the slave or serf system, or it may be a purely private ownership of 
nature by nonproducers, a mere title to land, or finally it may be a relation to 
the soil which, as in the case of colonists and small peasants owning land, 
seems included under a system of isolated and unsocial labour in the 
appropriation and production of the products of certain pieces of land by the 
direct producers (Capital, vol. 3, p. 743).
From this passage, Tian concluded that except for the last form of 
lan d ed  p roperty , each of these form s of ow nersh ip  in land
corresponded to a particular historical stage of social development as 
well as to the order in logical arrangement. Therefore, the AMP as a 
particular form of union of producers and means of production, either 
in history or in logic, denoted primitive communal society (Tian, p. 7).
It is true that for Marx the study of the origin and the
developm ent of the capitalist m ode of production was a key to 
understanding m odern capitalism. History, however, is not the history 
of capitalism. The study of the economic history of capitalism  can
neither replace the study of the history of hum an development, nor
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give a com prehensive account of the social, political and cultural 
history of capitalism itself. The method Tian followed in the study of 
the AMP was in fact to reduce hum an history to a capitalism-oriented 
teleological history. On the question of the AMP, this method equated 
the study of the AMP and the history of ancient Asian societies (or 
non-W estern societies in general) with the study of the origin of the 
economic formation of capitalism. As a result, this method inevitably 
excludes other im portant factors in history. It underestim ates the 
political, sociological and historiographical significance of M arx's 
concept of the AMP. A unified history of the world begins, Marx did 
argue, only after the w orld-w ide expansion of capitalism , which 
compels the other nations, voluntarily or involuntarily, on pain of 
extinction, to adopt the bourgeois m ode of production and create a 
world in the bourgeoisie's own image. Whether this statement of Marx 
is true or not is a question open to discussion, but the statement gave 
no indication that the history of all hitherto existing society is one of a 
predestined course towards capitalism. Marx never thought that all 
types of pre-capitalist societies contained within themselves the ability 
to develop authentic capitalism.
In term s of the union betw een producers and m eans of 
production, the AMP constituted the lowest level of the separation 
between producers and means of production and was therefore put 
logically at the low est level of social developm ent. This logical 
arrangem ent, however, does not self-evidently prove that the AMP 
w as equal to prim itive  com m unal society, nor that all three 
precapitalist modes of production formed a chronological sequence.
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Indeed, as we have show n, M arx d id  not alw ays clearly 
d istinguish  betw een the AMP and prim itive com m unal society, 
especially when he discussed the original, the common ownership of 
landed property.35 But in general, Marx was inclined to believe that on 
the basis of common ownership of land, there appeared varieties of 
modification due to various external, climatic, geographic, physical etc. 
conditions as well as their clan characters (Grundrisse, pp. 472, 486). 
Under the same category of the AMP, in Asia, for example, where the 
individual never received independent status, and where there was a 
se lf-sustain ing  circle of p roduction , un ity  of ag ricu ltu re  and 
m anufacture, the commune contained within itself all the conditions 
of reproduction; hence it perpetuated itself tenaciously and for the 
longest time (Grundrisse, p. 472). But in Slavonic and Rumanian 
com m unes, there occurred the lordly dominium,  wherein lay the 
transition to villeinage [Frondienst] etc (Grundrisse, p. 473). Such 
com m unity system s could present a m ore despotic or a m ore 
democratic form. The Asiatic, the ancient and Germanic modes of 
production were three typical forms of property in ancient time. All of 
them  w ere the original forms of property  based on the further 
developm ent of the clan system (Grundrisse, p. 495). Marx did not, at 
least in his Grundrisse, show any attem pt to establish a chronological 
linkage between the AMP and the ancient classical mode or between 
the ancient classical m ode and the Germanic mode. Of these three
35 The most intriguing words of Marx in the Grundrisse are that "the original form of 
this property is therefore itself direct common property (oriental form), modified 
in the Slavonic; developed to the point of antithesis, but still as the secret, if 
antithetical, foundation in classical and Germanic property" (Grundrisse, p. 497).
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modes of production, only the Germanic m ode — due to the loose 
relationship between the individual and the commune and the fact 
that private property was the base of the society — provided the 
conditions for later development, which finally gave rise to capitalism. 
Yet even this Germanic m ode of production was not the feudal 
relations of production in its strict sense. The latter were much more 
complex. The conditions for the rise of capitalism from within the 
feudal system were equally if not more complex. Strictly speaking, 
capitalist relations did not grow up directly from any of the above 
modes of production.
If, as Tian asserted, the AMP not only constituted the logical as 
well as historical starting point of capitalist economic relation, within 
itself, then, the AMP m ust contain the elements which would finally 
destroy rather than reproduce the conditions of its existence and which 
would provide the conditions for its further development. To develop 
slavery, according to Marx, the basic condition was that hum an beings 
were conquered along with the land and were equally conquered as 
one of the conditions of production (Grundrisse, p. 491). This is why in 
ancient Rome, war and conquest belonged to the essential conditions 
of the comm unity. But in the oriental form, because of the self- 
sustaining unity of manufacture and agriculture, conquest, according 
to Marx, was not necessary a condition (Grundrisse, p. 493). The loss of 
ind iv idua l's  m em bership to the com m unity was hardly  possible 
(Grundrisse, p. 494).
2. What is the AMP?
In the 1950s and 60s, with the publication of some new textual 
evidence, the in terpretation of the AMP as prim itive comm unal
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society seemed to have won more support from Chinese historians. 
Theoretically speaking, compared with other pre-capitalist form of 
production, the property form in the AMP was the closest to the 
p rim itive  form  of com m on ow nersh ip  of land. But in later 
developm ent, the AMP gradually shaped its own characteristics and 
m oved away from primitive communal society.
In his article, Tian basically followed Guo M oruo and Tong 
Shuye. But concerning the tension between common ownership of 
land and despotic governm ent, Tong's solution, as we have shown, 
was to separate the Asiatic mode of production from Asian societies, 
while Tian's answer was that when Marx started the study of the 
original form of property, he could use only the rem nant of primitive 
com m unalism  left in class society as his model. The theoretical 
reconstruction of primitive communal society as an AMP thus brought 
with it many traits found only in a class society.
But did Marx ever think that the AMP was the rem nant of 
prim itive com m unal society? Tian and other proponents of the 
prim itive communalism interpretation could find no direct evidence 
to support this proposition. In one line of his thought, Marx did treat 
the AMP as prim itive common system of landed property. But for 
m ost of his life, he did not extend this concept beyond Asia. The 
common ownership in m odern Indian and Russian society in the eyes 
of Marx was not the rem nant of prim itive communal society. They 
w ere the economic foundation of these Asiatic or semi-Asiatic 
societies, based on which oriental despotism was erected. In fact, both 
Tian and other proponents adm itted that in the ancient orient, 
com m unal ow nership of land form ed the predom inant m ode of
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production (Tian, p. 42). It would be incongruous to say that this 
predom inant m ode of production was merely the rem nant of the 
previous mode of production.
A proponent of the prim itive communal interpretation might 
argue tha t the notion of AMP as the rem nant of p rim itive 
com m unalism  suggested that apart from the rem nant of prim itive 
mode of production, there still existed other modes of production, i.e. 
slavery or feudalism, and it was this mode of production other than 
the AMP that determined the nature of Asian societies. Yes, had Marx 
considered the AMP as rem nant of primitive communal society, he 
might well have found other modes of production in the society where 
the AMP was only a supplement. According to the doctrine of five- 
stage evolution, this society should be either slavery or feudalism. But 
Marx never attem pted to find slavery of feudal relations of production 
in Asia, a fact that has shown Marx did not separate the AMP from the 
historical reality of Asia (whether his Asiatic explanation of Asian 
history is correct or nor is another question).
5. Conclusion
In the 1950s, Chinese historians were in fact not interested 
exclusively in the question of the AMP. From the middle of the 1950s, 
other problems arose and took centre-stage in the study of Chinese 
history, such as the periodization of ancient Chinese history, the 
existence or non-existence of slavery as a social form ation, the 
stagnation of feudalism, the role of peasant rebellions and the "seeds of 
capitalism" paradigm. These five problems were nicknamed "the five
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golden flowers" in Chinese historical studies. The name suggested that 
the period was one of the most fruitful in the history of Chinese 
contemporary historiography. The topics discussed also suggested that 
all these problems were closely connected with the Marxianization of 
Chinese history: whether one could find a slave-owning society in 
Chinese ancient history, whether and why "feudalism" lasted so long 
in China and whether historians could find seeds of capitalism in the 
late period of Chinese dynastic history. In short, could Marxist theory 
explain Chinese history? an old topic left from the very beginning 
when Marxism was introduced into China.
Com pared with the discussion of other problems in the Marxist 
study of Chinese history, the debate over the question of the AMP in 
the 1950s was on a much smaller scale. Remarkably, however, these 
discussions began with the problem of the AMP. When the contention 
spread to a much wider area, however, the AMP lost its attraction. 
W hy?
In the intellectual history of Marxism, the question of the AMP 
did  not always occupy a central place in theoretical inquiry for 
Marxists— even in China. This is especially true for the Marxists in the 
West until after the 1950s. Insufficient materials, theoretical ambiguity 
and incoherence, geographic limitations, incomplete theory, all could 
be the reasons for prolonged ignorance. But ever since the first 
international discussion of the 1920s, the destructive function of the 
AMP to M arx's general theory of history had been realized. The 
political purge of the Soviet Aziatchiki was, from the Party 's point of 
view, a necessary m easure to preserve the ideological purity  of 
M arxism  or, at least, to safeguard its appeal to Asians. The
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incompatibility of the AMP with the sequence of historical 
development listed by Marx in the preface to the Critique of Political 
Economy was only the top of a huge ice-berg. The investigation of the 
top would unavoidably lead people to discover the problem of the 
whole structure. It is therefore understandable that when the debate 
over the AMP began, challenge to the theoretical system of Marxism 
was not far away. When historians shifted their interests to some more 
fundamental problems, the question of the AMP became less 
important.
Another interesting point in the second discussion was that 
unlike the Aziatchiki in the first discussion, Chinese historians in the 
second discussion did not adapt Marx's theory of the AMP to the study 
of Chinese history and define Chinese history as a history of the AMP. 
With the improvement of the knowledge of ancient Chinese history 
and of the history of the world, Marx's concept of the AMP seemed 
more and more incompatible with the historical reality of Asian 
societies. This, however, does not mean that the concept of the AMP 
did not play any role in the 1950s. From the five major problems in the 
study of history, the "five golden flowers", we could find that the 
presentation of these problems reflected the tensions between the 
historical reality of Chinese society and Marx's theory of history. They 
themselves constituted a challenge to the orthodox interpretation of 
Chinese history. The way these problems were presented presupposed 
that the answers could be found both from orthodox Marxism or 
Marx's concept of the AMP. No one in China, for example, could accept 
the notion that Chinese society had remained unchanged since the 
disintegration of primitive communal society. The absence of private 
ownership of land was also highly debatable. Of course, there were also
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many insights in Marx's theory of the AMP, which could be very 
useful for the study of Chinese history. The existence of a powerful 
bu reaucra tic  governm ent, governm ent m anagem ent of certain  
im portant sections of production, rather than water projects, e.g. the 
production of salt, iron, etc., self-reproduction of the patterns of society, 
etc., all these, rather than the whole theoretical structure, could and did 
certainly inspire the Chinese in the study of their history. In fact, Tian 
Changw u's methodological approach might have provided still more 
inspiration had he not been so bound by the dogm a of five-stage 
theory. The question of the AMP could offer methodological starting 
points rather than concrete conclusions. This was not, of course, the 
methodology suggested by Tian Changwu, but the methodology which 
provided a Marxist authority to the multilinear approach of history 
and led to a flexible rather than dogmatic attitude towards Marxism 
itself. To this extent, the historical study in China in the 1950s kept pace 
w ith the general tendency of de-Stalinization in the sphere of Marxist 
study of history.
CHAPTER B
CHINESE DISCUSSION OE THE AMP IN POST-
MAO ERA
1. Intellectual Development in Post-Mao China: General
Review
In 1978, two years after the dramatic change in China — the death 
of Mao Zedong and the arrest of his fellow radicals in 1976 — the 
publication of an article on Marx's ideas about the AMP1 was followed 
by several hundred articles devoted to this and related topics. This 
resurrection of the AMP controversy should be understood in the 
context of the general political and intellectual developments in post- 
Mao China.
First, the end of the Cultural Revolution2 marked the end of an 
epoch characterized, intellectually speaking, by cultural despotism and 
isolation. The officially supported campaign of de-Maoification, which
1 Ma Keyao, "Xuexi Makesi Engesi lun dongfang gudai shehui de jidian tihui" 
[Some Reflections on the Study of Marx and Engels on Ancient Oriental Society], in 
Beijing Daxue Xuebao [Journal of Beijing U n iversity], no.2, 1978, pp. 57-62.
2 There are different views concerning what period is properly called that of the 
Cultural Revolution or how it should be periodized. It is not the purpose of this 
thesis to discuss this topic. Here we adopt the broadest version announced by the 
former Party Chairman — Hua Guofeng — shortly after the arrest of Mao's 
radical followers, which characterized the ten years 1966-76 as those of the 
Cultural Revolution.
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follow ed im m ediately on the proclaim ed end of the C ultural 
Revolution, was mainly aimed at attributing past errors to Mao and his 
radical line and legitim ating the Party’s urgently needed post-Mao 
policy re-orientation. In no sense can this officially approved campaign 
be understood as a liberal or dem ocratic m ovem ent, even in a 
communist setting. Nonetheless, the Party's call to smash blind faith 
in Maoism and em ancipate the m ind not only left an ideological 
vacuum; it also encouraged intellectuals to re-examine and challenge 
the official ideology and the existing political system which they 
believed to have caused the outbreak of the Cultural Revolution.
Second, during the late 1970s and the early 1980s, with the gradual 
abandonm ent of the policies of cultural despotism and isolation, books 
previously circulated only "internally" became available to a wider 
pub lic .3 A large num ber of contemporary W estern academic works 
were translated and introduced in China.4 In terms of the Chinese
3 Before the Cultural Revolution, China translated a large number of Western 
academic and political books and published them internally for the purpose of 
enabling critique of modem "bourgeois" and "revisionist" academics. Such works 
included Predrage Vraniciki's Geschichte des Marxismus, Maurice Merleau- 
Ponty's Adventures of the Dialectic, Jean Paul Sartre's Critique of Dialectical 
Reason and Roger Garaudy's Marxism and Humanism. Before the Cultural 
Revolution, only senior Party and government leaders and academics could buy 
such books from internal book shops or borrow from the special section of the 
libraries.
4 The translation of the first one hundred contemporary Western academic works 
was authorized and organized directly by the former Party Secretary-General, 
Hu Yaobang. They included books of various contemporary Marxist schools, from 
the Frankfurt School to Soviet dissidents. Almost all these translations were 
published "internally". But it would not have been difficult for ordinary Chinese
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preoccupation  w ith exploring "new" ideas from the West, the 
intellectual situation in the late 1970s and the early 1980s resembled 
that of late 19th century China.
In the initial stage of the open-door policy, however, it was not 
W estern liberalism  or dem ocratic theory, bu t various schools of 
contem porary Marxism that interested Chinese intellectuals. Most 
books translated into Chinese and published in China belonged to 
various schools of W estern Marxism. Authors attracting the most 
attention included George Lukäcs, Karl Korsch, Antonio Gramsci, 
Leszek Kolakowski, Rudolf Bahro, Herbert Marcuse, Louis Althusser, 
Enrich From m , Jean Paul Sartre and M erleau-Ponty. This is 
understandable. In order to consolidate their rule in post-Mao China, 
the communist authorities attem pted, not w ithout success, to convey 
the impression that all the past catastrophes had been caused not by the 
socialist system or by true Marxism, but by Stalinism, by Mao and 
above all by "the m istaken ideas of Mao in his later years". 
Consequently, there was a strong tendency in the early days after the 
C u ltu ra l R evolution to elevate the "re tu rn ” to so-called true 
M arxism .* 5 The movement was strengthened by the participation of
intellectuals to buy such books from an internal book shop. Since the late 1970s,
hundreds more such works have been translated into Chinese. The coverage has
been extended to non-Marxist academic works and many of them have been
published "openly" for unrestricted sale and distribution.
5 A typical example was an article published by a student from the Southwestern 
University of Law and Political Science, Jiang Qing, in which the author 
advocated eliminating the influence of Stalinism and returning to "classical" pre- 
Leninist Marxism. The article was published in a student-edited journal of the
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senior Party ideologues such as Su Shaozi, Li Honglin and Guo Luoji. 
The w estern Marxist w riters just m entioned held critical attitudes 
tow ards Stalinism and Leninism and provided an interpretation of 
Marxism new to China. Few Chinese intellectuals fully understood the 
intellectual position of W estern Marxism, but the critical attitude of 
these "m odern Marxists" encouraged Chinese intellectuals to forge 
"new" theoretical weapons of their own to challenge the ideological 
and political system of communist China.
Apart from this general political and intellectual development in 
post-Mao China, there were also immediate political and intellectual 
factors which sparked the resurgence of interest in the question of the 
AMP.
First, after the Third Plenary Meeting of the Eighth Central 
Committee (in December 1978), the Party gradually formed a pragmatic 
line for its post-Mao modernization program: to build a socialism with 
Chinese national characteristics. While it was pu t forw ard in the 
service of Deng X iaoping's unorthodox post-M ao political and 
economic reforms, the theoretical implications of this new line ran 
considerably further. Abandoning a universal m odel of socialism 
could be construed as admitting the existence of a variety of paths to 
social development and modernization. As long as this remained the 
official policy of the communist authorities, reformist intellectuals in 
China w ould find a political shield for their efforts to find a non-
University and was soon criticized by the Party as an example of bourgeois 
liberalism.
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official path to modernization. Marx's concept of the AMP seemed to 
have prom ised to provide an alternative Marxist interpretation of 
China's past, present and future, meeting the requirements of both the 
official ideology and Marxist reformist intellectual elite.
Second, with the publication of a large num ber of new Chinese 
translations of M arxian texts, such as the Economico-Philosophical 
Manuscript of 1844, the complete text of the Grundrisse  and the 
ethnological notebooks of Marx, a relatively more com prehensive 
picture of Marx's ideas on the question of the AMP became known to 
Chinese scholars.6 In the light of these new materials, various schools 
had to re-examine their previous position on the question of the AMP.
Finally, the discussion of the AMP was remarkably strengthened 
by the publication of the translations of foreign academic works dealing 
specifically with the AMP. These included the writings of old and 
young Soviet Aziatchiki, Marxists in Eastern Europe, Western Marxists 
and such academics as Eugene Varga, Ferenc Tökei, Eric Hobsbawm, 
M aurice Godelier, Suret-Canale, Jean Chesneaux, Samuel Baron, 
Marian Sawer and Teodor Shanin.7 The most influential of these was
6 For confirmation, see Chen Zhangjin, H ui X iang  Makesi: Zhonggong de Makesi  
z h u y i  ch on g j ian  [Back to M a r x : the Chinese  C o m m u n is t '  reconstru ction  of  
M a r x i s m ] ,  Taipei: Institute of International Relations, National Chengchi 
University, 1990, pp. 7-20.
7 In 1981, Hao Zenhua published an article summarizing the debate on the AMP 
outside China ("Guowai dui Yaxiya shengchan fangshi de taolun" [Discussions of 
the Question of the AMP Outside China], in G u ow ai Shehui kexue D on gta i  
[Currents in Social Sciences Abroad], no. 2, 1981. In the same year, he edited a two- 
volume book of translations of works written by various foreign scholars on the
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Um berto M elotti’s Marx and the Third Worldß The publication and 
the debate around the publication of these translations set a new 
direction for the old controversy.
2. The Reopening of the AMP Debate
In 1978, an article discussing Marx's theory of oriental society was 
published by Ma Keyao in the Journal of Beijing University. In the 
sam e year, a sm all conference was organized  jo intly  by the 
D epartm ents of H istory of Jilin Norm al University and of Beijing 
University. The discussion during this period tended to interpret the 
AMP as prim itive comm unal society or slavery and to deny the 
existence of a special AMP. The participants in the 1978 meeting, the
question of the AMP, Waiguo xuezhe lan Yaxiya shengchan fangshi [Foreign 
Scholars on the AMP] (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences Press, Beijing, 1981). 
My translations of Samuel Baron's article, "Marx's Grundrisse and the Asiatic 
Mode of Production" (in Survey: A Journal of East and West Studies, no. 1/2, vol. 
21, 1975), and of Marian Sawer's "The Soviet Discussion of the Asiatic Mode of 
Production" (in Survey: A Journal of East and West Studies, vol. 24, no. 3, 1979) 
were also published in Zhongguoshi Yanjiu Dongtai [Currents in Studies in 
Chinese History] (no. 12, 1981, pp. 4-15) and Guowai Shehui Kexue [Social 
Sciences Abroad] (no. 3, 1981, pp. 65-72) respectively. Teodor Shanin and Lawrence 
Kräder and their works were mentioned by many Chinese scholars.
8 The book was translated into Chinese by Gao Ju and published by Shangwu in 
1982. It was originally to be published openly. Because of the first anti-bourgeois 
liberalism campaign, the publication plan was almost cancelled. But later it was 
published in the "internal circulation" channels.
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contem porary report claimed, "denounced unanim ously the attem pt 
to interpret the AMP as a special social formation".9
Little serious attention to the topic from Chinese historians 
became evident, however, until the publication of an article by Lin 
Zhichun and Liao Xuesheng in 1979.1° Lin and Liao strongly supported 
the interpretation of the AMP as a prim itive communal system of 
property in land and discussed a wide range of problems concerning 
the understanding  of M arx's concept of the AMP. A fierce debate 
ensued, in the m idst of which a striking new interpretation of the 
AMP appeared. Wu Dakun, professor of the People's University in 
Beijing and a participant of the second discussion, claimed that after 
reading Um berto M elotti’s book Marx and the Third World, he had 
come to a new position on the question of the AMP.11 Wu said that the 
book had rekindled his interest in the concept and convinced him of
9 See Jilin Shifan Daxue Xuebao [Journal of Jilin Normal University], 1978, no. 4, p.
112.
10 [Linl Zhichun and [Liao] Xuesheng, "Zenyang lijie Makesi shuo de Yaxiya 
shengchan fangshi" [How to Understand Marx's "Asiatic Mode of Production"], in 
Shijie Lishi [World History], no, 2, 1979, pp. 13-19.
11 Wu Dakun, "Guanyu Yaxiya shengchan fangshi yanjiu de jige wenti" [Some 
Questions in the Study of the Asiatic Mode of Production], in Xueshu Yanjiu 
[Academic Studies], no. 1, 1980, p. 11. The English translation of the excerpts from 
articles cited in this chapter is derived from Timothy Brook, The Asiatic Mode of 
Production in China, M. E. Sharpe, Inc., New York, 1989. One year later, Wu 
published another article, but his view on the AMP had changed. See Wu Dakun, 
"Cong Guangyi zhengzhi jingjixue kan lishi shang de Yaxiya shengchan fangshi" 
[The Asiatic Mode of Production in History Viewed by Political Economy in Its 
Broad Sense], in Zhongguoshi Yanjiu [Studies in Chinese History], no. 3, 1981, pp. 
18-29.
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the great need for further research in this area. Wu not only held that 
Marx had conceived of the AMP as a distinct mode of production; he 
went on to interpret Chinese society from the Xia Dynasty up to the 
period of the Cultural Revolution as exemplifying it. Whatever the 
merits of Wu's argument, his assertion that China exemplified the 
AMP historically and contemporarily shook Chinese historians and 
lent an explosive impact to their old academic controversy.
In the midst of this resurgence of interest, the first Chinese 
national conference specifically on the question of the AMP was held 
in Tianjin in April 1981. From 1978 when the first article was 
published on the question of the AMP to 1990, more than three 
hundred articles, books and translations specifically on the question of 
the AMP were published in China. In comparison, the third round of 
the discussion was the most fruitful, quantitatively if not qualitatively, 
in the history of the Chinese discussion of the AMP.
Most arguments in this round of discussion focused on 
definitions of essential features. Views varied greatly. There were two 
major groups of opinion. For most Chinese historians who were still 
influenced by the discourse of Stalinist Marxism, the AMP was treated 
as one of the "normal" pre-capitalist social formations. Because of the 
different understandings of Chinese history and different emphases on 
certain characteristics of the AMP, the term was interpreted as a wide 
range of social formations from primitive communal society to 
feudalism. Some scholars treated it as a complete social formation, 
others as a mere economic system. Some maintained that the term 
AMP was employed by Marx throughout his life; others argued that the 
concept rested on a misunderstanding; Marx had eventually
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abandoned it on learning the "true" nature of primitive communal 
society through the work of Morgan.
The second group, which was more or less related to the post-Mao 
demand for a "revolution" in historical studies, held that the AMP was 
a unique social formation existing in parallel with slavery and 
feudalism. But within this group, views also varied as to whether the 
concept of the AMP fitted the historical reality of Chinese society or on 
the contrary it was simply a theoretical construction which bore no 
relation to historical reality. We turn to the details of some of these 
views.
3. "New" Evidence to Relate the AMP with Primitive
Communal Society
As we have seen in previous chapters, identifying the AMP with, 
rather than interpreting it as one type of, primitive communal society 
was the first Chinese view on the question of the AMP. It had soon 
been overshadowed by the slavery interpretation. In the early 1960s, 
with the publication of Tian Changwu's lengthy article, the 
interpretation of the AMP as primitive communal society was revived. 
In the initial period of the third discussion, the views of this school 
were bound to regain some influence. Their arguments rested on the 
following points:
First, they argued, Marx's footnote in A Contribution to the 
Critique of Political Economy and his letter to Engels in 1868, which 
treated "the Asian or India forms of property as the original ones 
everywhere in Europe", were sufficient to show that Marx was inclined
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to believe that Indian or Asian forms of property were the original 
ones everywhere in Europe.
The two authors also noticed that when the English edition of the 
first volume of C a p i t a l  was published in 1887, Engels added some 
words in a paragraph where Marx discussed ancient Asiatic society:
In the ancient Asiatic modes of production, we find that the conversion of 
products into commodities, and therefore the conversion of men into producers 
of commodities, holds a subordinate place, which, however, increases in 
importance as the [primitive] communities approach nearer and nearer to 
their dissolution ... Those ancient social organisms of production are ... 
founded either on the immature development of men individually, who have 
not yet severed the umbilical cord that united them with their fellow men 
[in a primitive tribal community], or upon direct relations of subjection 
(Capital, vol. 1, p. 79, word in square blanket are Engels’).
The two authors claimed that these additions by Engels had not 
changed the original m eaning of Marx but made it clearer that the 
AMP was a m ode of production belonging to prim itive communal 
society while the ancient mode of production belonged to slavery and 
was based on "direct relations of subjection" (Lin and Liao, 1979, p. 14).
Second, concerning the nature of the AMP, Lin and Liao were 
inclined to believe that the AMP should be interpreted as a social 
form ation based on the "communal form of property". It had two 
outstanding features: prim itivity — m eaning that the AMP was the 
first socio-economic formation and belonged to the primitive stage of 
hum an history; and universality — m eaning that the AMP was an 
inevitable stage of the historical developm ent of hum an society. It 
should not be limited to certain areas despite its prefix "Asiatic" (Lin 
and Liao, 1979, p. 13).
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W hen discussing the co-existence of common ow nership of 
p roperty  and oriental despotism  in the AMP, Lin and o thers12 
explained that by its very nature, the Asiatic or oriental commune had 
nothing to do with despotism, nor could it produce despotism (An 
Outline, 1980, p. 12). They argued, however, that there were cases in 
which communes existed under the rule of a despot. The communes 
Marx studied were the rem nants of Indian and Russian communes, 
su rv iv ing  w ith in  the fram ew ork of the despotic  state; other 
communes could be different. Some were ruled by the state, some not; 
the ancient Celtic commune was not (An Outline, 1980, p.12). The 
community associated with the AMP remained primitive regardless of 
whether it was under monarchical rule. When it was ruled by the state, 
the com m unity served as the economic foundation of despotic 
monarchy by rendering tribute to the despot and suffering exploitation. 
But the commune itself still rem ained a prim itive commune even 
though it was under the rule of a despotic state (An Outline, 1980, p. 
13). The authors claimed that from the 1850s forward, Marx and Engels 
constantly referred to the "idyllic village communities" serving as the 
"solid foundation of oriental despotism ."13 The au thors argued, 
however, that such reference to Asian society spoke "only of the 
communal part of society, not the society as a whole" (An Outline,
12 The Authors of An Outline History of World Antiquity, "Yaxiya shengchan 
fangshi — bu cheng qi wei wenti de wenti" [The Asiatic Mode of Production — A 
Unproblematic Problem of the AMP], in Lishi Yanjiu [Historical Studies], no. 2, 
1980, pp. 3-24. The book was written by a group of people in which Lin played a 
leading role. Hereafter referred to as “An Outline".
13 Marx, “The British Rule In India", in MECW, vol. 12, p. 132.
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1980, p. 13). The confusion here, the authors believed, arose from a 
failure to understand that although the commune was the foundation 
of despotism, the commune and the state belonged to "two different 
social epochs" and could not be combined to create a unique (and 
historically impossible) epoch. The solution was simple: separate the 
two incompatible elements and see the AMP as a combination of two 
different social formations, not as one (An Outline, 1980, p. 14).
The m ethod used here by the above authors is not unfamiliar to 
the students of the history of Chinese discussions of the AMP. It was 
adopted by Wang Ya'nan in the first round of discussion and again by 
Tong Shuye in the second round. But to reduce the AMP to a mere 
p ro p e rty  form  and  sep ara te  it from  its specific political 
superstructure — despotism — hardly fits well with the spirit of Marx's 
work, nor would it be accepted by other proponents of the primitive 
comm unalism  interpretation.
Wang Dunshu and Yu Ke argued that Marxism considered society 
as an organic unity structured by the combination of various relations 
of production that changed with the developm ent of the forces of 
production.14 Within a certain stage of social development, there could 
exist different system s of ow nership and elem ents belonging to 
different social stages. But the nature of a society was determined by the 
totality of the dom inant relations of production (mainly property 
relations). One should not mechanically or artificially carve the society 
up into several different societies or claim it to be an aggregate of
14 Wang Dunshu and Yu Ke, "Zai tan Yaxiya shengchan fangshi wenti" [Further 
Comments on the Question of the Asiatic Mode of Production], in Studies in 
Chinese H istory, no. 3, 1981, pp. 103-116.
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several societies, just because elements from different social stages 
existed simultaneously (Wang and Yu, 1981, pp. 105-106).
To solve the problem of co-existence of common ownership of 
property and despotic government within the framework of five-stage 
theory, Luo Biyung tried to argue that the AMP illustrated the late 
period of primitive communal society where class differentiation had 
already appeared. But since the basic means of production — land — 
was still publicly owned, the AMP should still be categorized as 
prim itive communal society.15
Similarly, Li Tianyou m aintained that Marx and Engels initially 
considered the agricultural commune in the Indian village as the 
archaic form of social organization. After 1877, influenced by Maurer 
and Morgan, Marx and Engels realized that the tribal commune [shizu 
gongshe] was the m ore archaic form of com m une while the 
agricultural commune, not based on kinship, was but the secondary 
formation. In his reply to Zasulich, Marx wrote:
... Maurer was able to reconstruct the archaic prototype while deciphering 
the commune of more recent origin of secondary formation ... The agricultural 
rural commune therefore emerged ... from a more archaic type ... always as 
the final term or last period of the archaic formation ... the earlier 
primitive communities all rested on the natural kinship of their members. In 
breaking this strong yet narrow tie, the agricultural commune proved more 
capable of adapting and expanding, and of undergoing contact with strangers 
... Accordingly, the "agricultural commune" everywhere presents itself as the 
most recent type of the archaic formation of societies; and the period of the
15 Luo Biyun, "Yaxiya shengchan fangshi de taolun yiji wo duita de lijie" [The 
Discussion of the Asiatic Mode of Production and My Understanding], in 
Zhongshan Daxue Xuebao [Journal of Zhongshan University], no. 2, 1980. p. 26.
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agricultural commune appears in the historical course of Western Europe, 
both ancient and modern, as a period of transition from communal to private 
property, from the primary to the secondary formation (Shanin, pp. 108-109).
Li concluded that the AMP was a social formation abstracted from 
the secondary agricultural commune. It should therefore not be 
identified with prim itive communal society in its general sense, nor 
with a tribal society.16
The article, however, did not go further to explain what were 
special social conditions in Asiatic or semi-Asiatic societies that made 
the agricultural communes there rem ain unchanged until the 19th 
century while the agricultural communes in most parts of W estern 
Europe disappeared.
A m ong the p ro p o n en ts  of the p rim itiv e  com m unalism  
interpretation, Zhu Jiazhen argued that the AMP m entioned in the 
preface to the Critique of Political Economy should not be treated as a 
specific, concrete oriental society, but as the prim itive m ode of 
production in general.17 Just like the slave, feudal and capitalist modes 
of production, Zhu m aintained, the AMP represented a theoretical
16 Li Tianyou, "Ye tan Yaxiya shengchan fangshi wenti" [Also On the Asiatic Mode 
of Production], in Nanzhou Daxue Xuebao [Journal of Nanzhou University], no. 2, 
1981, p. 30. Similar view could be found in Hou Fangyue, "Tan Yaxiya shengchan 
fangshi" [On the Asiatic Mode of Production], in Shehui Kexue Yanjiu Cankao 
Zhiliao [Reference Materials of Social Sciences Studies], no. 22, 1981, pp. 29-34. 
She Shusheng, "Lun Yaxiya shengchan fangshi" [On the Asiatic Mode of 
Production], in Lilun Yanjiu [Theoretical Studies], no. 1, 1981, pp. 1-69.
17 Zhu Jiazhen, "Guanyu Yaxiya shengchan fangshi lilun yanjiu zhong de jige wenti" 
[Some Problems in the Study of the Theory of the Asiatic Mode of Production], in 
Jingji Yanjiu [Economic Studies], no. 6,1982, p. 59.
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generalization, in this case, of the primitive relations of production 
that had survived in the societies of Asia, Africa, the America, and 
Europe (Zhu, 1982, p. 60). Zhu argued:
To grasp this point correctly, it is essential to draw on the methodology Marx 
used in Capital .  The object of analysis in Capi ta l  is capitalist class society, 
but it is not any particular capitalist class society. Although England is 
constantly referred to in the work, this is simply because it serves, as Marx 
says, "as the chief illustration in the development of my theoretical ideas"
(Capi ta l , vol. 1, p. 8). Capi ta l  does not present an analysis of any particular 
society, not even England's. What it analyzes is the capitalist mode of 
production in general, which exists in a real sense in all capitalist societies, 
yet not in a pure form. England is different from France, France from Germany, 
Germany from the United States, and so forth. It is accordingly 
inappropriate to maintain that when Marx refers to England, he is analyzing 
English society in particular. He does this simply to explain the (abstract) 
theory of the capitalist mode of production in palpable form (Zhu, 1982, p.
60).
In other words, not used by Zhu, the appropriate analysis is an 
"ideal type" analysis — an increasingly influential modern Western 
way of understanding Marx's concept of social formations. Zhu held 
that this method of theoretical study was the method Marx used to 
study the AMP. According to Zhu, when Marx was searching for the 
relations of production in primitive society, he took his materials from 
the primitive formations surviving among the backward peoples of 
Asia, Africa, the America, and Europe, and particularly from the 
village system that still existed in India. Taking this village system as 
his model, Marx created the theoretical concept of the AMP in the 
course of generalizing a social formation based on public property. The 
theory of the AMP generalized, therefore, only the primitive relations 
of production as they then existed within particular class societies, not 
the concrete social formations of these class societies (Zhu, 1982, p. 60).
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It was not important, Zhu asserted, whether the village, mark or clan 
existed under a despotic or democratic system, or under slave, serf, or 
capitalist conditions. W hat was essential was to distinguish between 
the AMP as a mode of production in general and particular Asian 
societies [from where the AMP was found]. In the same vein, Marx's 
concept of oriental despotism , which he invoked to characterize 
particular social systems in Asia, was different from the AMP as a 
mode of production in general (Zhu, 1982, p. 61).
As m entioned above, M arx did  som etim es associate the 
communal property form of the AMP with that of primitive society. 
But according to Marx, the common ownership of land in the AMP 
was realized in a personalized unity — the despot — who was the real 
proprietor of the community property. This special form of property 
ensured the result that surplus value went directly to the state.
W hether the AMP is interpreted as a separate economic system or 
as a late form of primitive communal society, the despotism connected 
with it should not be identified with despotism in general. Marx did 
believe that as a political form despotism also existed in the West. For 
Marx, however, it was precisely because despotism in the Orient was 
based on com m unal property  and became part of the economic 
foundation that it distinguished itself from other forms of despotism.
On the other hand, for Marx modes of production served to 
dem arcate  epochs of h istory . D ifferent m odes of p roduction  
represented different epochs. In the preface to the Critique of Political 
Economy, the AMP was seen by Marx as one of the four progressive 
epochs in history. Either in the Grundrisse or in the preface to the 
Critique of Political Economy, Marx always treated the AMP as an
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independent social form ation existing in parallel with other pre­
capitalist social formations.
As regards Marx's footnote in A Contribution to the Critique of 
Political Economy it was written before Marx was aware of Morgan. 
Therefore, it is arguable whether the term primitive communal society 
in this footnote was sim ilar to "prim itive communal society" as 
understood by Marx after he read the work of Morgan and other 19th 
century anthropologists.
The interpretation of the AMP as primitive communal society is 
open to at least two important objections. First, to interpret the AMP as 
primitive communal society conflicts with Engels' statement that the 
inner organization of prim itive comm unal society was unknown to 
him and Marx until Morgan discovered the "true" nature of primitive 
society. Second, the co-existence of a despotic governm ent and rural 
communities based on common ow nership of property has always 
been the Achilles' heel of the prim itive communalism interpretation 
of the AMP. The scholars of this school often found it difficult to fit the 
AMP into a "standard" Marxist scheme of social evolution.
As a result of these difficulties, many holders of the "primitive 
communal society" interpretation later concluded that the AMP rested 
on defects in Marx's understanding of prim itive communal society. 
The concept was abandoned by Marx after he learned of the inner 
organization of primitive society. We shall return to this issue later.
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4. A Renewed Effort to Interpret The AMP as Slave 
Mode of Production
To interpret the AMP as slave or a variety (usually oriental 
slavery) of a slave mode of production was very influential in both the 
first and the second rounds of discussion. In the post-Mao discussion, 
however, this school seemed to have won fewer supporters. Song Min, 
one of the most productive writers in the third discussion, published 
several articles defending the position of this school.18
Song argued that Marx's theory of social evolution should not be 
treated as a static set of ideas but a process of development. According 
to him, there is no evidence to show that before the publication of 
Morgan's Ancient Society, Marx and Engels had been aware of the 
existence of primitive communal society. Song claimed that neither 
the "second property form" in Marx's The German Ideology nor the 
AMP in the Grundrisse should be understood as a property form or 
mode of production of primitive communal society. It should, instead, 
be understood as a form of slavery, because in societies based on either 
the "second property form" or the AMP, slavery and despotism existed. 
This could not be found in any primitive communal society. Before 
their discovery of Morgan, according to Song, Marx and Engels had 
considered, wrongly, slavery as the first property form in human
18 Song Min, "Cong Makesi zhuyi de fazhan kan Taxiya shengchan fangshi'" [The 
Development of Marxism and the Asiatic Mode of Production], in Journal of Jilin 
Normal University, no, 2, 1979, pp. 74-81, "'Yaxiya shengchan fangshi — bu 
cheng qi wei wenti de wenti' yi wen zhiyi" [A Query to the Article 'The Asiatic 
Mode of Production — The Unproblematic Problem"], in Historical Studies, no. 5, 
1980, pp. 17-25.
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history and considered the AMP as an oriental type of slavery. After 
reading M organ's work, Song believed, Marx changed his view about 
the original form of hum an society and put primitive society as the 
first social formation. Song argued that the key to this change could be 
found in various drafts of Marx's reply to Zasulich, which were written 
after Marx read M organ's work (Song, 1979, pp. 79-80,1980, p. 18). In the 
drafts of the reply, Song m aintained, Marx began distinguishing the 
"archaic com m unities" from the "agricultural com m une". Marx 
pointed out that
As the latest phase in the primitive formation of society, the agricultural 
commune is at the same time a phase in the transition to the secondary 
formation, and therefore in the transition from a society based on communal 
property to one based on private property. The secondary formation does, of 
course, include the series of societies which rest upon slavery and serfdom 
(Shanin, p. 120).
Here, Song seemed to have ignored that the mere existence of an 
agricultural commune was not sufficient or necessary for the AMP, but 
he still claimed that since the agricultural commune represented a 
transition from prim itive communal society to the society based on 
private property, the existence of the agricultural commune indicated 
w hether slavery had fully developed or not. The AMP involving the 
existence of the agricultural commune was therefore the initial stage of 
slavery existing prior to "ancient" slavery (Song, 1979, p. 80).
Further evidence, according to Song, was that in replying to 
Zasulich, Marx wrote that the new system to which m odern society 
was tending would be a revival, in a superior form, of an archaic social 
type. We should not, then, be too frightened by the word "archaic" 
(Shanin, p. 107).
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Song argued that the above paragraph showed that Marx was 
suggesting the revival of the "archaic social type" of prim itive 
communal society in a superior form. If the AMP was interpreted as 
p rim itive com m unal society, the "revival" here w ould only be 
interpreted as the revival of the AMP and its despotism (Song, 1979, p. 
81).
In his articles, Song seemed, whether deliberately or not, to have 
avoided examining Marx's statement in the Grundrisse that slavery in 
the orient did not take the form of individual slaves providing the 
natural conditions of production for "a third individual" or the 
"community". In other words, he tended to believe that individuals in 
the AMP should be treated neither as slaves of a private individual, 
like those in Greece and Rome, nor as slaves of a community, like, for 
instance, the Helots of Sparta.
As regards the textual analysis, Song's quotations from Marx's first 
reply to Zasulich provide no evidence that the distinction between 
"agricultural commune" and more prim itive "archaic communities" 
was a distinction between slavery and prim itive communal society. 
Marx only indicated that the agricultural comm une constituted a 
transition to the secondary formation, not the secondary formation 
proper. Moreover, immediately following the above paragraph, Marx 
stated:
Does this mean, however, that the historical career of the agricultural 
commune is fated to end in this way? Not at all. Its innate dualism admits of 
an alternative: either its property element will gain the upper hand over its 
collective element; or else the reverse will take place. Everything depends 
upon the historical context in which it is located (Shanin, pp. 120-121).
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Marx, it is clear, neither identified the agricultural commune with 
slavery nor did he believe that this comm une w ould inevitably 
develop into slavery.
During the earlier discussions, as we have seen, some historians 
treated the AMP as a special, or "oriental" slavery because they 
believed that compared with the slavery of classical antiquity, larger 
proportions of the rem nants of comm unal ow nership of property 
rem ained in the AMP. In the third round of discussion, Wu Ze, 
however, tried to interpret the AMP as a special type of slavery, 
different from slavery in classical antiquity mainly in virtue of its 
special legal structure .19 Wu Ze cited Marx from the Grundrisse:
In the self-sustaining unity of manufacture and agriculture, on which this 
form rests, conquest is not so necessary a condition as where landed property, 
agriculture are exclusively predominant. On the other hand, since in this 
form the individual never becomes a proprietor but only a possessor, he is at 
bottom himself the property, the slave of him in whom the unity of the 
commune exists, and slavery here neither suspends the conditions of labour 
nor modifies the essential relation (Grundrisse, p. 493. Wu omitted the 
italicized words).
Wu Ze explained that slavery in the AMP neither suspended the 
conditions of labour nor modified the essential relation because of its 
special legal environm ent. In the ancient West, Wu Ze thought, law 
was different from the king's will. Property relations were defined by 
law. Property defined by law as private property was distinguished
19 Wu Ze, "Yaxiya shengchan fangshi lilun yu gudai dongfang shehui tedian yanjiu" 
[The Theory of the Asiatic Mode of Production and the Study of the Special 
Characteristics of Ancient Oriental Society!, in Shehui Kexue Jikan [Journal of 
Social Sciences], no. 1, 1988, pp. 72-83.
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from the property defined by law as belonging to the king or the state. 
Under ancient oriental despotism, however, there was no distinction 
between law and the king's will. Law was the demonstration of the 
king's will. "Legally defined" meant "defined by the king" or by the 
state. Wu Ze d ted  Marx as saying that
The actual basis of private property ... is a factum  ... Only through legal 
determinations, which the society attributes to the factual property, does it 
receive the quality of rightful property, private property.^
In the ancient orient, Wu Ze asserted, neither the ownership of 
private property nor personal relations in the society were defined by 
law, bu t based on political subjection and patriarchy. W ith the 
exception of the king himself, all subjects were slaves. The king was 
the only real master of the property. He did not necessarily interfere in 
the actual possession of land or the transformation of private property, 
such as house, productive tools and family plot. But he could deprive 
any person of his p roperty  at will. P roperty  which could be 
expropriated in this way should not be defined as private property in 
its strict or Western sense. This was what Marx meant by the absence of 
private property in the orient (Wu, 1988, pp. 76-77).
Wu Ze in fact suggested that in the ancient orient there existed de  
f ac to  slavery and private p roperty  which were not defined and 
protected by law. Thus, he explained, the difference between slavery in 
classical antiquity and the AMP was mainly a legal difference, a legal 
definition of property and personal relations.
20 Marx, Critique of Hegel's "Philosophy of Right", trans. Annette Jolin and Joseph 
O’Malley, Cambridge University Press, London, 1967, p. 110.
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Unlike those scholars who interpreted the AMP as primitive 
communal society, Song and Wu seemed to have put much stress on 
the existence of political subjection and economic exploitation within 
the AMP. Their arguments, however, seemed to have failed to 
convince people in two areas. First, if the AMP was to be interpreted as 
a slave mode of production, why did Marx treat it as a separate social 
stage existing prior to the slave mode of production? Second, political 
subjection and economic exploitation existed, in various degrees, in 
almost all pre-capitalist social formations, except in primitive 
communal society. What made these political oppression and 
economic exploitation distinctive between the AMP, slavery and 
feudalism? Wu stressed the difference of legal system between the 
AMP and slavery, but he was inclined to minimize the significance of 
this difference in favour of economic determinism. But for scholars 
like Wu Dakun in the second round of discussion, it was precisely the 
different political oppression and economic exploitation between the 
AMP, slavery and feudalism that distinguished the AMP from other 
pre-capitalist social formations. And finally, in the Grundrisse, because 
"propertylessness seemed legally to exist in the oriental" Marx 
distinguished the AMP from slavery.
The decline of the interpretation of the AMP as slavery was also 
connected with the general trend of post-Mao historical studies. Since 
1978, the concept of universal slavery has become once again the target 
of academic criticism. Many scholars, encouraged by the then 
intellectual and political atmosphere, picked up the argument of the
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previous discussions and argued that slavery was not a social stage 
every nation must pass through .21
5. "Universal Feudalism" and the AMP
In the earlier discussions, the feudal interpretation of the AMP 
had least support from Chinese intellectuals. For an orthodox 
historian, an obvious objection to this interpretation m ight be its 
inconsistency with Marx’s statement about the historical sequence of 
social development in his preface to the Critique of Political Economy. 
If the AMP was in terpreted as feudalism , the sequence of social 
developm ent would be read as describing the passage of human society 
through feudal, ancient, feudal and m odern bourgeois modes of 
production.
In the third round of the discussion, however, Pang Zhuohen and 
Gao Zhongjun argued that Marx's concept of feudalism had a narrow 
sense and a broad sense .22 The former indicated the manorial system 
and serfdom of Western European feudalism. In its broad sense, feudal 
relation included "all social forms based on land rent". The stress on 
the similarity between feudal rent and the rent form in the AMP is
21 Tian Jujian, "Nuli shehui shi renlei lishi de bijin jieduan ma?" [Is Slave-Owing 
Society an Inevitable Stage in Human History?] in Z honggu o Shehui Kexue  
[Chinese Social Sciences], no. 3, 1981, pp. 173-178.
22 Pang Zhuohen and Gao Zhongjun, "Youguan yaxiya shengchan fangshi jige wenti 
de shangque" [Some Problems Concerning the Asiatic Mode of Production], in 
Studies in Chinese H istory, no. 3, 1981, pp. 72-85.
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sim ilar to the position of scholars who interpreted the AMP as 
feudalism in previous discussions.
The essential characteristics of the AMP, according to the two 
authors, were the prolonged existence of clan, commune or other 
form s of social "um bilical cord" based on kinship , the firm 
combination of agriculture and family m anufacture based on natural 
economy and the suprem e ownership of the oriental despotic state 
based on both kinship and natural economy (Pang and Gao, 1981, p. 79). 
P roduction was carried out by village peasants who integrated 
agriculture with handicraft. The main form of property ownership was 
trinitarian — indirect ownership by the peasants, hereditary possession 
by the commune and suprem e ownership by the state. The special 
form of surplus value extraction was the governm ent corvee and 
peasant tribute. Tax and rent were coincidental. No society like this, 
Pang and Gao asserted, could be seen as primitive communal society or 
as slavery. The society based on the AMP, according to Pang and Gao, 
should therefore be considered as oriental feudalism, different from 
the Western type (Pang and Gao, 1981, p. 83).
In China, Pang and Gao asserted, this Asiatic feudalism formed in 
Xia, Shang and Zhou periods, developed after the Qin and Han 
Dynasties and remained unchanged until the eve of Western intrusion 
(Pang and Gao, 1981, pp. 72-85).
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Hu Zhongda did not agree to identify the AMP with feudalism in 
its strict sense.23 He held that the original definition of feudalism was 
equated with the fief system. In economic terms, feudalism acted as a 
system for the ruling classes to divide rent profits by rank. It was in fact 
the com bination of two system s, enfeofm ent and serfdom , that 
constituted the typical feudal system as found both in Europe during 
the M iddle Ages as well as in China only during the W estern Zhou 
and Spring-Autumn periods. Hu believed that Marx did not categorize 
pre-modern China as a feudal society of this type. In his writings about 
China, Marx referred to China as "the Heavenly Kingdom", "the 
Chinese Empire", or even "a living fossil", but none of these names 
signified feudalism (Hu, 1981, p. 33).
H u believed that since Marx understood feudalism in its strict 
sense he therefore denied that the ancient orient or a period of it 
entered into feudalism (Hu, 1981, p 39). Nevertheless, Hu still claimed 
that we could regard the three pre-capitalist socio-economic forms, the 
Asiatic, ancient and feudal, as variants of feudalism. His arguments, 
not very convincing, were:
First, in the Grundrisse, the Asiatic, ancient and feudal modes of 
production were treated by Marx as three different socio-economic 
formations with the same level of social development;
23 Hu Zhongda, "Shilun yaxiya shengchan fangshi jianlun wuzhong shengchan 
fangshi shuo" [A Preliminary Analysis of the Asiatic Mode of Production and the 
Doctrine of Five Modes of Production], in Studies in Chinese H is to ry , no. 3, 1981, 
pp. 30-43.
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Second, societies based on these three socio-economic formations 
had some characteristics in common, i.e. (1) All three had at some 
point entered into the iron age and with the exception of a few sectors 
that em ployed sim ple m echanization, technology rem ained at the 
level of m anual production. (2) Agriculture was the main production 
sector which was integrated w ith family m anufacture. The urban 
handicraft industry and the com m odity/m oney economy expanded, 
but natural economy on the whole was still dominant. (3) Land rent 
was the major form of exploitation;
Finally, Hu claimed that Lenin was the first to extend the term 
feudalism  to pre-m odern Asian nations. Since then, this usage has 
been accepted by historians [only in the communist world!] (Hu, 1981, 
pp. 38-43).
W hether feudalism  should  be regarded  as a m ethod of 
governm ent or an economic and social system, whether the political 
and legal institu tions alone were im portan t and sufficient to 
distinguish European feudalism from other social forms, have always 
been a topic of hot debate among Marxist scholars. The treatment of the 
Asiatic, ancient and feudal modes of production as three different 
forms of socio-economic forms at the same level of social development 
suggested a tendency of the above scholars to develop a multilinear 
conception of historical development. The inconsistent use, w ith or 
w ithout the extension of feudalism , however, also indicated the 
depreciation by the above scholars of the importance of political and 
legal institutions in determining the nature of social formations and 
their ignorance of Marx's own attempt in his ethnological notebooks to
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limit the tendency to extend the term "feudalism" beyond Western 
Europe and Japan.
Despite their differences, the above three approaches had 
something in common. Beneath their arguments lies their belief in the 
general validity of economic determinism, theory of class struggle and 
the Stalinist theory of five-stage evolution, which were similar to that 
of the official ideology. Because of this connection, many of them were 
considered as conservatives in post-Mao historical studies, although 
politically this was not always true. With the gradual abandonment of 
Marxist discourse in historical studies, there appeared a new approach 
to the question of the AMP.
6. The AMP as A Special Social Formation
The most notable figure in the third round of discussion might be 
Wu Dakun. In the 1950s discussion, as we have seen, Wu attempted to 
distinguish three pre-capitalist modes of production, the Asiatic, 
ancient, and feudal on grounds of their different method of surplus 
value extraction. He did not, however, clearly define the nature of the 
AMP and its place in history. In the post-Mao discussion, Wu claimed, 
encouraged by Melotti, that Marx's original view postulated six rather 
than five modes of social production in human history and that we 
must therefore accept the AMP as a distinct mode of production (Wu, 
1980, p. 12).
This treatment of the AMP as the sixth, or an independent, social 
formation indicated some important changes in post-Mao Chinese 
Marxist historiography. For example, according to the official line, the
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development of productive forces within the pre-modern Chinese 
"feudal" society will automatically lead to the emergence of capitalism 
in China, even without Western intrusion. In an article presented to 
the first national conference on the question of the AMP, Wu pointed 
out that Marx's study of the AMP in the Grundrisse has shown that 
Marx was inclined to believe that not all pre-capitalist social 
formations could spontaneously develop into capitalist society. Of the 
three pre-capitalist modes of production, the AMP was the least likely 
to develop into capitalism. The term "Asiatic" as used by Marx was not 
a geographical one, but designated a special mode of production which 
could exist outside Asia. None of the regions and countries where the 
AMP existed had developed their native capitalist relations. Therefore, 
Wu claimed, the study of the historical process of the formation of 
capitalist society would inevitably lead to the question: why did 
feudalism develop into capitalism in Western Europe but not in the 
regions outside it, i.e. in regions described by Marx as belonging to the 
category of the AMP? The failure to answer this question would lead to 
a misunderstanding of the Marxist materialist concept of history (Wu, 
1981, p. 19).
Another important characteristic of Wu's approach to the 
question of the AMP was his stress on the political rather than 
economic aspect of the AMP. As we have seen, most participants in 
Chinese discussions of the AMP, in line with the economic 
determinism of historical materialism, focused their study on the 
economic structure of the AMP — the common ownership of the 
property and the special form of surplus value appropriation. Wu, 
however, paid particular attention to the management of an all- 
powerful bureaucratic state over society. Moreover, Wu's research in
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this area was closely related to his bold criticism of the contemporary 
socialist system.
Marx, as we know, did not relate despotic government to socialist 
public ownership, nor did he discuss the possibility of the revival of 
the AMP in a modern society. Wu Dakun, however, extended the 
connection between the ancient communal ownership of property and 
despotism to contemporary socialism. Wu took Russia as an example. 
According to Wu, the Russia of today was a continuation of the Russia 
of the past. Just as the Asiatic despotic state described by Marx was 
formed through state ownership of land as princes became the highest 
landlords and exploited the peasants by compelling them to provide 
corvee labour, so the despotism in the Soviet Union today was a result 
of state ownership of the means of production. Soviet rulers have 
become the highest capitalists of their country, able to exploit all 
labourers by compelling their labour (Wu, 1980, pp. 14-15). According 
to Wu, the Soviet rulers had already degenerated into a "bureaucratic 
monopoly capitalist class" (Wu, 1980, p. 14).
Wu claimed that for a bourgeois class based on bureaucratic 
monopoly of power [guanliao longduan zichan jieji] there is no need 
to divide the means of production among themselves. Through 
redistribution, made possible by its control of the incomes of its 
citizens, the state had the power to use almost all of the surplus value 
created by its labourers to support a swollen military and bureaucratic 
structure. This structure, divorced from popular supervision and 
control, would inevitably become oppressive domestically and 
chauvinistic in foreign relations.
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Although Wu rejected the notion that China also belonged to the 
category of bureaucratic monopoly capitalism, he nevertheless 
admitted that the degeneration of Russia and the appearance in China 
of Lin Biao and the Gang of Four were not accidental. He claimed that 
Marx's concept of the AMP could interpret the development of these 
evils in socialist nations (Wu, 1980, p. 16). Wu did attempt to confined 
the employment of this interpretation to the "revisionist" Soviet 
Union and Maoist China during the Cultural Revolution, but since the 
interpretation was based on the assumption that the AMP was first of 
all characterized by the state ownership of property and the state 
bureaucratic management of social and economic activities, it could 
also be used to analyse the political and economic system of Chinese 
socialism in general.
Wu's connection of the AMP with the public ownership of 
contemporary socialism also suggested that the AMP was not a mere 
historical phenomenon. It could revive in modern society. The 
activities of Lin Biao and the Gang of Four, according to Wu, was a 
revival of the oriental despotism of ancient Asiatic states (Wu, 1980, p. 
16).
Apparently, Wu not only provided a heterodox interpretation of 
the AMP but also challenged Marxist interpretation of history and the 
justification of the necessity of socialist revolution. A serious question 
would inevitably face all Chinese Marxist historians: if despotism is 
related to public ownership of property, why should human society 
replace private property with public ownership? and whether there is 
any connection between socialist public ownership and the need for a 
dictatorship?
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Mainly because of its political implications, W u's view won credit 
among dissident Chinese intellectuals and Western sinologists.24 From 
an academic perspective, however, there are still some problems 
needing more detailed and careful study. In order primarily to deny the 
universal validity of the orthodox theory of five-stage evolution, Wu 
may have exaggerated the importance of Marx's theory of the AMP and 
attem pted to treat it as a new paradigm  for the study of Chinese and 
third world history. He underestimated the difficulties in the study of 
the AMP, the inconsistency and ambiguity in Marx's use of the term, 
and the incom patibility of the theory with the historical reality of 
Chinese society. When applying the term to the study of Chinese 
history, Wu on the one hand em phasized that the AMP indicated a 
special socio-economic formation existing outside Western Europe; on 
the other, he still treated Chinese history as having passed through 
slavery and feudalism with Asiatic characteristics (Wu Dakun, 1980, p. 
15, 1981, pp. 23-25). This confusion may suggest the complexity of the
24 See, for example, Timothy Brook's introduction to The Asiatic Mode of Production. 
Brook rightly points out that Wu was a leading advocate of a spedal AMP in the 
third round of the discussion. He develops Wu's view by saying that the 
unambiguous implication was that the Communist state should withdraw from 
certain areas of economic and social activities where its influence previously had 
been "Asiatic" and had inhibited modernization (Timothy Brook, op. cit., p. 19). 
John Rapp gives a different impression in his editorial introduction to a special 
issue of translations of Chinese debate on the AMP: "... as the leading exponent of 
the multilinear view of the AMP, at least as a political economist with evident 
party connection ... Wu was more restrained than others in the reform camp in 
utilizing the AMP concept as a warning of the danger of destructive state 
autonomy under socialism (John Rapp, introduction to "China's Debate on the 
Asiatic Mode of Production", in Chinese Law and Government, vol. 22, no. 2, 1989,
p. 16).
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term and the difficulties in applying the AMP to the study of Chinese 
history. In fact in the early stage of the third round of the discussion, 
the AMP was mainly a political symbol rather than an academic topic.
After initial political enthusiasm, the tension between the desire 
to use the term AMP to analyze social and political reality of 
Communist China and the lack of theoretical applicability of the 
concept to Chinese history and reality became acknowledged. Whether 
the concept of the AMP is applicable to the study of Chinese history 
became the topic of argument among historians who try to abandon 
Stalinist dogma of five-stage evolution.
7. Does the Concept of the AMP Fit Chinese History?
The third round of Chinese discussion of the AMP was, as we 
have seen, initially inspired by the effort to reconsider Chinese history 
in a non-orthodox way. In the course of the discussion, the concept of 
the AMP seemed to be a powerful destructive weapon to smash faith 
in Stalin's five-stage dogma. However, even if the AMP can be proved 
to be a valid Marxist concept, whether the term is applicable to the 
study of Chinese history is a separate question. Generally speaking, the 
application of the AMP to the study of the Chinese history was not a 
central topic of the debate in the third round of the discussion. Most 
participants preferred to treat the AMP as a theoretical problem within 
Marxist social theory. Only a few scholars thought that the concept of 
the AMP was applicable to the study of Chinese history.
In the earliest discussion, as we have seen, the author who wrote 
the Draft Resolution of the Chinese Communist Party on Agrarian
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Questions in 1927 m aintained that Chinese society after the Qin-Han 
period could be defined as an Asiatic one. Before that, China could 
roughly be categorized as a feudal-like society.
In the third round of the discussion, Wu Dakun extended the 
AMP to the whole Chinese history. Wu argued that there has long 
been disagreem ent among Chinese historians over how Chinese 
history should be periodized. The reason for this, according to Wu, was 
that Stalin's scheme of five modes of production had shackled our 
thinking. Chinese history was forced into Stalin's pattern, and all 
m anner of controversies developed because it did not fit.
If we now take into account the one other mode of production Marx mentioned, 
the AMP, we will perceive that the Asiatic state he referred to became 
established in China during the Xia, Shang, and Zhou dynasties in the wake 
of the dissolution of primitive communal society. Through the changes of the 
Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods, this immature Asiatic state 
became centralized and despotic, evolving into the true Asiatic state of the 
Qin, Han, and later dynasties (Wu, 1980, p. 15).
Wu listed three pieces of evidence to support his interpretation of 
post-Qin China as an Asiatic society rather than a feudal society as 
orthodox Marxists understood it. One was that land could be freely 
bought and sold; another was that although the peasants suffered great 
oppression and exploitation, they were certainly not completely bound 
as serfs to the land. In a year of famine they could flee. Third, since 
C hinese m erchants and industria lists were able to invest their 
accum ulated  capital in land, com m ercial capital, usu ry , and 
landlordism  in China could fuse together to form a triumvirate. The 
form ation of an independent bourgeoisie was consequently not 
possible, nor was the formation of a true proletariat (Wu, 1980, pp. 15- 
16).
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For other scholars who attempt to apply the AMP to the study of 
Chinese society, the AMP could be found only in the early period of 
ancient Chinese history. Zhao Lisheng, for example, tried to limit the 
applicability of the AMP to the period of Zhou China.25
According to Zhao, the AMP existed in pre-capitalist class society 
as a remnant, transformed and parasitic. It existed in China during the 
period of the well-field era. Zhao maintained that compared with other 
more typical ancient Asiatic kingdoms in the orient, the AMP in well- 
field China was incomplete. But compared with its remnant in other 
period of Chinese history, it was relatively substantial (Zhao, 1982, p. 
110) .
Zhao claimed that in an overall perspective, the history of China's 
well-field period clearly bears the "Asiatic" brand, even though not all 
of the "Asiatic" characteristics were fully developed. Yet no matter how 
imperfectly developed the characteristics were at the time, Marx's 
theory of the "Asiatic" mode was most definitely a key for our analysis 
of the inner workings of the well-field system (Zhao, 1982, p. 111).
Both Wu Dakun and Zhao Lisheng attempted to use Marx's 
theory of the AMP in support of their demand to treat Chinese history, 
or a period of Chinese history, as unique.
25 Zhao Lisheng, "Cong Yaxiya shengchan fangshi kan zhongguo gushi shang de 
jingtianzhi" [The Asiatic Mode of Production and the Well-Field System in 
Chinese Ancient Society], in Shehui Kexue Zhanxian [Social Sciences Front], no. 3, 
1982, pp. 109-115.
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In one respect, Wu Dakun's argument was convincing. Politically, 
the AMP was outstanding for its strong state bureaucracy, and this 
could find historical confirmation in ancient Chinese society after the 
Qin-Han period. Of course, even if Marx's concept of the AMP is to be 
used in the study of the political structure of ancient Chinese society, 
there are still many problems that need to be solved. The origin of state 
bureaucracy in Marx's concept of the AMP, for example, could hardly 
find strong empirical support from the origin of the Chinese 
bureaucratic administrative system.
On the other hand, as we have seen above, Wu's application of 
the AMP to the study of Chinese history seemed in several places 
incompatible with Marx's theory of the AMP. According to Marx, for 
example, one basic feature of the AMP was the absence of private 
property. If, as Wu claimed, land could be bought and sold freely, the 
absence of private ownership of land was ruled out. On the other hand, 
according to Marx, the absence of private property led to the 
undeveloped class differentiation of the AMP. Above the members of 
village communes, according to Marx, there rested a despot and his 
bureaucrats. It was this simple social structure that prevented the AMP 
from disintegration. But in Wu's picture, the social structure seemed 
more complex than that in Marx's AMP. Wu agreed that the AMP 
lacked the possibility of social disintegration. But his argument was 
different from that of Marx. As mentioned earlier, Wu believed that 
because of the union between commercial capital, usury, and 
landlordism it was simply impossible for a native bourgeoisie to 
emerge. Furthermore, because of the absence of private property, 
because of the lack of class classification, Marx was inclined to believe 
that the oriental despot and his bureaucratic government was the
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representative of the society as a whole. There was no class struggle, at 
least in the Western sense, in the AMP. But for Wu, the emperor and 
all his bureaucrats were "agents of the landlord class". Finally, Marx 
held that one important characteristic of the AMP was that the 
individual in the AMP was closely integrated with the community, not 
by law but by blood ties. Wu was inclined to believe that the peasants 
in China seemed to have enjoyed more freedom.
If true, it seems that the social, political and economic structure 
described by Wu as Chinese Asiatic society was more complex than that 
described by Marx in his theory of the AMP.
One may find many similarities between the arguments used by 
both Wu and Zhao and those in the first and second rounds of the 
discussion. After the middle of the 1980s, however, there appeared a 
tendency to deny the adaptability of the term AMP to the study of 
Chinese history among the proponents of the AMP and awareness of 
the incompatibility between Marx's concept of the AMP and the 
historical reality of Chinese society.
Hu Zhongda, for example, argued that Marx's concept of the AMP 
did not completely accord with the historical reality of oriental society 
and that it was not necessary for us to use this concept today (Hu, 1981, 
p. 39). Hu maintained that village communes existed widely in 
Chinese society during the Western Zhou period. But despotism did 
not arise. After the Qin, despotic government was established, but the 
village communal system, at least in the Han people's area, 
disappeared. Secondly, Hu held that Chinese society during the 
Western Zhou and the Spring-Autumn periods was surprisingly 
similar to Western Europe feudal society. From the period of the
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Warring States, this Chinese "feudal society" disintegrated. After the 
Qin, centralized government replaced the fief system. The peasants 
became the subjects of the state. Although they were exploited by the 
landlord economically, they were personally no longer the dependents 
of individual landlords (Hu, 1981, p. 40).
As a result, on the one hand, Hu denied the universal truth of the 
five-stage doctrine, but on the other hand also denied the applicability 
of Marx's theory of the AMP to the study of Chinese history.
Since the first discussion of the AMP, the problem of the 
applicability of the concept of the AMP to the study of Chinese history 
has always been a topic of argument. The problem here is not whether 
the special characteristics of the AMP could be found in Chinese 
history. The fundamental difference between the orthodox scholars 
and the Aziatchiki was whether Chinese history could be interpreted 
not in line with the five-stage theory but within the theoretical 
framework of the AMP. In terms of the special characteristics of the 
AMP, even the Aziatchiki, as we have seen, would admit that not all 
characteristics of the AMP described by Marx could be found in Chinese 
history. Wittfogel, for example, did not connect the establishment of 
Chinese ancient bureaucracy with the need of waterworks. Chinese 
orthodox historians like Lii Zhenyu and Hou Wailu were to use 
Marx's concept of the AMP as a special "supplement" to the "normal" 
slavery or feudal system so that the latter two terms could cover the 
Chinese situation. But on the other hand, from the articles written by 
Wu Dakun and others who considered the AMP as a special social 
formation, we also find some incompatibilities between Marx's theory 
of the AMP and the historical reality of Chinese society. The extent to
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which the theory of the AMP can be used in the study of Chinese 
history is still a problem that needs more study.
In fact, during the third discussion, a general trend among 
Chinese historians is to abandon faith in the applicability of the theory 
of the AMP to the study of Chinese history. But, if Marx's theory of the 
AMP is not applicable, is it still worthy of use?
In post-M ao China, thanks to the in troduction  of various 
contem porary W estern academic ideas, there were some historians 
who tried to in terpret Chinese history beyond the fram ework of 
Marxism, not merely beyond the framework of the five-stage theory. 
This was called by some people the "new trend in historical study7'. 
Jing Guantao, for example, tried to use the theory of cybernetics to 
describe ancient Chinese society as a "ultra-stable system", which was 
composed of three substructures — political, economic and ideological. 
The basic structure of system remained stable for two thousand years by 
periodically self-eliminating any deviation from the original state.26 
Jing held that not only different societies have different political, 
econom ic and ideological substructu res, but the d ifferent co­
relationship and interaction between these three substructures could 
produce different paths to and different forms of social development 
(Jing and Liu, p. 8).
26 Jing Guantao, Liu Qingfeng: "Zhongguo lishi shang fengjian shehui de jiegou: yige 
chao wending xitong" [The Structure of Feudal Society in Chinese History: A 
Ultrastable System], in Guizhou Shiyuan Xuebao [Journal of Guizhou Normal 
College], no. 1-2, 1980, p.6.
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Jing argued that before Qin unified China, the social structure of 
China was similar to those in the feudal West. However, after Qin, 
land became privatized and could be sold and bought freely. This land 
system  produced  a self-sufficient sm all peasant econom y and 
supported a special social group which can not be found in other feudal 
societies — the literati. According to Jing, a self-sufficient small peasant 
economy had a strong tendency to produce a feudal society like those 
in the West. However, because of their unified ideology, literati in 
ancient China formed the social, political base of a highly centralized, 
pow erful bureaucratic governm ent and successfully prevented the 
disintegration and feudalization of Chinese society (Jing and Liu, pp. 
11-13). Therefore, it was the mutual dependency and mutual support of 
these three substructures that strengthened and m aintained the 
stability of the social structure as a whole, which in turn explained a 
powerful control over the substructures (Jing and Liu, p. 14). However, 
with the development of history, the three substructures would have a 
strong tendency to deviate from norm al developm ent. This was 
m anifested by land crises, official corruption, etc. To stop this 
deviation, traditional Chinese society had two ways: reform  or 
rebellion. Jing thought because of the intensified control over the 
society by the old bureaucratic government, there were no new social 
forces which could step into the shoes of an old adm inistration. 
Reform or rebellion could only produce social disorder which would 
eliminate deviation and force the society back to its former state (Jing 
and Liu, pp. 15-21).
A new approach can also be found in Gu Zhun, who denied that 
capitalism  could grow  spon taneously  in any society. In his 
posthum ous m anuscript, Gu argued that capitalism  should not be
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understood as a mere economic system. It was also a legal system. Gu 
m aintained , apparen tly  in line w ith W eber, that the economic 
foundation  was not the only thing that could determ ine the 
superstructure. Different superstructures could also determine what 
kind of economic system could grow up or die. It was not accidental, 
Gu believed, that only W estern Europe produced capitalism while 
other civilizations, like the Indian, Chinese, Persian, Arabic and 
Russian ones did not spontaneously produce capitalism.27 The author 
held that the industrial revolution was a "joint effect of many factors", 
including the cultural heritages of Greek and Roman civilizations, the 
positive results of the comm ercial navigation of 16th century, 
com pared with ancient Chinese navigation, a unified national state, 
the spirit of adventurism  of Protestants, the spirit of merchants, etc. 
(Gu, 1979, pp. 14-15), without all these factors, the industrial revolution 
w ould  not necessarily have happened. C apitalist developm ent, 
according to the author, was not a universal stage that every nation 
sooner or later would pass through.
For a non-Marxist historian in the Western world, if Marx's more 
general theory of history or his more specific theory of the AMP is not 
applicable to the study of Chinese history, they should be denied as a 
valid theory to guide the study of history. But for a historian in a 
communist setting, the concept of the AMP functions as a politically 
safe Marxist theory to challenge the official ideology. It is true that in 
the post-Mao China, many efforts have been made to find solutions to
27 Gu Zhun, "Ziben de yuanshi jilei he zibenzhuyi fazhan" [The Primitive 
Accumulation of Capital and the Development of Capitalism], in Wei Ding Gao 
[Rough Drafts], no.39, 1979, pp.l, 8.
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various problems in the study of Chinese history, but few of them were 
supported by the authorities. The above m entioned "new trend in 
historical study", for example, has been severely criticized by orthodox 
scholars as having a revisionist tendency in historical study.28 Partly  
for this reason, the concept of the AMP is still used by many historians 
as a M arxist w eapon to distinguish them from Stalinist orthodox 
Marxism and to conceptualize Chinese history in a non-orthodox way.
8. Modernization and Oriental Society
The mid 1980s brought a dramatic shift of interest in the AMP 
problem . As noted, for reform -m inded historians like Wu Dakun, 
M arx's concept has a dual function: to challenge Stalin's orthodox 
theory of the universal five-stage evolution and to criticize Stalinist- 
M aoist (or comm unist) rule in existing socialist states. But this 
em phasis on the Asiatic particu larity  leads to an em barrassing 
conclusion for the reformist historians: if the AMP is a valid Marxist 
term, and if the oriental society is defined as Asiatic, this would mean 
that oriental society lacks the internal dynamics of development and 
the ability to modernize. Thus, radical reform in theory would lead to a 
most conservative conclusion in practice.
In reality, several years of reform saw tremendous changes taken 
place in Chinese society. With the gradual w ithdrawal of communist
28 Kang Jianwen "Lishi yanjiu zhong de fei makesi zhuyi qunxiang" [Non-Marxist 
Tendency in Historical Studiesl, in Journal of Guizhou Normal College, no. 4, 1981, 
pp. 29-37.
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control over social, political, economical and ideological activities, the 
trad itional dualism  of an overdeveloped state apparatus and a 
undeveloped ''civil society" began to change. But when the emperor 
removed his hands from the society, a real fear of class differentiation 
and the division of society as a whole emerged. While several years of 
reform  brought about undeniable economic grow th, corruption, 
inflation, injustice, violation of law and social disorder have also 
increased dram atically. Are all these necessary costs for China's 
ambitious modernization?
These theoretical and practical problems have affected Chinese 
consideration of the AMP. In the second half of the 1980s, with the 
publication of M arx's ethnological notebooks,29 there was a shift of 
interest in M arx's later ideas about primitive communal society. In 
1985 and 1986, two national conferences were held to discuss the newly 
published Chinese edition of Marx's ethnological notebooks. For most 
participants, the real purpose behind these two conferences and the 
discussions that followed was not pure academ ic discussion of 
anthropology, but to understand the Marx's later ideas about the AMP 
after he becam e aw are of the discoveries of 19th cen tury  
anthropologists and Marx's consideration of modernization in a non- 
W estem society.30
29 Marx's excerpts from Morgan, Kovalevsky, Phear, Main were translated into 
Chinese and published separately in China during the Cultural Revolution. In 
1985, the 45th volume of the Collected Works of Marx and Engels (Chinese 
version) was published which collected the above separate editions.
30 See Cheng Shenghua and Liu Honghui: "Makesi he wenhua renleixue" [Marx and 
Cultural Anthropologyl, in Chinese Social Sciences, no. 5, 1987, pp. 61-80. Rong
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For the first question there seemed to be general agreement. The 
majority of the participants held a similar position to that of Jiang 
Hong and Jiang Yu. They were inclined to believe that before Marx 
became aware of the 'True" nature of primitive communal society, he 
had treated the AMP as the prim ary, the original form of hum an 
society, which could only reflect part of the true nature of primitive 
communal society. Since the despotic state and exploitation appeared 
in the AMP, Marx wrongly believed that even in the original form of 
hum an  society, there  ex isted  despo tism  and su rp lu s  value 
ap p ro p ria tio n .31 This could explain Marx's most confused statement 
that above common ownership of land, which later was recognized as 
the general feature of classless primitive society, there was a despotic 
government, which could appear only in class society.32
Jian: "Makesi wannian zhuanxiang renleixue de lilun dongji" [The Theoretical 
Motivation of the Late Marx's Interest in Anthropology], in G uangm in  Ribao  
[G uangm in D aily], June 3, 1987, p. 3. Pan Shuming: "Makesi wannian de tansuo" 
[Marx's Exploration in His Late Years], in Fujian Luntan [Fujian Forum], no. 1, 1988. 
Cited from Xinhua W enzhai [N ew  China D igest], no. 5, 1988, pp. 14-16. Yang Shi 
and Tian Shengyi: "Makesi de renleixue biji he women jingtian" [Marx's 
Anthropological Notebooks and Us Today], in Shixue L ilun [H is to ry  and  
Theories], no. 4, 1988, pp. 54-68, etc..
31 Zhang Kuiliang, "Makesi de dongfang shehui lilun" [Marx and His Theory of 
Oriental Society], in Chinese Social Sciences, no. 2, 1989, p. 34.
32 Cheng Shenghua, Liu Honghui, "Marx and Cultural Anthropology", op. cit., p. 64. 
Jiang Danlin, "Makesi wannian weishenmo yanjiu shehui renleixue" [Why Did 
Marx Study Social Anthropology in his Later Years?], in X u esh u  Yuekan  
[Academ ic M on th ly], no. 3, 1988, pp. 40-48.
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Thanks to the achievements of late 19th century anthropology, 
the inner organization of primitive society became known. The new 
discovery of the pre-historical society of hum an beings showed that 
Marx's previous interpretation of the AMP as the first social formation 
in hum an history was incorrect. This was the main reason that Marx 
did not use the term AMP in his later years.33
A ccording to these scholars, the discovery of the inner 
organization of primitive communal society also challenged historical 
materialism  as a universal law of hum an development. Jiang Danlin 
and Yuan Lin said in their respective articles that the achievements of 
19th century anthropologists show ed that the theory M arx had 
developed since the 1840s, namely, historical materialism, obviously 
did not apply to pre-historical society. Class struggle, for example, did 
not exist in this first social formation. Non-economic factors like 
kinship, geographical environment, etc. played a determ inant role in 
the formation of various societies.34 Hence the denial of the universal 
validity of Marx's theory of social development indicated in his preface
33 Rong Jian, "Makesi de shiqian shehui lilun he dongfang shehui lilun kaocha" [An 
Exploration of Marx's Theory of Pre-History and His Theory of Oriental Society], 
in Academic Monthly, no. 5, 1988, p. 24. Jiang Danlin, “Why Did Marx Study 
Social Anthropology in his Later Years?", op. cit., p. 41. Cheng Shenghua, Liu 
Honghui, "Marx and Cultural Anthropology", op. cit., pp. 63-65. Zhang Kuiliang, 
“Marx and His Theory of Oriental Soriety", op. cit., p. 34.
34 Jiang Danlin, "Why Did Marx Study Social Anthropology in his Later Years?", 
op. cit., p. 41. Yuan Lin, “Wuzhong shehui xingtaishuo de loji quexian yu Makesi 
Engesi de shehui xingtai yanhua sixiang [The Logical Defects of the Theory of 
Five social Formations and the Ideas of Marx and Engels on Social Evolution]", in 
History and Theories, no.3, 1988, p. 168-169.
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to the Critique of Political Economy, which could be seen only as a law 
governing the transition from feudalism to capitalism.
Concerning the fate of the term AMP, however, there were 
differing opinions. For Jiang Danlin, Marx was later inclined to 
consider the AMP as the late period of primitive communal society — 
the agricultural commune. He argued that with the discovery of the 
nature of primitive society, it was apparently not suitable to continue 
to use the AMP as the original social formation of human society. 
Because the rural community in India, on which Marx based his theory 
of the AMP, was in fact not the original form of human society but the 
last stage of primitive communal social structure, a secondary social 
formation developed from the original form (Jiang, 1988, p. 41). Jiang 
did not indicate whether Marx treated this agricultural commune in 
Asiatic society as unique or not. Thus, it could lead to the conclusion 
that the AMP was the late primitive communal society and would 
develop into slavery.
For other scholars, although it was wrong for Marx to consider the 
AMP as the first and primary form of human society simply because of 
its common ownership of land, his theory of the AMP indicated his 
belief in a multilinear development of human society. It was true that 
with the publication of Morgan's and other anthropologists’ works, 
Marx abandoned the effort to use the term AMP as the original form of 
human society and adopted the term primitive society as a "scientific" 
expression of the original society of human beings. This, however, did 
not suggest that Marx also gave up his multilinear concept of historical 
development. On the contrary, in his late years, Marx seemed to 
further his study in this direction and continued to treat oriental
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society as different from that of the West without necessarily using the 
term  AMP.35 Probably because of this view, the participants were 
inclined to use M arx's theory of oriental society [Makesi de dongfang 
shehui lilun], instead of the AMP to discuss the later Marx's idea.
According to these scholars, the main reason for Marx's new 
interest in oriental society was connected w ith the increasingly 
revolutionary situation in Russia in the late 19th century, which 
inspired him and drew his attention to the orient. The question facing 
Marx was whether an immediate socialist revolution was possible in a 
society where there was a lack of material conditions as defined in his 
theory of historical m aterialism , or w hether Russia had to pass 
through all the stages that Western capitalism had experienced before a 
socialist revolution was possible.36
Obviously, the answ ers to the above questions are closely 
connected w ith some m ore profound theoretical and practical 
problems. If the answers to the above questions are positive, such 
revolutionary change in a non-industrialized society will depend on
35 See Chen Shenghua, "Guanyu Makesi renleixue biji de sikao" [Some Thoughts on 
Marx's Ethnological Notebooks], in History and Theories, no. 4, 1989, p. 95. Zhang 
Kuiliang, "Marx and His Theory of Oriental Society", op. cit., p. 34. Rong Jian, 
"An Exploration of Marx's Theory of Pre-History and His Theory of Oriental 
Society", op. cit., pp. 24-25.
36 See Se Shusheng, "Makesi shehui fazhan lilun zhong de yige shiwu" [A Mistake 
in Marx's Theory of Social Development], in Renwen Zazhi [Journal of 
Humanities], no.6, 1988, p.13. Jiang Danlin, "Why Did Marx Study Social 
Anthropology in his Later Years?", op. cit., p. 76. Rong Jian, "An Exploration of 
Marx's Theory of Pre-History and His Theory of Oriental Society", op. cit., p. 27. 
Pan Shuming: "The Exploration of the Late Marx", op. cit., pp.14-16.
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political rather than on economic development, and this, of course, 
needs some new theoretical interpretations which w ould possibly go 
against Marx's own theory that a social revolution is impossible before 
the economic conditions for it are ready.
It is indeed rather difficult to give a com prehensive and 
systematic explanation of Marx's ideas about oriental society in his 
later years from his anthropological notebooks and his unpublished 
drafts of correspondence. But Marx did have some new considerations 
scattered in these materials.
While the potential revolutionary situation in the East attracted 
M arx's attention, his 1850s and 60s study provided him not w ith a 
systematic explanation of the situation in the orient, but w ith more 
unsolved  problem s. From his excerpts and the drafts of his 
correspondence, it is rather difficult to draw  a conclusion that Marx 
had already solved the problems in his study of Asiatic (or oriental)
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societies. The prolonged underdevelopment of social production and 
strong kinship, for example, could not be explained in the light of the 
relationship between the productive forces and the relations of 
production formulated by historical materialism; neither could the 
strong political dominance over economic relations be understood by 
the historical materialist interpretation of the relations between the 
economic base and the political superstructure. From the writings of 
the later Marx, we find no evidence that Marx attempted to solve these 
problems. Apart from these old questions, Marx also failed to give a 
satisfactory answer to the question whether non-Western society could 
enter into socialism without passing through the capitalist stage. It 
seems that he only cautiously set up some limitations to the 
application of his general theory.
The above discussion has shown that if Stalin's doctrine of five- 
stage evolution has caused many troubles for Chinese understanding 
of Marx's theory of history and the application of Marxism in the study 
of Chinese history, Marx's concept of the AMP did little to resolve 
them. The AMP may be a useful alternative to unilinear theory of 
developmental stages and have particular features that recognize the 
specificity of oriental society. But this Asiatic specificity in the eyes of 
Marx represented backwardness, static society and despotism in 
contrast Western advancement, progress and democracy. The theory of 
the AMP only justified colonialization and westernization. To stress 
the specificity of oriental society will only lead to the abandonment of 
this specificity.
Generally speaking, despite several set-backs, the political and 
intellectual situation in post-Mao China may have provided the best
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period for the Chinese discussion of the AMP. The relative loosening 
of ideological control, the complete publication of Marxist writings on 
the question, the comparative freedom of information about the 
intellectual development outside China, all these provide a favourable 
situation for the Chinese discussion of the AMP. From the large 
numbers of publications on this specific question, we may say no other 
theoretical problem in Marxism has attracted so much attention from 
Chinese intellectuals as has the single question of the AMP. As we 
have shown in the previous chapters, the rise and decline of the AMP 
has always been connected with the legitimacy of the communist 
movement in China. The decade-long discussion on this special 
question has itself suggested the existence of an ideological crisis, or at 
least a disruption, in post-Mao China. Indeed, the most important 
contribution of the third round discussion was its political implication: 
its challenge to and destruction of the faith in orthodox Marxism and 
communist ideology. In seeking the theoretical guidance of post-Mao 
China, the discussion of the AMP seemed to play a destructive rather 
than constructive role. After the initial burst of interest in the concept 
of the AMP, the Chinese seemed to give up the effort to build a new, 
alternative Marxist theory of multilinear perspectives of social 
development based on the theory of the AMP. Except for its general 
stress on the specificity of oriental societies, the concept of the AMP 
seemed unable to incorporate the complexity of the historical reality of 
Chinese society.
Indeed, on the one hand, there were instances of Marx 
mentioning the common ownership of land in the AMP and in 
primitive communal society, general slavery in Asiatic society and 
private slavery in classical antiquity, feudal rent and the coincidence of
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rent and tax in the AMP, all in the same breath. But on the other 
hand, the concept of the AMP was not compatible with all other pre­
capitalist modes of production. It is clear that unless a distinction 
between the above pairs of categories is clearly made, unless a correct 
relationship between the four pre-capitalist modes of production is 
established, the confusion between the AMP and other pre-capitalist 
social formations will continue to be a topic of fruitless debate. 
Obviously, all these problems could hardly be solved within the 
framework of the five-stage doctrine.
The concept of the AMP also caused problems for the universal 
validity of Marx's general theory of history and can hardly be fitted into 
the framework of historical materialism. Economic determinism finds 
strong resistance from Marx's own theory of the AMP. Although the 
mature Marx was not receptive to seeking a socialist future in Asiatic 
society, he seemed uncertain on this question in his later years. The 
later communist victories in many Asiatic societies lends support to 
this later hesitation. But the failure of socialist modernization in China 
and the Soviet Union, the social and economic chaos in these 
countries caused by market economy-oriented reform seems to run 
counter to his expectations.
One might argue that if Stalin's doctrine of the five-stage 
evolution is incompatible either with the Marxist theory of history, or 
with the historical reality of Chinese society, the concept of the AMP 
seems to be equally incompatible. When the two concepts were related 
by the ideological struggle within communism, the orthodox 
suppression of the concept of the AMP gave people an illusion that 
this Marxist concept might be a useful alternative to the rigid unilinear
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theory of social evolution. But in an environm ent where ideological 
control had lost much of its former efficiency, the AMP proved vague 
and uncertain and its political value increasingly questionable.
CHAPTER 1 
C O N C LU SIO N
Marxism was accepted by Chinese radical intellectuals in the early 
days of this century as a guiding ideology, one which promised, as well 
as the tangible benefits of modernity, a compelling and locally 
acceptable interpretation of China's own past. There was little 
suspicion that Marx's revolutionary program might impede 
modernization, or that his theory of social evolution might produce 
more confusion than clarity. The question of the AMP reproduces in 
miniature all the troubles caused for Marxist historiography by the 
reinterpretation of Chinese history and society.
The three major discussions on the question of the AMP since the 
late 1920s have produced hundreds, perhaps thousands, of articles and 
books. Compared with the international discussions, the Chinese ones 
seem to have made little significant contributions to the study of the 
AMP. They lacked incisiveness and failed to bring out and deepen the 
issues involved.
In her book, Marxism and the Question of the Asiatic Mode of 
Production, Marian Sawer mentioned some approaches of Western 
Marxists to the question of the AMP and its relevance to the problems 
of modernization in non-Western societies. The new interest in Marx's 
Grundrisse gave rise, she writes, to the multilinear perception of 
historical development:
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A more drastic revision of Marx's Grundrisse schema consists in the argument 
that the existence of alternative forms of historical development in, for 
example, Europe and Asia gives rise to alternative forms of the development 
of socialism. According to this argument the traditional economic role of the 
state in the AMP leads to a state-initiated industrialization process.^ The 
traditional forms of village co-operation likewise present less obstacles to 
the development of a planned economy than the highly developed forms of 
private property found in Western Europe.
Thus the Asiatic formation may retain its distinctive structure and 
characteristics while undergoing the process of modernization and 
industrialization.^
The idea that Asiatic society may retain its basic structure while 
undergoing industrialization, Sawer writes, implies "a complete 
rejection" of Marx's thesis that the Asiatic form of political economy 
was incapable of generating anything approximating modern 
industrial development.
According to Marx, the role of Western capital in breaking down the old 
structure of Asiatic society and providing the conditions for development in 
its own image was an essential element of the universal progress towards 
socialism. The notion that (contrary to Marx's beliefs) industrialization and 
capitalism may be logically and historical separable has given rise to an 
interesting change of terminology in Marxist writing.3
Somewhat earlier, in order to support a multilinear conception of 
historical development and varieties of socialist modernization,
1 Cited from B. McFarlane and S. Cooper, "The Asiatic Mode of Production — An 
Economic Phoenix?", The Australian Quarterly, Vol. xxxviii, no. 3, (Sept., 1966), 
pp. 27-43.
2 Sawer, op. cit., pp. 219-220.
3 Sawer, ibid..
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Umberto Melotti on one hand criticized Soviet and Chinese socialism 
as "collective bureaucratism", but on the other seemed to give a more 
positive assessment of the social structure of the third world:
The different structure of the Third World has given birth to other no less 
important values, such as the communal ethnic, the concept of a proper 
balance between man and nature, and the integration of the social and 
natural worlds, but it has never interpreted them in a truly liberating sense 
and has frequently carried them to a repressive conclusion. But today we are 
more than ever one world, and the synthesis of those values through truly 
socialist relations will finally permit the supersession of bourgeois 
individualism and repressive collectivism alike by a society where, as 
summed up in Marx's phrase, "The free development of each is the premise of 
the free development of all"/*
The above understanding of the Asiatic or non-Western societies 
in general, differed from that of Marx in several ways. While the 
Asiatic society was a negative example of historical development in 
Marx's writings, the new approaches found positive elements in the 
special social structure of the non-Western society in the process of 
modernization. Further, Marx denied any possibility of social 
evolution in Asiatic society without external impact, whereas the new 
approaches, while denying a capitalist historical teleology, were 
inclined to believe that the particularity of the non-Western society 
formed the basis of a potentially non-Western form of modernity.
The village communities retain their economic autarky and continue to hand 
over their surplus value to the state. The state now uses part of this surplus 
value to subsidise industrialisation, and the structure of state functionaries is 
supplemented by the managerial and technical cadres associated with
4 Umberto Melotti, Marx and the Third World, trans. by Pat Ransford, Humanities 
Press, New Jersey, 1972, p. 157.
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industrialisation. The symbolic attributes of the tutelary Asiatic state, 
embodied usually in a paternalistic 'head of state', provide continuity into 
the modern age and modify the distribution engendered by the 
industrialisation process.^
The new approaches tended to hold that the special socio-political 
and  econom ic s truc tu re  of the non-W estern m ight even offer 
advantages for the non-W estern societies in their quest for socialist 
m odern iza tion . "The trad itio n a l sta te  func tionaries" , Sencer 
Divitgioglu suggested, "have a class interest in preventing  the 
development of a capitalist class and a capitalist system in the process 
of industrialisation ."5 6 While admitting the disparities between Marx's 
concept of socialism and "really existing socialism" in the Soviet 
Union and China, such writers seemed to suggest that the similarities 
and connections between the socio-political structure of the AMP and 
existing socialism in the non-W estern w orld were real and had a 
systemic basis.
In recent years, however, a new trend in the study of the AMP 
em erged. Ernest Gellner, for example, writes in his forew ord to 
B rendan O 'L eary 's  The Asiatic Mode of Production: Oriental 
Despotism, Historical Materialism and Indian History:
The theory of the Asiatic Mode of Production is a kind of dreadful mirror- 
image of the hopeful Marxist eschatology. It strikes terror where Marxism 
offers hope. Marxism teaches that the abolition of non-social property will 
lead to a harmonious social order in which the fulfilment of human 
potentialities will at long last be possible; where centralized coercion will
5 Sawer, op. cit., p. 220.
6 Cited by Sawer, op. cit., p. 220.
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be redundant, and will, in the famous phrase, wither away. The model of the 
Asiatic Mode of Production presents the opposite argument, to the effect that 
the absence of special, socially localized rights over resources leads not to 
freedom and harmony but, on the contrary, to despotism. This not only 
contradicts the central idea of Marxism, without which it loses both its 
coherence and its appeal; it also provides an all-too-plausible explanation 
of why, when Marxism was implemented for the first time in Russia, it led, 
for over three decades, not to the liberation of man but to an appalling 
nightmare; a kashmar, as the Russians say. It also provides a powerful 
parable, as well as an explanation, for the mechanics of that nightmare. No 
wonder that, at the time, the idea and its name were rapidly excised from 
canonical Marxism/
This clearly differs from the view presented in Sawer's book in 
key ways. First, Gellner gives the AMP overwhelmingly poor marks as 
a social formation. Secondly, it appears in his treatment not as unique 
historical and geographic phenomenon, but as a syndrome which, 
given certain conditions, might reappear in any modern society. The 
revolutionary program enjoined by Marx — abolition of non-social 
property and the centralization of the management of social, political 
and economic resources — can lead only to the resurgence of the 
abomination. For Gellner, the similarities and connections between 
the AMP and contemporary socialism suggest only that the communist 
system amounts simply to oriental despotism in the modern era. For 
O'Leary, the AMP poses fundamental problems and insoluble 
dilemmas for historical materialism. The latter is damned if it retains 
the AMP, but again damned if it does not.7 8
7 Ernest Gellner, foreword to O'Leary's The Asiatic Mode of Production, op. cit., pp. 
ix-x.
8 O'Leary's ibid., p. 331.
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The overall Chinese approach to the question of the AMP differed 
from both the above lines of thought. A nativistic stress on the 
particularity of Chinese history and society might, of course, be seen as 
one of the initial impulses of this approach. To interpret Chinese 
history and society as an Asiatic exemplification was, however, difficult 
for a Chinese Marxist historian to accept. Throughout the history of the 
Chinese discussion of the AMP, the only two cases to advocate the 
Aziatchik interpretation of Chinese history were the CPC's 1927 draft 
revolution on Agrarian Questions and Wu Dakun's article in 1980.
Political threats have of course been one of the main obstacles for 
a free discussion of the AMP in China, especially in the communist 
period. While Wu Dakun tried to identify the communist system with 
the Asiatic bureaucracy, he nevertheless explained it as an incidental 
event, caused by a handful of malefactors (Lin Biao and the Gang of the 
Four) under exceptional circumstances (the Cultural Revolution). 
Understandably, Wu hardly dared to connect (as Gellner later would) 
the communist bureaucracy to the institutional basis of the system, i.e. 
the abolition of private ownership, the monopoly of the means of 
production by the state and the suppression of individual freedom and 
the absence of independent social and political classes in China.
Other factors influenced Chinese attitudes towards the AMP 
theory. First was Marx's undeniable ignorance about Asia. The concept 
was used by Marx not to understand the history of Asia but to provide 
a negative example of, a contrast to, the Western capitalist mode of 
development. It attempted to indicate a set of circumstances under 
which capitalist relations of production would not appear. His account 
of world history presupposes the normality (often read as superiority)
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of the historical development of Western capitalism and the inferiority 
of non-Western social and historical development.
Marx's knowledge of the non-Western society derived mainly 
from 19th century Western writings on Indian, Ottoman, Persian and 
Russian societies. There is no evidence that Marx studied Chinese 
history, especially of the pre-modern periods, in any systematic way. He 
lacked even general knowledge of the historical development of the 
Chinese society from the Zhou (ca. 1100-211 BC) to the Qing Dynasty 
(1644-1911 AD). He did not know much about the origins of the state in 
China. He was not aware of the important changes of the social, 
political and economic systems after the Qin-Han Dynasty. He 
displayed ignorance of the political and administrative system of 
imperial China. To what extent the ideas drawn from Marx's 
understanding of Indian and Russian society are applicable to the study 
of Chinese history has always been a question of debate. The difference 
between Indian, Russian and Chinese societies is no less than that 
between the East and West.
Finally, Marx's cognitive interest in the AMP concept was to 
support his analysis of Western capitalist society. In other words, his 
main interest was in economic and property relations. To some extent, 
Marx extended his analysis to both pre-capitalist society and non- 
Western society, where economic development was not always and 
not necessarily the determining factor of social evolution. Politics, 
culture, ideology, religion, and the clan system had usually played roles 
no less important than those of economic development. The influence 
of Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism in China played a greater role 
than Marx would admit. The management of a huge state bureaucracy
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enabled the central government to control the local social, political, 
economic, cultural and military development. The unique state 
examination system created a society in which knowledge and virtue 
were more important than property. All these salient factors in 
Chinese historical development could hardly be squeezed into the 
narrow framework of the concept of the AMP, consisting of little of 
substance beyond a particular type of property relation. The concept of 
the AMP was thus bound to simplify the many complex dimensions of 
Chinese society.
The mismatch of the AMP with Chinese historical reality has 
been increasingly acknowledged by Chinese Marxist intellectuals in the 
last several decades. In fact, the more the Chinese Marxist historians 
discovered the "facts" of the historical reality of Chinese society, the 
more difficult they found it to explain these facts in the light either of 
Marx's more general theory of history, historical materialism, or 
Marx's specific theory of non-Western societies, the AMP. Thus, Marx's 
description of the formation of the Asiatic bureaucracy is difficult to 
reconcile with the actual state bureaucracy of Chinese history. The 
existence of private ownership in ancient China again contradicts 
Marx's belief in the absence of private ownership in the AMP.
Such matters of fact apart, the tension between Marx's general 
conception of history and his ideas of the AMP also undermined the 
Chinese Marxist historians' acceptance of the concept.
As we have seen, before this interest in Marxism the Chinese had 
already been influenced by evolutionism. For most Chinese radical 
intellectuals, the main reason to convert to historical materialism was 
that the latter provided a more "scientific interpretation" of social
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progress than that of social evolutionism . But in the M arxist 
vocabulary the concept of the AMP represented  an alternative 
perception of history. It suggested a m ultilinear understanding of 
historical development, which has always been the initial interest of 
Chinese dissident Marxists in the question of the AMP. At the same 
time, however, the concept itself indicated a negative example of 
historical developm ent. On the one hand, accepting the Asiatic 
in terpretation  of Chinese history w ould obviously help Marxists, 
above all dissident Marxists, to distance Chinese understanding of their 
own history from the Stalinist dogma, but on the other hand, it would 
also lead to the denial of the ability of Chinese society to develop 
independently. Chinese nationalist Marxists were presented with a 
paradox: the concept they used to support their advocacy of 
independence w ould only indicate that they lack the ability to be 
independent.
To some extent, these tensions between the historical reality of 
the Chinese society and the concept of the AMP, between the AMP and 
the theory of historical materialism could be seen as the two major 
reasons for most Chinese Marxist scholars to reject the concept of the 
AMP as an alternative Marxist interpretation of Chinese history and 
society.
How, then, could the discussion of the AMP in China last for 
more than sixty years even though the concept had repeatedly been 
proved to have little relevance to the historical reality of Chinese 
society?
In recent decades, the discourse on the AMP  has become a 
political sym bol whose significance transcends the validity of the
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concept itself. Precisely because of the ineradicable tension between this 
discourse and Marxist orthodoxy, dissidents were able (perhaps not 
always entirely consciously) to use it to encode challenges to the latter's 
authority. The three major discussions of the AMP failed to develop an 
alternative Marxist theory to interpret Chinese social evolution, but 
they have shaken, and continue to shake, the faith of Chinese 
historians in Marx's historical materialism as a "science of history". 
O'Leary's suggestion that the idea of the AMP will remain as a 
potential sources of heretical criticism or anti-Communist polemics as 
long as Marxism remains the official ideology of authoritarian regimes 
is thus well founded.9 This is especially true of the post 1949 
discussions in China. The three major discussions of the AMP by the 
Chinese had greater political implication than theoretical contribution.
To some extent, communism can, indeed, be seen as a special type 
of modernization in industrially backward countries, where the state 
uses its absolute power to force the society and its population to accept 
its pattern of modernization. In this sense, the communist state, like 
all pre-capitalist societies, uses non-economic coercion to achieve its 
economic goal. The abolition of all private economy and the 
destruction of all independent political and social forces and ideologies 
have enabled the communists to make the entire society attentive to 
the dictates of the state. Since the rulers of communist society are not 
private proprietors, but the state itself, the modern communist state 
can be considered as a restoration, or even a continuation of the AMP.
9 O'Leary, ibid., p. 330.
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Ironically, the success of the communist revolution in Russia and 
China has proved wrong Marx's prediction that modernization of non- 
W estern society m ust proceed from westernization. The communist 
revolutions in Russia and China strengthened the power of the state to 
an unprecedented degree, and made it possible for a society with strong 
Asiatic traditions to survive in the m odern world w ithout necessarily 
changing the entirety — or even the greater proportion — of its social, 
political and economic structures. Equipped with m odern technology, 
com m unist states are much more powerful than traditional Asiatic 
state, particularly as regards the private lives of their citizens. In China, 
after repeated political and ideological purges, comm unists have 
created a society where the state power is beyond comparison with any 
traditional dynasty in Chinese history and where independent social 
and political organizations exist only residually. On this basis of 
general expropriation and regim entation, the comm unist party has 
built up a state machine which is not only characterized by its despotic 
nature, but also by its monopoly of the means of production and its 
au th o rita rian  contro l of politics and  ideology. C om m unism  
undeniab ly  was able to bring about rap id  m odernization in a 
proverbially backward society, and there is no doubt that China has 
undergone trem endous changes since 1949. But this m odernization 
was achieved at the cost of democracy, freedom  and justice. The 
communist type of m odernization was impotent to reduce the social 
tensions inheren t in m odernity . As a result, social d iscontent 
m ultiplied exponentially as society m aterially im proved. This may 
explain why, com pared with previous governm ents, the communist 
authorities’ undeniable successes failed to win them the confidence of 
the people. This "poverty of plenty" became increasingly evident in the
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post 1978 reform era.10 Tremendous economic development took place 
simultaneously with the growth of political dissidence, proceeding at 
first in restricted academic arenas such as those analysed in this study, 
but gradually growing stronger and stronger, merging with other social 
forces until the flashpoint of 1989 became inevitable.
10 Wang Xiaoqing and Bai Nanfeng, The P overty  of P lenty , MacMillan, London, 
1991.
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